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Abstract
Using photoelectron spectroscopy, we show measurements of energy level alignment of
organic semiconducting layers. The main focus is on the properties and the influence
of doped layers.
The investigations on the p-doping process in organic semiconductors show typ-
ical charge carrier concentrations up to 2 · 1020 cm−3. By a variation of the doping
concentration, an over proportional influence on the position of the Fermi energy
is observed. Comparing the number of charge carriers with the amount of dopants
present in the layer, it is found that only 5% of the dopants undergo a full charge
transfer. Furthermore, a detailed investigation of the density of states beyond the
HOMO onset reveals that an exponentially decaying density of states reaches further
into the band gap than commonly assumed. For an increasing amount of doping, the
Fermi energy gets pinned on these states which suggests that a significant amount of
charge carriers is present there.
The investigation of metal top and bottom contacts aims at understanding the
asymmetric current-voltage characteristics found for some symmetrically built device
stacks. It can be shown that a reaction between the atoms from the top contact with
the molecules of the layer leads to a change in energy level alignment that produces a
1.16 eV lower electron injection barrier from the top. Further detailed investigations
on such contacts show that the formation of a silver top contact is dominated by
diffusion processes, leading to a broadened interface. However, upon insertion of a
thin aluminum interlayer this diffusion can be stopped and an abrupt interface is
achieved. Furthermore, in the case of a thick silver top contact, a monolayer of
molecules is found to float on top of the metal layer, almost independent on the metal
layer thickness.
Finally, several device stacks are investigated, regarding interface dipoles, forma-
tion of depletion regions, energy alignment in mixed layers, and the influence of the
built-in voltage. We show schematic energy level alignments of pn junctions, pin ho-
mojunctions, more complex pin heterojunctions with Zener-diode characteristics, as
well as a complete OLED stack. The results allow a deeper insight in the working
principle of such devices.
Kurzfassung
Mit Hilfe der Photoelektronenspektroskopie werden in der vorliegenden Arbeit En-
ergieniveaus an Grenzflächen von organischen Halbleitern untersucht, wobei ein Haup-
taugenmerk auf dem Einfluss und den Eigenschaften dotierter Schichten liegt.
Bei der Untersuchung grundlegender Eigenschaften eines p-dotierten organischen
Halbleiters können Ladungsträgerkonzentrationen bis zu 2 · 1020 cm−3 nachgewiesen
werden. Eine Variation der Dotierkonzentration zeigt einen überproportionalen Ein-
fluss der Ladungsträger auf die Position des Ferminiveaus verglichen mit Experi-
menten an anorganischen Schichten. Durch den Vergleich mit der Anzahl Dotanden
in der Schicht kann gezeigt werden, dass dabei nur etwa 5% der Dotanden einen voll-
ständigen Ladungstransfer eingehen. Eine detaillierte Untersuchungen der Zustands-
dichte jenseits des HOMOs (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) zeigt, dass die ex-
ponentiell abfallende Flanke der Zustandsdichte weiter in die Bandlücke hineinreicht
als üblicherweise angenommen. Das Ferminiveau erfährt bei steigender Dotierung ein
Pinning an diesen Zuständen, was für eine signifikante Ladungsträgerkonzentration
spricht.
Weiterhin wurden Untersuchungen zu Metal Top- und Grundkontakten durchge-
führt. Es kann gezeigt werden, dass die Ursache für die Entstehung unsymmetrischer
Strom-Spannungskurven, trotz eines symmetrischen Probenaufbaus, an einer Reak-
tion zwischen dem Molekül und den Metallatomen liegt. Dadurch entsteht eine um
1.16 eV reduzierte Injektionsbarriere für Elektronen am Topkontakt. Weitere detail-
lierte Untersuchungen an diesen Topkontakten zeigen, dass im Falle von Silber als
Metall diese Grenzfläche von Diffusionsprozessen dominiert ist. Im Gegensatz dazu
zeigt das unedle Metall Aluminium keine Diffusion und führt zu abrupten Grenz-
flächen. Im ersten Fall kann zudem eine Monolage vom Molekül auf dem Metallkon-
takt nachgewiesen werden, die unabhängig von der Metalldicke aufschwimmt.
Zuletzt werden Bauelemente oder Teile solcher mit Photoelektronenspektroskopie
vermessen. Hierbei werden die Grenzflächendipole, die Ausbildung von Verarmungszo-
nen, die Energieangleichung in Mischschichten und der Einfluss der Eingebauten
Spannung untersucht. Es können die Banddiagramme von pn-Übergängen, einfachen
pin Homoübergängen, komplexeren pin Heteroübergänge mit Zener-Dioden Verhal-
ten sowie eine gesamte OLED gezeigt werden. Die Ergebnisse erlauben einen tieferen
Einblick in die Arbeitsweise solcher Bauelemente.
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1 Introduction
So far, mainly inorganic semiconducting materials such as silicon and gallium
arsenide are employed to produce devices for optoelectronic applications like light
emitting diodes or solar cells. However, it was already realized in the beginning of
the 20th century that organic materials like Anthracene can show a semiconducting
behavior as well [1]. These first experiments suffered from a lack of material purity
and therefore showed little reproducibility. The interest in this field only started to
grow in the 50s, when fundamental research had answered the basic questions on
inorganic semiconductors and organic material of higher purity became available. By
that time, the electroluminescence was first observed by Beranose [2] when applying
a high AC voltage to crystalline films of Acridine Orange and Carbazole.
It took until the 80s for the first efficient optoelectronic devices to emerge that
showed the promising possibilities of this new field. In 1985 the first efficient organic
photovoltaic cell was presented at Eastman Kodak by Tang [3]. This device had a
power conversion efficiency of 1% which was possible by the application of two different
organic materials (Phthalocyanine and a Perylene derivative) in a heterojunction.
Two years later, the same group published the first efficient two-layer organic light
emitting diode device (OLED) [4] with an external quantum efficiency of about 1%,
achieving a luminance of 100 cd/m−2 at a driving voltage of 5.5 V.
Today, the research has split into two directions which either employ semicon-
ducting polymers that are applied by a spin cast process or small molecules deposited
by vacuum evaporation. In our group at the Institut für Angewandte Photophysik
we focus on the second approach. These small molecule organic semiconductors are
made of conjugated hydrocarbons combined with other low weight atoms and show
an extended π-electron system. They are available in form of a powder that is usually
stable under ambient conditions and is evaporated under UHV conditions to produce
the semiconducting layers.
In comparison to inorganic semiconductors, this new class of material offers promis-
ing avenues for practical applications due to novel physical properties. For inorganic
semiconductors, epitaxially grown single crystals are needed that are complicated and
costly to produce and need clean-room conditions. Defects in the crystal structure or
lattice mismatch between adjacent layers lead to dangling bonds that produce traps
and optical recombination centers. In contrast, organic semiconductors have a low
processing temperature and are produced by the evaporation of amorphous layers.
There is no need for lattice match because of the close shelled conformation of mol-
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ecules. A mass production is implementable with this technology as well. This is
e.g. planned in the role-to-role production of OLEDs in the ROLLEX project by
the BMBF1. An advantage is furthermore the high absorption coefficient and at the
same time the low reabsorption after emission due to strongly shifted absorption and
emission bands. Devices can be made very thin, in the range of a few 100 nm which
keeps material consumption low. For lighting applications, the possibility for the
production of large illuminated areas is advantageous, as well as the possibility to
produce devices on transparent and flexible substrates. Finally, the limitless diversity
of organic molecules makes it possible to tailor suitable molecules that have desired
properties regarding e.g. the energy level arrangement, emission spectra, mobility,
solubility, or film morphology.
An important challenge in this field lies in the stability of the devices. An en-
capsulation is necessary to shield the organic layers from reactive oxygen and water.
The longtime stability of some of the molecules, e.g. for blue emitter materials, has
to be improved as well. Furthermore, the low orbital overlap between the weakly
interacting molecules in a solid leads to low mobility and low conductivity. This last
point can be overcome by the concept of doping. It is known from silicon technology
that controllable doping was a turning point for efficient, stable, and reproducible
devices and the same enhancement is true for organic devices employing doped lay-
ers [5, 6]. The doping for molecular semiconductors is achieved by co-evaporation
of suitable atoms or molecules that have a high electron affinity (or low ionization
potential) as acceptors (or donors). It was shown that doping works similar to the
process in inorganic semiconductors, shifting the Fermi level position [7, 8], increasing
the conductivity [9], and realizing ohmic injection through narrow depletion regions
[10].
In the past thirty years, considerable efforts have been made to design, optimize,
and understand organic semiconductors. Today, the research on organic semiconduc-
tors is a quickly growing field and a large number of products have already entered
the market. Most noticeably, Sony introduced an 11 inch OLED TV in 2008. Dis-
plays for mp3-player, mobile phones, and radios have been used even longer by Sony,
Samsung, LG, Nokia, and many more. Phillips and Osram are both selling large
area white lighting panels. In the emerging field of organic solar cells made of small
molecules, recent results show certified efficiencies of 6.1 % [11]. The application of
this material class does not stop at the field of optoelectronic devices and promis-
ing research in done towards organic lasers [12, 13], transistors [14], memory devices
[15, 16], and electronic components [17] as well.
Even though a wide range of applications has already been realized, it is still a
challenge to understand and describe basic properties of organic semiconductors like
charge carrier formation, carrier transport, or the doping process. This is due to
fundamental physical differences compared to inorganic semiconductors like the low
dielectric constant, the high exciton binding energy, and the transport via hopping
between the molecules in a weakly interacting amorphous layer. Furthermore, devices
1http://www.rollex-projekt.de
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are usually built as multilayer structures containing 5 or more organic / organic hetero-
junctions in addition to the interfaces to the inorganic electrodes. Therefore, the
investigation of surfaces and interfaces plays an important role both for understanding
fundamental material properties as well as for the improvement of device designs and
the development of new applications. Studies performed in the last 30 years have
established that the energy level alignment between adjacent layers is not governed
by common vacuum levels as previously believed. Instead, it depends on various
interactions like charge transfer, chemical reactions, induced interface states, and
intermixing processes. Understanding the properties of the single layers, the formation
of interfaces, and the matching of energy levels is necessary for further advances in this
field. In addition to structural optimization, another important topic is understanding
the underlying concept of the doping process in organic layers. As mentioned before,
a controllable and stable doping is important for the efficiency and existence of many
organic devices.
This work deals with the formation of single interfaces as well as the alignment
within multi-layer devices. Here, doped layers play an important role in determin-
ing the alignment and the built-in voltage. Therefore, this concept is investigated
on the model system of the matrix molecule MeO-TPD doped by the acceptor mol-
ecule F4-TCNQ to test fundamental phenomena of the doping process. The main
techniques used for these investigations are UV photoelectron spectroscopy as well
as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. These are powerful tools to probe the occupied
density of states and investigate material properties like the ionization potential and
work function of a material and to look at the formation of interfaces and depletion
regions. Furthermore, chemical reactions can be observed that change the density of
states of a molecule.
The thesis is organized as follows. The basic physics needed for the later dis-
cussion are introduced in Chapter 2. The properties of the single molecule and the
molecular solid are presented and the concept of doping is described. In particular
the interface formation between metal / organic as well as organic / organic layers is
discussed for intrinsic and doped semiconductors. Chapter 3 presents the properties
of the molecules, the experimental details, and data evaluation of the photoelec-
tron spectroscopy setup as well as further measurement techniques. The results are
presented throughout the Chapters 4 - 7 and start with discussing the differences in
formation of interfaces between a silver metal bottom and top contact with p- and
n-doped organic semiconductors. This is followed in Chapter 5 by a detailed inves-
tigation of the p-doping process in MeO-TPD regarding the Fermi level alignment,
change in Fermi level position, and the formation of a depletion region for varying
concentrations of the dopant F4-TCNQ. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the investigation
of novel organic device concepts employing p- and n-doped layers. These are either
part of a device as it is the case for the pn recombination contact for organic tandem
solar cells or a complete pin structure of a homojunction or Zener diode structure.
In the last Chapter 7, the alignment throughout a OLED device is presented where
each interface is investigated by incrementally building up the whole device.

2 The Basics of Organic
Semiconductors
In this Chapter, small molecules are introduced as the building blocks of organic
semiconductors. First, the formation of the molecular orbitals and their electronic
properties are described, followed by the formation of organic solids with their trans-
port and optical features. The focus of this Chapter is on the device relevant as-
pects of doping organic semiconductors, as well as the formation of interfaces between
metal / organic and organic / organic layers, which are the main topics of this work.
In the last Section, the utilization of these layers in optoelectronic devices is presented.
2.1 Properties of Organic Molecules
2.1.1 Structure of Organic Molecules
Calculation of Molecular Orbitals
In general, the properties of a molecule can be described by a quantum-mechanical
approach. The allowed energy eigenstates Ei are given by the stationary Schrödinger
Equation
ĤΨi = EiΨi (2.1)
that is a function of the Hamiltonian Ĥ and the eigenfunctions Ψi of the molecule.
However, an exact solution to this many-particle problem is not possible and several
approximations have to be made. The Born Oppenheimer approximation, for exam-
ple, treats the nuclear and electron motion as independent. Thus, the overall wave
function Ψ can be split into separate wave functions Ψelectrical and Ψnuclear as given in
Eq. 2.2. This is possible as the masses of nuclei and electron differ by several orders
of magnitude and the nuclei move much slower than the electrons.
Ψi = Ψelectrical ·Ψnuclear (2.2)
As a further simplification, the electrons are considered to interact with an average
potential created by the remaining electrons instead of treating every electron-electron
interaction individually. Therefore, the electronic Hamiltonian can be separated into
individual components for each electron
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Ĥ = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + ... . (2.3)
Finally, the LCAO theory is applied. This linear combination of atomic orbitals
assumes that the molecular orbitals Ψi can be constructed by a linear superposition
of the individual atomic orbitals Φj, weighted by the LCAO coefficients ci, so the
molecular orbital is given by
Ψi =
n∑
j=1
cijΦj. (2.4)
This reduces the problem of finding the suitable function to the much simpler one
of optimizing a set of coefficients ci which may be determined numerically, e.g., by
insertion of Eq. 2.4 into the Schrödinger Equation 2.1 and by applying a variational
principle such as the Hartree-Fock method [18].
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Figure 2.1: a) Illustration of the combination of the atomic orbitals of two nitrogen atoms
to form the molecular orbitals of the N2 molecule using the LCAO method (splitting is not
to scale). b) Shape of the molecular orbitals formed by the combined atomic orbitals of the
nitrogen atoms. Here, it is visualized that antibonding states have a node between the atoms,
and σ orbitals are symmetric concerning rotations around the bond axis while π orbitals are not.
The calculations result in two sets of solutions, i.e. symmetric and antisymmetric
wave functions, and yield as many molecular orbitals (MOs) as there are atomic
orbitals (AO) on the individual atoms. The symmetric ones are bonding orbitals
and are denoted by σ or π (depending whether they are invariant under rotation
around the axis of the bond or not), while the antisymmetric orbitals are antibonding
and named σ∗ and π∗. Due to the energy splitting, the bonding orbitals are always
lower in energy than the AO whereas the antibonding orbitals are higher in energy
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compared to the AO. The amount of the splitting depends on the overlap of the atomic
orbitals; in general, σ orbitals show a stronger splitting compared to π orbitals due
to a stronger overlap.
In Fig. 2.1a an example is shown for the formation of these molecular orbitals in
the case of the N2 molecule. Each nitrogen contributes 7 electrons from the AOs
resulting in 7 occupied MOs. The MOs are successively filled, each with 2 electrons,
except for the 2pπ orbital that is twofold degenerate and can host 4 electrons. The
corresponding orbital shapes are given in Fig. 2.1b.
Extended π Systems
An extended electron system created by overlapping orbitals is necessary to intro-
duce semiconducting properties in a layer. This cannot be achieved by the strongly
localized σ bonds that only give an insulating property. Instead, π bonds are needed.
We will focus on the bonds of the carbon atom as it is the basis for organic
molecules. Carbon atoms have 6 electrons, two are located in the 1s orbital and two
in the 2s orbital. The final two are distributed among the degenerate 2px, 2py, and
2pz orbitals. However, the splitting between the 2s and 2p orbitals is not very large,
so that in the presence of an external potential, like an adjacent hydrogen atom, the
energetic difference between 2s and 2p vanishes. This results in a degeneracy of 4
electrons that can all participate in a bond; the effect is called hybridization.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic energy states of a hybridized carbon atom, and their level splitting
(not to scale) in an Ethene and Benzene molecule. The pz orbitals split into n orbitals in a
molecule with n carbon atoms while the σ bonds are not affected. The insets show the structure
of the two molecules with the localized σ bonds given as lines and delocalized π orbitals indicated
by clouds.
Two examples of carbon molecules are schematically shown at the top of Fig. 2.2.
The simplest example with a delocalized π system is Ethene (C2H4) where the hy-
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bridized sp2 orbitals form the strong σ double bond between the two carbon atoms
while the pz orbital gives rise to an additional carbon-carbon bond perpendicular to
the σ bond. A further well known carbon molecule is the Benzene ring. Here, 6 car-
bon atoms are aligned in a circle held together by σ bonds while the pz orbitals are
delocalized over the whole molecule, forming the π system. In addition to the mole-
cule structure, the schematic energy states of a hybridized carbon atom, the Ethene
molecule and the Benzene molecule are plotted in Fig. 2.2 as well. It is indicated in
these two examples that the increasing number of participating carbon atoms have no
influence on the σ orbitals. However, the π orbitals move closer together resulting in
a decreased gap between the highest occupied level and the lowest unoccupied level.
An extensive study on this topic was performed on linked Benzene molecules with
an increasing number of rings that is shown in Fig. 2.3. A clear dependence between
the decreasing width of the gap and the increasing size of the molecule was found
[19].
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Figure 2.3: Dependence of the width of the bandgap Eg on the chain length for linked
Benzene molecules in the gas phase (crosses) and in the solid state (circles). The dashed lines
mark the lowest unoccupied orbital and the solid lines the highest occupied orbital. The binding
energy is in reference to the vacuum level. With increasing number of delocalized electrons the
gap size decreases, reproduced from [19].
The orbital energies resulting from the quantum-mechanical calculations can be
associated with measurable quantities when applying the Koopman theorem. This
theorem states that the ionization potential of a molecular system is equal to the
orbital energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), even though the
calculation by the LCAO is an approximative approach and does not yield quanti-
tative results. The two main sources of error are the assumption of the one-electron
process that neglects relaxation and polarization effects when changing the number
of electrons in a system (see Chapter 2.1.2) and the approximative electron correla-
tion. Despite the limited accuracy, the terms HOMO and LUMO (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital) will be used throughout this work synonymic with the ionization
potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) of the molecule, respectively.
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2.1.2 Molecular Solids
Band Structure of a Molecular Crystal
The formation of an organic solid can be visualized starting with the Coulomb poten-
tial and atomic orbitals of a single atom (Fig. 2.4a). When several atoms are brought
close together (b), the wells of the nuclei only merge in the upper part to form the
previously mentioned MOs, including the HOMO and LUMO levels, while the deep
AO stay localized; these are called the core level states. Finally, in the solid (c), the
molecules interact only weakly so the MOs are typically localized in each molecule.
This last point is only true for amorphous layers or single crystals at elevated tem-
peratures. In the case of a pure and perfect single crystals, Bloch waves are observed
at temperatures below 100 K [20]. Such an electronic structure determines the basic
features of optical, electrical, and vibrational properties of molecular solids. As a
result, a molecular solid behaves similar to the single molecules and intermolecular
band widths of merely 0.1 eV to 0.4 eV [21, 22] have been reported. Therefore, the
validity of band theory is limited which will be discussed later in this Section when
describing the transport in organic solids.
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Figure 2.4: Electronic structures represented by potential wells: a) hydrogen atom, b)
polyatomic molecule, and c) molecular solid. This last structure is usually simplified in a way
shown in Figure d), reproduced from [23].
On the other hand, it has been observed that both the solid state ionization
potential and electron affinity differ considerably from the values for the free molecule,
as can be seen from the different values for solid state and gas phase measurements
in Fig. 2.3. The formation of a solid seems to introduce changes in the electronic
structure that are discussed in the following Paragraph.
Polarization Effects
In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, the π-conjugated molecules are a soft ma-
terial with low charge carrier mobility and low dielectric constant. If an electron
is added to, or removed from, the LUMO / HOMO state, the molecular shape and
the lattice are deformed to compensate the significant changes in energy of the now
populated LUMO or unpopulated HOMO. Hence, the HOMO and LUMO energies
of the neutral system are not relevant when determining energy level alignments for
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the transport properties and injection barriers. As a result of this many electron
interaction, the charge carrier acts as a quasi particle called polaron that is composed
of a charge and its interactions with the surrounding molecules. The formation of
this quasi-particle includes effects of electronic, vibrational, and lattice polarization.
To decide which of these effects influence the polaron in the organic layers under
investigation, we have to compare the typical time a charge carrier is localized on a
single molecule, that is in the range of 10−14− 10−13 s [24], with the timescales of the
different relaxation processes.
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Figure 2.5: Relaxation processes after an electron is brought onto a molecule in an organic
solid, with typical relaxation times and interaction energies. Given in red is always the particular
relaxation effect: a) Introduction of the charge carrier to the molecule, b) electronic polarization
of the surrounding molecules, c) intramolecular relaxation induced by the charged state of the
molecule, d) lattice relaxation when the surrounding molecules react on the charged molecule.
After the charge is located on the molecule, the fastest process is the electrical
polarization (Fig. 2.5b) with a timescale of 10−16−10−15s, when the introduced charge
induces dipoles in the neighboring molecules. This stabilizes the charge on the mol-
ecule and the IP becomes smaller relative to the isolated molecule by the positive
polarization energy P+; the EA is larger by the negative polarization energy P− as
is shown in Fig. 2.7. P+ and P− are equal as long as neither the anionic nor the
cationic state have a permanent dipole moment. This effect can easily be quantified
by measuring the IP and EA for molecules in a solid phase and compare this to the gas
phase where the polarization stabilization is missing due to the large intermolecular
distances. Typical values for P+ are between 0.3 eV and 2 eV; some examples can be
found in Table 2.1 where the values are taken from Ref. [25].
After this process, the intramolecular reorganization of the electron system takes
place (c) with a delay time of 10−14 − 10−13 s, which is in the same time scale as the
carrier hopping process. The charge located on the molecule changes the equilibrium
configuration of the nuclei by influencing the bonding and antibonding states. The
amount of change in HOMO / LUMO position is in the range of 100 meV. Whether
this actually plays a role for a specific organic solid depends on the particular mobility
of the layer.
The slowest process is the lattice polarization (d), when the surrounding molecules
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change their relative positions in the lattice to react on the changed configuration of
the charged molecule. This takes 10−13 − 10−11 s and has therefore no influence on
the charge carrier. Furthermore, the effect is with 10 meV rather small.
material IPgas [eV] IPsolid [eV] P
+ [eV]
Pentacene 6.6 4.9 1.7
Naphtacene 6.9 5.1 1.8
TTF 6.4 5 1.4
Benzene 9.2 7.6 1.6
TCNQ 9.5 7.6 2.1
Table 2.1: Organic molecules with their ionization potentials in gas phase and solid phase.
From the difference between the values, the polarization screening P+ can be estimated; values
taken from Ref. [25]
Charge Carrier Transport in Ordered and Disordered Organic Solids
In the most general way, the current ~j flowing in a medium can be described by Ohm’s
law and depends on the tensor of the conductance σ̂ and the electric field vector ~E:
~j = σ̂ ~E. (2.5)
In an isotropic medium, the conductance can be expressed as a function of net charge
e, the charge carrier concentration n, and the mobility µ:
σ = enµ. (2.6)
For highly ordered inorganic semiconductors, the carrier transport can be de-
scribed in the framework of Bloch wave functions [26]. Thereby, a delocalized elec-
tron is interacting with a periodic potential that is created by strongly overlapping
wave functions of the neighboring atoms. However, most organic semiconductor solids
are disordered systems where the Bloch theory cannot be applied. Furthermore, or-
ganic semiconductors usually have large HOMO - LUMO gaps in the range of 2 - 3 eV.
Therefore, the concentration of thermally activated carriers is very small, rather com-
parable to an insulator. The intrinsic carrier density ρ in a semiconductor with gap
Eg and effective density of states N0 is given by:
ρ = N0e
Eg/2kBT (2.7)
Taking typical values of Eg = 2.5 eV and N0 = 10
21 cm−3 yields a carrier density
of 1 cm−3. This is of course unrealistically low and in real organic semiconductors,
impurities will lead to much higher densities. However, the difference to inorganic
semiconductors like silicon is obvious where the smaller bandgap of 1.12 eV and the
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higher density of states leads to a carrier density of 1010 cm−3. These properties lead
to the fact, that the conductivity in organic semiconductors is with σ ≈ 10−10 S/cm
[7] very low compared to crystalline inorganic semiconductors with σ ≈ 10−5 S/cm.
An appropriate way to describe the charge transport in organic semiconductors is
the model of Bässler [27]. The charge carrier transport occurs via hopping between
localized states. Thus the transport depends on the probability of a hole / electron
to tunnel from the HOMO / LUMO of one molecule to a neighboring one. To facili-
tate the hopping, lattice excitations are needed to provide identical initial and final
state energies for the charge carrier. This results in an increase of the mobility with
increasing temperature, following the phenomenologically found expression [28]:
µ(T ) ≈ µ0e
− ∆E
kBT (2.8)
where ∆E is the activation energy of the transport process that not only consists of
the difference between transport level and Fermi energy but contains effects like the
energy to delocalize the carrier as well.
The organic layers under investigation in this work are normally formed in an
amorphous or, at best, poly-crystalline form. This means that the molecules in the
different locations have different environments and therefore experience different po-
larization screening. The individual HOMO and LUMO values of the molecules will
be slightly different, resulting in a Gaussian broadening of the density of states (DOS)
as shown in Fig. 2.6. The width of this broadening depends on strength of the po-
larization screening and the amount of disorder and is in the range of 0.25 - 0.5 eV
[29].
DOS
HOMO
E
Figure 2.6: Disorder in a polycrystalline or amorphous layer. The different environments of
the molecules induce different polarization energies, resulting in a distribution of the transport
level that leads to a Gaussian broadening of the density of states.
2.1.3 Optical Properties
Due to the very weak van-der-Waals interaction between individual molecules, the
optical properties are largely defined by the properties of the single molecules and not
by the solid. When light is absorbed by a material, an electron - hole pair is created.
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This so called exciton is bound together by the Coulomb force that is a function of
the distance r, the dielectric constant ε0 and the static relative permittivity of the
layer ε:
Ecoul =
1
4πεε0
e2
r
. (2.9)
Depending on the material properties of the semiconductor, there are two concepts
that describe this process:
The first one is the so called Mott-Wannier exciton when the electron-hole pair is
formed at a large distance r where it experiences only a small Coulomb interaction
and therefore has a small exciton binding energy. This is however only applicable to
materials that show delocalized Bloch states and a high dielectric constant ε, as it is
the case for most inorganic semiconductors. In this case, the optical gap is comparable
to the transport gap.
In organic semiconductors, however, the dielectric constant is very low and the
electron-hole pair is located on a single molecule. These excitons are called Frenkel
excitons and the radius of such an exciton can be estimated from the average sep-
aration of the electron from its corresponding hole on the same molecule which is
typically < 5 Å. This leads to a large Coulomb interaction and strong exciton bind-
ing energies. Consequently, the optical gap is smaller than the transport gap by an
amount of 0.3 eV to 1.5 eV [30, 31] as illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: The different HOMO and LUMO positions of a neutral molecule (or molecule in
gasphase) are illustrated and compared to the transport levels of an either positively or negatively
charged molecule showing polarization relaxation. Finally, a molecule containing both charges
is sketched forming an exciton. Here, the exciton binding energy Ecoul decreases the gap size
additionally.
The excitation follows the Frank-Condon principle: during an electronic transition
from a ground state S0 to an excited state S1, the vibrational levels that correspond to
a minimal change in the nuclear coordinates and therefore have a large wave function
overlap are favored. This is shown in Fig. 2.8. After the absorption of a photon, the
S1 state will therefore be in a higher vibrational and rotational state ν
′
n and the total
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energy is the sum of
E = Eel + Evib + Erot (2.10)
where the rotational energy can usually be neglected, as the contribution to the total
energy is rather small.
From this vibrationally excited state, the electron will rapidly decay into the
lowest excited state ν ′0 via a non-radiative internal conversion process from which
it then can decay back to a vibronic level νn of the ground state; this process is
called fluorescence. This excitation and relaxation into higher vibrational states is
the reason why molecules generally emit radiation at higher wavelengths than they
absorb. This so-called Stokes shift is advantageous for organic light emitting diodes
as a layer cannot reabsorb its emitted light.
An alternative process to fluorescence is phosphorescence: this is the emission
from an excited triplet state T1 with a total spin quantum number 1. This process
has a much longer decay time, as the optical transition is forbidden and a spin flip
process is necessary. The probability of such a phosphorescent decay can be enhanced
by using molecules that have a heavy atom incorporated like iridium or platinum.
The resulting strong coupling of the spin with the angular momentum weakens the
selection rule.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the Frank-Condon principle: absorption of a photon leads to the
excitation of an electron from the ground state S0 in a higher electronic S1 and vibrational ν
′
n
state. The relaxation can either take place via fluorescence (red) or for the case of an excited
triplet state T1 via phosphorescent (gray) after a spin-flip takes place. On the right side the
schematic absorption spectra and the corresponding fluorescent and phosphorescent emission
spectra as shown.
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2.2 Principles of Doping
For inorganic semiconductors, the concept of doping was a breakthrough that allowed
for a control of the transport properties, resulting in significant device improvements
as well as new device concepts.
Organic materials have a very low conductivity as long as they are intrinsic, there-
fore having the possibility of a controllable doping technology is even more desirable.
Upon doping, the charge carrier density can be significantly increased resulting in a
good conductivity, ohmic injection at the contacts, and a negligible drop of voltage
across these layers. Obviously, this concept allows for new device structures, like pn-
junctions, that are known from inorganic semiconductors and can be applied to the
field of organic devices as well.
2.2.1 Fundamentals of Doping
A semiconductor is called intrinsic if the matrix molecules M themselves create the
free charge carriers. Thereby, an electron is transferred from the HOMO to the LUMO
leaving behind a hole:
MMM 
 MM−+M 
 M−M+M (2.11)
In case of extrinsic semiconductors, another species is introduced that either ac-
cepts an electron or donates one which results in the formation of free charge carriers.
In this Section, the process of p-doping will be discussed where an acceptor molecule
A interacts with the matrix molecule M . The description of n-doping by a donor D
is equivalent.
To create free charge carriers, first a charge transfer complex (CTC) between the
molecule M and an acceptor A has to form, indicated by [M+A−] in Eq. 2.12. To
generate free charge carrier from this, the CTC has to dissociate, so that the charged
molecule does not feel the Coulomb force by the ionized acceptor any more. Now
the positive charge can move through the organic layer by hopping from one matrix
molecule to the next. Schematically this process can be written as
MMMAM 
 MM [M+A−]M 
 MM+MA−M 
 M+MMA−M. (2.12)
To create this free charge carrier in an organic layer by molecular doping, the EA
of the p-dopant has to be larger than the IP of the matrix as shown in Fig. 2.9. In
this case, an electron will move from the HOMO of M to the LUMO of A.
In classical semiconductor theory, the number of charge carriers can be calculated
from the Fermi-Dirac distribution depending on the energies of the valence EV and
conduction band EC and their effective density of states NV and NC :
p = NV · e
−EF−EV
kBT and n = NC · e
−EC−EF
kBT (2.13)
The total number of charge carriers ρ in an undoped semiconductor is given by
ρ =
√
pn =
√
NVNC e
−EC−EV
2kBT . (2.14)
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Figure 2.9: Doping mechanism of a molecular p-type dopant (left) where the dopant mol-
ecule acts as an acceptor for an electron, and n-type dopant (right) where the electron is
transferred from the dopant to the matrix.
The position of the Fermi level is very close to the middle of the gap for an intrinsic
semiconductor and is given by
EF =
EC + EV
2
+
kBT
2
ln
NV
NC
. (2.15)
Upon p-doping, an acceptor level EA arises in the forbidden gap with a dopant
density NA and the Fermi level has to shift downward in the gap to preserve charge
neutrality. The limiting cases of deep acceptors and shallow acceptors are distin-
guished and the relation between doping density NA and the number of free charge
carriers p differs between the two.
For deep acceptor states, the dopant level is far from the band edge compared
to kBT and is located above the Fermi energy, so thermal activation is needed. The
position of the Fermi energy is given by
EF =
EC + EV
2
+ kBT ln
NV
NA
(2.16)
and the number of charge carriers is
p =
√
NVNAe
−EA−EV
2kBT . (2.17)
Therefore, the hole density in the deep acceptor limit increases with the square root
of the doping density and is thermally activated.
On the other hand, shallow acceptor states are positioned close to the top of the
valence band, with
EA − EV ≤ kBT ln
NV
NA
(2.18)
and require typically only energies corresponding to the thermal energy to be ionized.
Therefore, all dopants are ionized even at low temperature and the number of free
charge carriers equals the number of dopants and is not temperature dependent
p = NA (2.19)
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with the Fermi energy at:
EF = EV + kBT ln
NV
NA
(2.20)
Applying this to organic semiconductors, we simply associate EV with the HOMO
and EC with the LOMO position. To fulfill the requirement of Eq. 2.18 at room
temperature for shallow acceptor states, the difference between HOMO and acceptor
level has to be in the range of 0.1 eV at a typical doping density of NV /NA = 100.
The charge transfer state between the matrix molecule and the acceptor molecule
can be described by the Coulomb force of Eq. 2.9. Taking a typical intermolecular
distance of 1 nm, we get a bonding energy of the CTC of ≈ 0.5 eV, and therefore
much larger than the required 0.1 eV for the shallow states. At first sight, one would
thus expect that in organic semiconductors, the dopants form deep acceptor and deep
donor states upon doping.
However, we cannot be sure that the same physics applicable to inorganic semi-
conductors can actually be applied here. Effects like the lower dielectric constant, the
higher exciton binding energy, the strong polarizability, the amorphous growth mode,
and the hopping transport greatly influence the physical properties.
2.2.2 Existing Doping Methods
Early doping experiments were mainly done on Phthalocyanines as this material class
is easily p-dopable, e.g. by halogen gases [32–34] or small molecules like ortho-
chloranil [35]. However, these early experiments were not done using doping by
co-evaporation, but by surface doping. Even though the resistivity decreased dur-
ing these experiments, often the effect reversed partly after the treatment by the gas
was terminated.
Nowadays, it is more common for p-type doping to use metal halides co-evaporated
with organic molecules (e.g. FeCl3 [36] or CuI [37, 38]) as well as metal oxides (e.g.
WO3 [39], MoOx [38, 40, 41], or ReO3 [38, 42]). However, these systems suffer from
the problem of diffusion since the dopants are small and mobile. This prevents an
accurate tuning of the doping concentration and the production of stable devices. A
more controllable way of doping can be achieved by using organic molecules with a
high EA co-evaporated into a matrix. Some examples are the weak acceptors DDQ1
[43, 44] and TCNQ2 [43, 45] or the fluorinated versions F2-HCNQ3 [46] and the
currently most common F4-TCNQ4 [47–49].
Until today, the concept of n-doping is more challenging. This is due to the fact
that the IP of such a dopant has to be very small to realize an electron transfer to
the matrix. This property makes the dopant very reactive with, e.g., oxygen. Until
recently, practical n-doping of organic semiconductors employed alkali metals, which
exhibit very low work functions and easy handling. Most commonly, Li or Cs are used
1Dicyano-dichloro-quinone
2Tetracyano-quinodimethane
33,6-difluoro-2,5,7,7,8,8-hexacyanoquinodimethane
42,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
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in a ratio of one dopant per molecule, but other alkali metals work as well [50–54].
However, alkali atoms and ions, especially Li, are prone to diffusion due to their small
radii and the positive counter-ion remaining after the charge donation can be strongly
ion-paired with the doped molecule, trapping the donated electron.
As in the case of p-doping, it is advantageous to have small molecules that are more
temperature stable and easier to control during co-sublimation. The first molecule
to show a n-doping behavior was BEDT-TTF5 [55]; however, only a small increase in
conductivity was achieved, as is the case for most of these stable molecular n-dopants
investigated hereafter like TTN6[56], BTQBT7 [57], and AOB8 [58] that all have
relatively high ionization potentials. This limits the range of possible matrix materials
to those with high electron affinities. Recently, a proprietary small molecule material
with the acronym NDN1 was released by the Novaled AG showing an excellent n-
doping effect up to a matrix EA of ≈ 3.0 eV and a good temperature stability. As this
material is not stable against air, it has to be handled under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Another approach for achieving lower IP molecules uses the thermal decomposi-
tion or irreversible reaction of precursor molecular salts to create in situ a volatile
donor dopant. By this method, doping is achieved for the cationic dyes Pyronin B
[59, 60] and Leuco Crystal Violet [61]. Even though this often leads to a considerable
conductivity increase and an irreversible electron transfer, this method introduces
additional uncontrolled impurities into the organic film. Finally, organometallic com-
plexes like Ru(terpy)2
9 [17], CoCp2
10 [62, 63] and DMC11 [64, 65] can have a n-type
doping effect. However, these compounds have a high vapor pressure that makes them
difficult to co-evaporate with a matrix layer. Usually, they are deposited from the
gas phase by creating a partial background pressure of the dopant molecule during
evaporation of the matrix molecules.
Typical doping concentrations in organic semiconductor layers are in the range of
1 to 10 dopant molecules per 100 matrix molecules, depending on the doping efficiency
of the individual system. There are different ways to quantify the amount of doping.
The most relevant one for quantitative evaluation is the indication of the molar ratio
(MR), meaning the ratio of the number of dopant molecules nD to the number of
matrix molecules nM :
MR =
nD
nM
. (2.21)
However, more common is the usage of mole percent (mol%) that is the relative
number of dopant molecules to the total number of molecules:
mol% =
nD
nD + nM
· 100. (2.22)
5Bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene
6Tetrathianaphthacene
7Bis(1,2,5-thiadiazolo)- p-quinobis(1,3-dithiole)
8Acridine orange base
9Bis(terpyridine)ruthenium(II)
10Cobaltocene
11Decamethylcobaltocene
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Converting one value to the other can be done by
mol% =
100 ·MR
1 + MR
and MR =
mol%
100−mol%
. (2.23)
Another way to quantify the amount of doping is the relative masses of the dopant
(mD) and matrix molecule (mM) in a layer. This is especially necessary if the molar
mass of one of the molecules is not known. Again, this can be expressed by weight
percent (wt%) or weight ratio (WR) as
wt% =
mD
mD +mM
· 100 and WR = mD
mM
. (2.24)
Recalculating the molar ratio from a given weight ratio can easily be done by
weighing it with the relative molar masses of the dopant MD and matrix molecule
MM
MR =
MM
MD
·WR . (2.25)
2.2.3 Investigation of the Doping Process in Organic
Semiconductors
The effectiveness of molecular doping has been shown in numerous cases for single
layers [9, 10, 43, 49, 66–70] as well as for devices [47, 48, 71, 72]. However, it is
still a challenge to quantitatively describe the doping process in organic layers. One
material combination that is very well investigated is ZnPc12 doped by F4-TCNQ.
Therefore, this system is chosen to discuss experimental results on a doped organic
system.
The most important effect of doping is the increase in conductivity. Upon doping
of a few molecular percent of F4-TCNQ into ZnPc, the conductivity can be increased
by up to 6 orders of magnitude [7], and even more is possible for higher doping ratios.
Comparing different doping ratios, Pfeiffer et al. [73] found that the increase is
superlinear with doping ratio. The corresponding measurement is shown in Fig. 2.10.
The explanation for this is given by a percolation model [7] that relies on the Gaussian
distribution of transport states. The charge carries that are located deep in the tails
of this distribution are less mobile since there is a lower density of states and therefore
less nearby states to hop onto in the energy range available within thermal energy.
Upon doping the tail states fill up and the transport takes place at higher energy
levels. The larger amount of available states leads to a higher mobility in the layer
and to the superlinear increase.
These conductivity measurements also investigated the temperature dependence
and show a thermally activated behavior with an activation energy of Eact = 180 meV
at 1 mol% doping, i.e. the activation energy at room temperature still plays an im-
portant role.
12Zinc phthalocyanine
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Figure 2.10: Double logarithmic plot of the dependency of the conductivity in a layer of
ZnPc doped by F4-TCNQ on the dopant concentration. The dashed line resembles the linear
dependency. From [73].
Deeper insight into the activation energy of a transport level Eµ of a doped layer
can be achieved by Seebeck measurements [74]. There, the thermo-voltage between
two contacts that have slightly different temperatures can be measured and is ex-
pressed by the Seebeck coefficient:
S(T ) =
EF (T )− Eµ
eT
+
kB
e
A (2.26)
where A is a constant that can normally be neglected as long as EF (T )−Eµ >> kBT .
This shows that by Seebeck measurements, the transport type (p or n) can be
distinguished by the sign of S(T ) as well as the distance of the transport level to the
Fermi energy. For the ZnPc : F4-TCNQ system, it was shown that with increasing
doping ratio, the Fermi level moves toward the HOMO [7, 9, 55], just as it is known
from doping in inorganic semiconductors. With this method, it was furthermore
proven that the increase in conductivity is indeed a doping effect and not a hopping
transport on the dopant, as this would have lead to transition from a positive Seebeck
coefficient for the hole transporting intrinsic ZnPc to a negative Seebeck coefficient
for the electron transporting F4-TCNQ.
The amount of charge transfer can be measured by infrared spectroscopy. One
can observe the stretching mode of the C-N triple bond in the cyano group of the F4-
TCNQ molecule within the matrix layer that is very sensitive to its charged state. The
absorption mode b1uν18 changes from a frequency of 2228 cm
−1 for the neutral molecule
to 2194 cm−1 when the dopant becomes negatively charged. With this method, it was
found that the fraction of charge transfer of F4-TCNQ in ZnPc is Z = 1 [75].
Finally, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is a well suited tool to study doping
effects as it can probe relevant values like Fermi level position, and depletion layer
widths. A detailed description on the method can be found in Chapter 3.3. The first
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detailed investigation by UV photoelectron spectroscopy on a Schottky contact (see
Chapter 2.3.2) was done by Blochwitz et al. [10] using ZnPc : F4-TCNQ on ITO and
gold. They found a narrow depletion layer region of less than 5 nm and the Fermi
energy positioned very close to the HOMO of the doped layer, just as expected for
p-type doping.
2.3 Interface Formation in Organic Semiconductors
Whenever organic layers are used in devices like organic light emitting diodes (see
Chapter 2.4.1) or organic solar cells (see Chapter 2.4.2), two aspects govern the device
performance. Primarily, the transport and emission / absorption properties of the
individual organic layers are important. Great effort has been put into designing
better materials to increase the performance. Furthermore, the interfaces between
the organic semiconductor and the metal contacts as well as the organic / organic
interfaces play a significant role, especially as the number of layers is rising in the
course of device optimization. The interfaces have a crucial influence on the charge
balance in the device and the charge injection or extraction.
To estimate the barriers present in a stack of organic layers, the simple picture of
vacuum level alignment was assumed for a long time and is still common today. This
assumption was readily accepted, as one does not expect the closed-shell molecules to
undergo significant interactions. Hence, e.g. the hole injection barrier φ is assumed to
be the difference between the metal work function Wfm and the ionization potential
of the molecule. However, we know today from many studies that the assumption
of vacuum level alignment, especially for metal-organic contacts, is not valid and can
underestimate the injection barriers by as much as 2 eV [53, 64, 76–78].
In the following, it will be discussed which properties influence the alignment
at the interfaces, how the alignment can be characterized, and in a few cases even
predicted by theory. As the number of free charge carriers has a significant influence,
there is a distinction between the alignment of intrinsic and doped organic layers.
2.3.1 Intrinsic Semiconductors
Intrinsic Semiconductor Layers on Metal Surfaces
Most obvious is the breakdown of the vacuum level alignment assumption when small
molecules are evaporated on high work function clean metal substrates. In Fig. 2.11,
an example is shown that gives the alignment of MeO-TPD13 on gold as one would
assume from vacuum level alignment a) and as the result of a measurement by UV-
photoelectron spectroscopy b). Instead of a vanishing hole injection barrier expected
from the comparable metal work function and organic ionization potential, a barrier
of φ = 1.1 eV is present due to an interface dipole ∆ that forms between the metal
surface and the organic layer. Such a dipole is abrupt and arises within the first 1
13 N,N,N’,N’-Tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
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or 2 monolayers of the organic semiconductor deposition. It can have several origins
which are shown in Fig. 2.12 and will be discussed in the course of this Chapter.
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Figure 2.11: Energy diagram of a metal - organic semiconductor interface between gold and
MeO-TPD a) as assumed from vacuum level alignment and b) result of a measurement by
UV-photoelectron spectroscopy that shows that an interface dipole of 1.1 eV is present.
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Figure 2.12: Possible origins of an interface dipole. a1) and a2): Charge transfer across the
interface, b) pillow effect by rearrangement of electron cloud at the metal surface by a molecule
due to a reduction of tailing of the electron charge density into the vacuum, c) strong chemical
interaction between the metal and the adsorbate leading to a rearrangement of the electronic
cloud, and d) existence of metal induced interface states serving as a buffer on charge carriers;
reproduced from [23].
To describe the alignment between an organic semiconductor and a metal, the
slope parameter S can be used. This parameter is well known in inorganic semicon-
ductor physics and is defined as the change in electron injection barrier φe with the
change of metal work function Wfm which is equivalent to the change in organic work
function Wforg with Wfm:
S =
dφe
dWfm
=
dWforg
dWfm
. (2.27)
Two extreme cases can be considered for the slope parameter: If φe always shows
the same amount of change as Wfm, we have the Schottky-Mott limit with S = 1
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(shown in Fig. 2.13a). On the other hand, if φe is constant, independent of the metal
used, then S = 0 and the Bardeen limit is reached as show in Fig. 2.13b.
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Figure 2.13: These schematic interface alignments between organic layers with either a high
work function or a low work function metal show the limiting cases for the slope parameter S:
a) Schottky-Mott limit: when modifying the metal work function, the electron injection barrier
(and organic work function) changes by the same relative amount →S = 1. b) Bardeen limit:
independent of the metal work function, the injection barrier (and organic work function) stays
the same →S = 0; the effect illustrated here is due to the presence of gap states.
Both limits can only be observed in special cases. For the Schottky-Mott limit,
interface reactions have to be avoided and the so called pushback effect of the metal
that will be described later in this Chapter should not be present. A schematic exam-
ple for the dependence of the organic work function on the substrate work function
with a slope parameter of unity is shown in Fig. 2.14. It is obvious that the slope
of unity cannot be achieved over the whole range of Wfm since, at some point, the
Fermi energy either approaches the HOMO or the LUMO of the organic layer. The
Schottky-Mott limit will thus only hold as long as EA<Wfm< IP; beyond that a
charge transfer either from the metal to the LUMO or from the HOMO to the metal
will take place (see Fig. 2.12a) that pins the levels and prevents further changes in
Wforg.
Usually, the Bardeen-limit is only found for molecules that have a large EA and
therefore it is difficult to find a metal not pinning at the LUMO as it is the case
for F16CuPc14 or PTCBI15 [76]. Another possibility is that a reactive molecule can
chemically bind to the metal and thereby produce additional states in the gap (see
Fig. 2.12c). This was observed for Alq3
16 at metal surfaces [79–81], where the molecule
undergoes a reaction and forms an organometallic complex resulting in the formation
of new trap states within the gap, that influence the energetic alignment. This is
schematically depicted in Fig. 2.13b.
14copper hexadecafluorophthalocyanine
153,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bisimidazole
16Tris(8-hydroxy-quinolinato)-aluminium
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Figure 2.14: Schematic view of the dependence of the work function of an ideally behaving
organic layer with IP = 5.3 eV and EA = 3.6 eV on the work function of the substrate. Three
regimes can be found: as long as Wfm < EA, pinning takes place at the LUMO and leads to
S = 0, for Wfm > IP the same happens at the HOMO. For the values in between, there is a
linear dependence with a slope of unity.
Comparing these pinning positions to the IP or EA values of the molecules, it was
observed that the pinning usually sets in a few 100 meV before the HOMO or LUMO
are actually reached (as indicated in Fig. 2.14). The reason for this distance is still
under discussion and two theories will be mentioned here. On one hand, it is assumed
to be a polaron state, a so called integer charge transfer state (ICT) [82–84], when
the substrate work function is believed to align with an interface polaron state. These
interface polaron states are relaxed further into the gap compared to a bulk polaron
state due to the additional screening by the metal surface. If the metal Fermi energy
reaches this state, charge transfer takes place and an interface dipole is formed.
The other possibility is that the pinning takes place at the HOMO or LUMO itself.
The DOS reaches further into the gap than the cutoff position usually determined
by UPS measurements (see Chapter 3.3). This tail of the density of states decays
exponentially into the gap and shows a considerable density of states even 0.2 - 0.4 eV
beyond the HOMO onset and offers enough charge carrier density to pin the Fermi
energy [78, 85]. Both theories are supported by experimental evidence and further
studies have to clarify the underlying physics of the pinning effect.
So far, we looked at cases where the slope parameter is equal to 0 or 1. More com-
monly, the interface dipole depends on the metal and therefore the slope parameter
deviates from unity. If clean metal substrates are used, the most important interface
effect is the so called pillow or pushback effect shown in Fig. 2.12b. The surface work
function of a metal is the sum of the bulk chemical potential and the surface contri-
bution. The latter appears, because the positive charge density from the nuclei drops
abruptly to zero at the surface of the metal, while the negative charge density from
the electrons leaks out into the vacuum where it decays exponentially in probability.
When a molecule adsorbs on a metal surface it suppresses these tailing states by the
Coulomb repulsion, lowering the surface contribution and thereby decreasing the work
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function. This effect is large especially for noble metals and is the main reason for the
interface dipole appearing in the measurement of Fig. 2.11b. It is important to note
that this is not a dipole resulting from a charge transfer, but simply a modification
of the electronic surface component.
This effect can be avoided by using passivated surfaces. For this purpose, it
is often sufficient to expose the sample to air or cover it with hydrocarbons by a
cleaning procedure e.g. with Ethanol. The ionization potential measured hereafter is
reduced compared to the clean surface (for gold from 5.2 to 4.3 eV [77]) and no further
pushback effect appears upon the deposition of the organic layer. However, if a high
work function substrate is required, passivation is not an option. Rather substrates
are used that exhibit fewer free electrons, e.g. the doped polymer PEDOT:PSS17.
In this case, the work function is solely a bulk contribution due to the closed shell
conformation of the polymer. PEDOT:PSS has an ionization potential of 5.1 eV which
is comparable to clean gold. However, due to the missing pillow effect it always shows
a smaller hole injection barrier compared to gold [76].
Even if the pushback effect is avoided and no pinning takes place, the slope pa-
rameter is not necessarily equal to unity. This deviation suggests the existence of
states at the interface that act as a buffer on the charge exchange. These interface
states limit the range of interface Fermi level excursion and even lead to a pinning
if the number of states is large enough. Already a density of 5 · 1013 cm−2eV−1 is
reported to have a significant impact on the alignment [78]. This appearance of metal
induced gap states (MIGS) is well established in inorganic semiconductors [86, 87]
and is described there by
Wforg = S(Wfm − EA) + (1− S)ECNL (2.28)
in which S is given by
S =
1
1 + 4π2Disδ
(2.29)
and δ is the effective metal semiconductor instance, Dis density of interface states,
and ECNL is called the charge neutrality level. It is obvious that S approaches 0 for
large Dis.
A very successful method applying the MIGS to organic semiconductors is the
induced density of interface states model (IDIS) [88, 89]: The metal electron wave
function tails into the semiconductor with a penetration depth that mainly depends on
the width of the band gap [90]. This broadens the semiconductor density of states and
induces interface states in the gap (Fig. 2.12d). After the density of interface states
due to the broadening is calculated (typical densities are 1014 cm−2eV−1 [89, 91]),
these states are filled with electrons equaling the number of electrons in the neutral
molecules. The level up to which the IDIS are filled is the charge neutrality level
ECNL. When the interface is formed, charge transfer takes place between the Fermi
energy of the metal and the ECNL that results in the formation of a dipole. This the-
oretical approach achieves good agreement with experiments [91]. Some experimental
17Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate)
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Figure 2.15: Measured interface position of EF with respect to HOMO and LUMO as a
function of the substrate work function for eight different organic materials. In each panel,
the thick horizontal bottom and top bars represent the HOMO and LUMO, respectively. The
data points were obtained via UPS measurements. The dashed oblique lines correspond to the
Schottky-Mott limit of the Fermi level position, and the vertical lines give the magnitude of the
measured interface dipole barriers; taken from [76].
examples where S varies between 0 and 0.8 are shown in Fig. 2.15 measured by UPS
and taken from Ref. [76].
The discussion in this Chapter so far showed that the injection barrier in an in-
trinsic organic semiconductor crucially depends on the substrate and on interface
reactions that can take place. Therefore, there is in general no Fermi level alignment
between the metal and the intrinsic organic. As the HOMO - LUMO gap is usually
much larger compared to the thermal activation energy, either an organic semiconduc-
tor with a considerable amount of free charge carriers (by intentional or unintentional
doping) or a sufficiently thick layer is needed to achieve Fermi level alignment. We can
roughly estimate the thickness needed for an intrinsic organic layer to achieve Fermi
level alignment by taking typical values of charge carrier concentration 1015 cm−3,
relative dielectric constant ε = 3, and a difference in work functions of ∆Wf = 0.5 eV.
The depletion layer width can be calculated using the Poisson equation which results
in a width of 400 nm. Such thick layers can be analyzed by Kelvin probe measure-
ments. Hayashi et al. investigated the alignment of C60 on the substrates Au, Cu,
and Ag [92]. They found that after approximately 0.5µm, the work function of C60
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settled on the same value for all three substrates indicating a Fermi level alignment,
compatible with a charge carrier concentration in C60 of 4.2 · 1014 cm−3. Normally
the layer thicknesses used in organic semiconductor devices are far below this value
and rather in the range of a few tenths of nanometers, so we do not expect Fermi level
alignment to take place and flat band condition in intrinsic organic semiconductors.
Organic / Organic Interfaces
Much less interaction takes place when an interface between two organic layers is
formed. The van-der-Waals intermolecular forces within and between those layers
are weak, and one would therefore not expect any significant interaction between
neighboring molecules, even of dissimilar species; partial charge transfer and therefore
an interface dipole is not expected.
Figure 2.16: Various interface alignments at organic / organic heterojunctions measured by
UPS. Mostly vacuum level alignment is observed, significant deviations are marked by the red
boxes, taken from [93].
Indeed, there is mostly vacuum level alignment observed between two organic
layers [93–97]. Hill et al. [93] looked at a large number of such interfaces and found
within the experimental error (≤ 0.1 eV) vacuum level alignment in most cases (see
Fig. 2.16). Therefore, the energy level offsets between the HOMOs / LUMOs can be
estimated from the differences of the IPs / EAs. However, there are exceptions to that
rule and in these cases, vacuum level alignment does not take place.
Dipoles occur at interfaces between two materials of strongly differing ionization
energies and electron affinities. Here, an electron can be partially transferred from
the low ionization potential constituent to the high electron affinity molecule. An
example is the combination of TTF18 and TCNQ where a dipole of 0.6 eV occurs
18Tetrathiafulvalene
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due to the electron transfer from the electron donating TTF to the electron accepting
TCNQ [98]. This is even more pronounced for material combinations whose bandgaps
do not overlap. A dipole has to emerge in order for the Fermi energy to be positioned
within the gaps. Tang et al. [99] investigated such an interface, where the EA of
one molecule (F16CuPc: EA = 5.2 eV) exceeds the IP of the other molecule (CuPc19:
IP = 4.8 eV), shown in Fig. 2.17a. At the interface, the dipole is built up due to a
full charge transfer from the CuPc to the F16CuPc. This furthermore leads to level
bending on both sides of the interface.
Interfaces between materials with different gap sizes or with an offset between the
gaps can show a substrate dependent dipole formation too, as shown in Fig. 2.17b.
Tang et al. [100] showed that the dipole depends on the work function of the first
semiconductor and thereby on the substrate that is used. A CuPc / Alq3 junction
formed on an indium tin oxide substrate shows the classical vacuum level alignment;
since the Fermi level is located close to midgap in the Alq3, the CuPc evaporated
on top can align without charge redistribution. The same junction formed on a Mg
substrate exhibits Fermi level pinning at the LUMO of CuPc accompanied by a charge
transfer and level bending as the Wf of Alq3 in this case is smaller than the EA of
CuPc.
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Figure 2.17: Examples for the appearance of interface dipoles for intrinsic organic semicon-
ductor junctions. a1) Energy levels before the alignment and a2) after the alignment of CuPc
and F16CuPc. Due to the non-overlapping gaps of the organic layers, a charge transfer takes
place which results in an interface dipole and level bending; reproduced from [99]. b) Substrate
dependent alignment between Alq3 and CuPc: b1) for the deposition on ITO the Fermi levels
can align without charge transfer. b1) due to a substrate induced change in work function for
Alq3 on Mg a charge transfer takes place and an interface dipole emerges; reproduced from
[100].
There are theoretical approaches by Vazquez et al. [101] to predict the align-
ment at organic / organic interfaces by applying the same IDIS model known from
19Copper phtalocyanine
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metal / organic interfaces to organic / organic interfaces. They propose that the offset
between the charge neutrality levels (CNLs) of the organic layers give rise to a charge
transfer across the interface, which induces an interface dipole that tends to align
them. They state that the CNL (even though calculated by using the interaction
between a metal and organic layer) is an intrinsic property of the organic semicon-
ductor, nearly independent of the substrate the organic is evaporated on. Now the
CNLs of the organic layers are considered as the effective Fermi levels of the system
and the initial relative positions of the CNLs of the two organic materials determine
how charge is transferred between them.
This initial difference in the energies of the CNL is again reduced by a screening
factor S, following the Equation:
∆ = (1− S)(Eorg1CNL − E
org2
CNL) (2.30)
where S in this case is related to the dielectric functions ε of the organic materials
and is given by:
S =
1
2
(
1
ε1
− 1
ε2
)
. (2.31)
This method gives good results that are similar to experiments, e.g. the interface
dipole between PTCDA20 and CuPc is calculated to be 0.43 eV and is measured as
0.4 eV. In agreement with the measurements mentioned before, most values calculated
by this method are in the range of 0.1 eV and therefore close to vacuum level alignment
[101].
2.3.2 Doped Semiconductors
Interfaces Between Doped Organic Semiconductor Layers and Metals
When doped layers are used, the alignment is more predictable, as now the organic
semiconductor has enough charge carriers to reach bulk Fermi level alignment within
a depletion layer thickness w of a few nanometers. In the case of a p-doped semi-
conductor, the mobile holes flow from the organic layer to the metal, building up
a negatively charged layer while the metal becomes more positive. An electrostatic
potential builds up that suppresses further flow of charge carriers until an equilibrium
is reached. The alignment of such a so-called Schottky contact is shown in Fig. 2.18.
The bending at the metal side can be neglected as the high density of mobile charge
carriers levels out the potential drop at once. The magnitude of the built-in volt-
age VB created in the semiconductor can be estimated from the difference in work
functions:
VB = Wforg −Wfm (2.32)
203,4,9,10 perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
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Figure 2.18: Alignment between a metal substrate and a p-doped semiconductor before and
after contact. Fermi level alignment leads to the diffusion of mobile holes from the organic layer
to the metal resulting in the formation of a depletion region.
Using the Poisson Equation, we can find the correlation between the change in
potential VB and the charge carrier density ρ. The latter one can be expressed by
the number of free holes p and electrons n and number of ionized donors N+D and
acceptors N−A :
d2V
dx2
= − ρ
ε0ε
= − e
ε0ε
(p− n+N+D −N
−
A ) (2.33)
Assuming a complete depletion of charge carriers within the region of width w,
the free charge carrier density can be approximated as:
ρ = −eN−A if x < w
ρ = 0,
dV
dx
= 0 if x > w
(2.34)
As there is no change in potential outside the depletion layer, it is sufficient to limit
the further examination to x < w. Consequently, the electric field E can be obtained
by integrating Eq. 2.33, which yields:
E(x) = −dV
dx
= −eN
−
A
εε0
(w − x) (2.35)
and the potential can be written as:
V (x) = −eN
−
A
2εε0
w2
(
1− x
w
)2
(2.36)
Therefore, the potential parabolically depends on the distance in the depletion region.
The maximum value is reached at the surface to the metal and is given by:
V (x = 0) = VB = −
eN−A
2εε0
w2 (2.37)
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and the depletion layer width can be calculated to
w =
√
2εε0VB
N−A e
2
. (2.38)
This is of course the ideal case when there is no dipole at the interface arising
from one of the various factors mentioned in Chapter 2.3.1. An additional interface
dipole ∆ will change the value of VB according to
VB = Wforg −Wfm −∆ (2.39)
where ∆ is negative for a downward dipole and positive for an upward dipole from
the metal to the organic layer.
Several studies on the interface alignment between metals and doped semiconduc-
tors can be found in literature. As photoelectron spectroscopy can probe all the values
shown in Fig. 2.18, it is an ideal tool to study the effect of doping in organic semicon-
ductors. The earliest data published for such a Schottky contact were measured by
Blochwitz et al. [10] as already mentioned in Chapter 2.2.2 and shown in Fig. 2.19.
Here, ZnPc was doped by F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of 0.03. They were able to ob-
serve the expected low hole injection barrier due to the p-doping and the typical level
bending behavior at the interface, resulting in a good ohmic injection. This shows
that upon doping, organic and inorganic semiconductors in principle behave similar.
Figure 2.19: Energy level alignment of a Schottky contact between ITO and ZnPc doped
by F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of 0.03 measured by photoelectron spectroscopy; taken from [10].
Interfaces Between Doped Organic Semiconductors - pn and pin Junctions:
A rather new field in organic semiconductor devices is the investigation of interfaces
between n- and p-doped layers or the alignment between doped and undoped lay-
ers. Such interfaces are relevant for the so-called pn junctions or pin junctions which
are schematically shown in Fig. 2.20. These are of great importance both in modern
electronic applications and in understanding basic physics of the doping in organic
semiconductor layers. The interfaces are differentiated between homojunctions, with
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Figure 2.20: a) Schematic energy diagram before and after contact of a heterointerface
between a p-doped organic 1 and a n-doped organic 2, forming a pn junction. b) Schematic
energy diagram of a homojunction between a p-doped, intrinsic, and a n-doped layer of the
same organic material forming a pin junction
the same matrix material forming the p- and n-doped layer (Fig. 2.20b), and hetero-
junctions where two different matrix materials are used (Fig. 2.20a).
Similar to the formation of a contact between a metal and a doped semiconductor,
the Fermi level of the pn junction is aligned in equilibrium. Therefore, the electrons
near the interface have to diffuse into the p region, leaving positively charged ions in
the n region behind. Similarly, holes near the pn interface begin to diffuse into the
n-type region, leaving behind fixed ions with negative charge. The regions close to the
pn interfaces lose their neutrality and become charged, forming the depletion layers
on the p-side wp and n-side wn. The electric field created by the depletion region
again opposes the diffusion process for both electrons and holes and is in analogy to
Eq. 2.35 given by:
E(x) =
eN−A (x+ wp)
ε
if −wp ≤ x < 0
E(x) =
eN+D (x− wn)
ε
if 0 < x ≤ wn.
(2.40)
This results in a depletion layer width Wpn = wp + wn of
Wpn =
√
2ε
e
(
N−A +N
+
D
N−AN
+
D
)
VB. (2.41)
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First experiments aiming to build such a pn junction device as known from in-
organic semiconductors showed that this concept is not applicable to organic semi-
conductors devices. Due to the very narrow depletion width in the adjacent layers,
blocking behavior for reverse bias is not achieved as the charge carriers can easily
tunnel from the LUMO of the n-doped layer to the HOMO of the p-doped layer [17].
This results in almost symmetric ohmic behavior in forward and backward direction.
For this reason pin junctions have to be used to prevent the tunneling process. In such
a device, the built-in voltage drops across the intrinsic interlayer, having a thickness
Di and the depletion layer width is modified to
Wpin = wp +Di + wn =
√
D2i +
2ε
e
(
N−A +N
+
D
N−AN
+
D
)
VB. (2.42)
2.3.3 Level Bending vs. Alternative Explanations
Since the first reports of level bending effects in intrinsic or doped organic semicon-
ductors, there has been an ongoing discussion of whether this effect is really due to
the same principles as in inorganic semiconductor physics. The appearance of level
bending and the resulting depletion region implies the presence of ionized species,
and therefore mobile charge carriers, which have been removed from the region which
exhibits level bending [86]. There are several publications mentioning level bending
in intrinsic layers [102–105]. This is rather unlikely, as typical charge carrier con-
centrations in purified intrinsic layers are in the order of 10−1 cm−3 to 10−15 cm−3
[92, 106, 107] and therefore should have depletion layer widths that are in the range
of several hundred nm to a few µm.
Indeed, it was found that for intrinsic layers, other mechanisms lead to effects
mimicking a level bending behavior at the interface which are shown in Fig. 2.21.
First of all, the screening of a charge on a molecule depends on the polarizability of
the surrounding [29, 108] and is therefore different at the surface of a metal compared
to the bulk (see Chapter 2.1.2 and Fig. 2.21b). Therefore, the molecules in the first
layer show a lower ionization potential (and higher EA) compared to the second and
following layers. It can take several nm until the bulk value is reached. Characteristic
for such a process is an abrupt change in vacuum level, indicating the interface dipole,
and a slower change in HOMO position. Some studies on this effect can be found in
Refs. [108–110] and an extensive review is published in Ref. [111].
This effect will take place for most interfaces to some extent, but other factors
are present as well. For example, a change in growth mode can lead to a change in
IP as well (Fig. 2.21c) since it will effect the intermolecular interaction which affects
the π-electron system. This was shown in several studies for CuPc where the first
monolayer tends to be rather flat on the surface, while in the following layers the
molecules are standing upright [112, 113]. Furthermore, if the molecule has a strong
tendency to cluster (e.g. NTCDA21) it might take some nm for the interface dipole
211,4,5,8-naplithalene tetracarboxylic dianhydride
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Figure 2.21: Different effects that can induce or mimic a level bending in intrinsic semicon-
ductors. a) Ideal case where no level bending takes place, b) due to an increased polarization
screening at the interface the HOMO and LUMO levels are relaxed further into the gap, c) a
change in growth mode can lead to a change in HOMO / LUMO positions at the interface, d)
in case of Wf> IE or Wf<EA a real charge transfer takes place leading to an depletion region,
e) unintentional impurities by insufficient purification of the material or incorporation of residual
gas during evaporation can induce a doping that increases the charge carrier concentration,
making level bending possible.
to form, as the surface remains partially uncovered. This will result in a slow change
in vacuum level that can be misinterpreted as a level bending; however, the HOMO
level should not be affected except by the previously mentioned screening effect.
Only in one case, real level bending can take place for intrinsic semiconductors:
if the work function of the metal exceeds the IP or is smaller than the EA, a charge
transfer appears at the interface leading to an interface dipole that moves the HOMO
below or lifts the LUMO above the Fermi energy, respectively (Fig. 2.21d). This
results in a depletion region and thereby a level bending [114].
Finally, in some cases it has to be noted that either the purification process is
insufficient leaving behind impurities, or the vacuum during processing is not suffi-
cient and residual gas (mainly oxygen) is incorporated into the layer. This is called
unintentional doping (Fig. 2.21e) and can lead to an increase in free charge carriers,
promote conductivity, and produce a level bending [115]. However, more often this
results in the appearance of trap states that decrease the conductivity and lead to
lower device performance [111].
It has even been doubted that for doped layers a depletion layer is created. A
decrease in hole injection barrier that is attributed to p-doping could, according to
this theory, be due to a diffusion of the dopants to the metal interface where a CTC
between the dopant an the metal is created. This CTC lowers the injection barrier
and mimics a doping effect. Duhm et al. [116] were able to show this effect for a thin
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CBP22 layer that was subsequently covered by F4-TCNQ. Even though the HOMO
of CBP is too low to be dopable by F4-TCNQ, they were able to observe an energy
level shift towards EF .
Two characteristics have to be shown in an organic layer to prove that a level
bending is really due to the presence of sufficient charge carriers forming a depletion
region and not an effect of some other kind as mentioned before. The level bending
must lead to an alignment of the substrate and semiconductor Fermi levels. Therefore,
independent of the metal work function, the semiconductor work function always has
to show the same value [117]. Furthermore, these charge carriers have to result in a
significant increase in conductivity.
2.3.4 Metal Layers on Organic Semiconductors
The discussion so far was done on abrupt interfaces when soft and thermally slow
molecules are deposited on a metal surface or on another organic layer. However,
when forming a metal top contact, the metal atoms hitting the organic surface carry
a significant thermal energy due to the high evaporation temperature. This can lead
to a diffusion of the metal into the organic layer forming a deep mixed organic-
metal layer at the interface. The physics happening here are more complex compared
to bottom contacts and strongly depend on the combination of metal and organic
material [23]. However, it is of crucial importance to understand this interface as it
is present in any device.
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Figure 2.22: Energy diagrams for various interfaces between Pentacene and different metal
bottom and top contacts: a) forming a symmetric alignment with Co, data taken from [118],
and forming asymmetric contacts with b) gold, as well as c) silver, both taken from [119]. None
of the top contacts show the expected work function seen in the bottom contact.
Measurements by UPS and XPS yield information on coverage and chemical re-
actions at such interfaces. Seki et al. [117] deposited 125 nm gold on top of 6P23 and
224,4’-Bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1’-biphenyl
23P-sexiphenyl
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found still the signal originating from the organic layer instead of a pure gold film.
They concluded that gold diffuses into the 6P layer, leaving a surface dominated by
6P molecules. On the other hand, when they deposited 100 nm of Mg on top, this
covered the organic layer of 6P, i.e. less diffusion seems to take place here. A similar
observation was made by Watkins et al. [119] for gold and silver deposited on Pen-
tacene. The signal from the organic layer did not vanish and so a pure metal spectrum
was not achieved. This was different if they use Ca contacts with Pentacene; for this
combination the metal top layer is closed, and the correct Wf for Ca was achieved.
Furthermore, they found large differences in the hole injection barriers for the bottom
and top contacts in the case of Au/Pentacene/Au and Ag/Pentacene/Ag as is shown
in Fig. 2.22b,c. It can be concluded that effects like doping by the metal atoms or at
least the formation of trap states pinning the Fermi energy have a large effect on the
interface dipole formation. A different behavior was found by Popinciuc et al. [118]
for Co/Pentacene/Co interfaces which exhibit identical injection barriers for bottom
and top contacts. However, the Wf of the top metal contact was smaller by 1 eV
compared to a pure Co layer (Fig. 2.22a).
a) d)
e)
f)
b)
c)
Figure 2.23: Different possible interface formations for metal contacts (black marbles) on
a layer of molecules (red ellipses): a) Abrupt formation of a metal bottom contact, b) abrupt
metal top contact due to reaction between metal and semiconductor, c) strong diffusion of
metal atoms, leaving the bare surface, d) cracks in the metal surface due to different heat
capacitance, e) island growth of metal atoms, f) monolayer of molecules on top of metal due
to reduced surface energy or reabsorption of desorbed molecules after the metal evaporation
process.
From these examples and many more studies that have been published [23, 76,
78, 120–124], it can be concluded that in most cases the interface formed at a metal
top contact differs from a bottom contact. Furthermore, in almost all cases a residual
signal from the organic layer is observed, and the metal top contact does not show
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the correct work function even after the deposition of more than 100 nm. Several
attempts to explain the interface formation between organic layers and metal top
contacts have been published so far that are summarized in the following listing and
are shown in Fig. 2.23:
• Abrupt interface formation (Fig.2.23 b): This mainly takes place for reactive
metals that can undergo a chemical bond with the molecule which stops the
diffusion process as in the case of Pentacene - Ca [119] or CuPc - Sn [121]. It
leads to a fast suppression of the organic features and the correct work function
of the metal top layer is measured. Such an abrupt boundary was found for
some interfaces with gold as well, e.g. for PTCDA - Au [120] or CBP - Au [125].
• Strong diffusion (Fig. 2.23c): This can explain a less efficient coverage on an
organic layer as a large fraction of the atoms is diffusing into the organic layer
leaving the surface partly uncovered [119]. However, such a model cannot ex-
plain why a metal contact much thicker than the organic film does not produce
a closed layer.
• Cracks in the metal surface (Fig. 2.23d): Ihm et al. [122] investigated a 380 nm
gold contact on Pentacene that still showed signal from the organic layer in their
UPS measurements. With transmission electron spectroscopy they saw cracks
in the top contact, exposing the underlying Pentacene layer, due to thermal
contraction during the process of cooling down the sample after metal deposi-
tion.
• Island formation (Fig. 2.23e): If the metal atoms cluster during the evaporation
and form islands on the surface two effects can appear: on the one hand a
thinner effective thickness of the metal overlayer will form and secondly, the
measured work function of such metal clusters differs from the value of the
metal bulk [118].
• Reabsorption after metal evaporation (Fig. 2.23f): During metal evaporation,
the temperature of the sample increases due to the hot metal atoms hitting the
surface. This might desorb some of the organic molecules from the top which
reabsorb as soon as the temperature of the sample is decreased again. This
leads to a thin layer of organic material on top of the metal layer [122].
• Diffusion of molecules (Fig. 2.23f): As the organic layer typically has a lower
free surface energy compared to a metal layer, it is energetically advantageous
if a monolayer of organic molecules remains on top during the growth process
of the metal layer [123, 126].
• Crystalline structure formation: Different single crystal faces of the metal sur-
face are created upon deposition on the organic layers. These have Wfs that
differ from the value of the polycrystalline metal [124].
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Figure 2.24: Current density - voltage characteristics of a symmetric nin electron only device
(squares) consisting of Ag - BPhen:Cs - BPhen - BPhen:Cs - Ag and a pip hole only device
(triangles) consisting of Ag - MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ - MeO-TPD - MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ - Ag,
taken from [127], showing that for p-doped layers a symmetric hole injection from the bottom
and top contact is achieved while for n-doped layer, the electron injection from the top contact
is favored.
A further significant way of investigating the formation of bottom and top con-
tacts is the measurement of current-voltage characteristics for devices, where an or-
ganic layer is sandwiched between two identical metal contacts. The behavior of such
devices in forward and backward direction seems to strongly depend on the mate-
rial combination. In some cases, symmetric injection from both contacts has been
observed [128–130] while in other cases one of the two directions is more favorable
[131–136]. Symmetric injection has even been observed in cases where UPS measure-
ments show different injection barriers as it is the case for the Mg-Alq3 vs. Alq3-Mg
interface [129]. In a few cases, the asymmetry was found to originate from a contam-
ination of the bottom electrode before the organic layer was evaporated on top [133].
However, even if the vacuum was not broken and contamination cannot be the reason
the injection behavior differs. In these cases, a doping effect by penetrating metal
atoms [131] or a reaction with the metal atoms [135] are responsible for the effect.
For the injection into doped layers an asymmetric behavior was found as well. The
effect is especially pronounced for n-doped layers as can be seen in Fig. 2.24 (from
Ref. [127]). Here, the electron only device, consisting of BPhen doped by Cs, has
a much higher injection from the top contact compared to the bottom one. This is
attributed to an additional doping effect by the Al atoms diffusing into the BPhen
layer, introducing new states in the gap that facilitate the electron injection [127].
In the p-doped layer in Fig. 2.24, consisting of MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ, no
difference between the injection from bottom or top contacts is observed.
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2.4 Optoelectronic Applications of Organic
Semiconductors
The quickly growing field of optoelectronic devices based on organic semiconductors
offers the potential to surpass the current technology based on silicon in some ap-
plications. The advantages of organic electronics mainly lie in the potential of low
cost production and the much easier handling of the materials. Furthermore, the
thin organic layers can be produced on a large variety of substrates, including flexible
transparent foils. The two most important device concepts will be introduced in the
following, being organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic solar cells.
2.4.1 Organic Light Emitting Diodes
In organic light emitting diodes, holes and electrons are injected into a device consist-
ing of semiconducting layers where they move towards the opposite electrode under
the electric field and recombine to produce light. Current high performance OLEDs
consist of a so called pin stack, where the intrinsic light producing layer is incorpo-
rated between p- and n-doped transport layers. Such a device is shown in Fig. 2.25.
The doped hole transport layer (HTL) and electron transport layer (ETL) allow for
ohmic injection, good transport properties, and high mobility. These layers make up
most of the thickness of the device (≈ 200 nm). Electron and hole blocking layers
(EBL / HBL) are needed next to the transport layers. On the one hand, these act
as a spacer to the dopants that would otherwise quench the electroluminescence, and
on the other hand, these layers avoid losses due to either electrons or holes traveling
through the complete device which then cannot contribute to the emission. In the
middle of the OLED stack is the emission layer (EML), where the light is generated,
either by a fluorescent molecule or a phosphorescent emitter. In most phosphorescent
OLEDs, the emission layer is a host-guest system. There, the phosphorescent emitter
material is doped into a matrix material which itself does not contribute to the light
emission.
These intrinsic layers in the OLED stack are typically only 40 nm thick and are
chosen in a way that allows for a good charge balance, which means that the number
of holes and electrons in the EML is comparable. In such a device, with a red
phosphorescent emitter, typical brightnesses of 100 cd/m2 are achieved at 2.4 V [137]
which is a sufficient brightness for displays.
As anode material, mostly indium tin oxide (ITO) is used as it has a low sheet
resistance of 20 - 30 Ω/cm2, is transparent with a transmission of 90 %, has a high
work function, and can be produced very smooth with a roughness of around 1 nm.
Through this layer the light is coupled out, while for the cathode a thick metal layer is
used that reflects the light. An alternative to this so called bottom-emission OLED is
the top-emission OLED where a thin transparent metal top contact is used to couple
out the light.
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Figure 2.25: Schematic band diagram of a multilayer OLED device where a voltage eV is
applied to inject the charge carriers that form excitons in the emission layer (EML) and emit
light. The doped hole and electron transport layers (HTL/ETL) lead to good carrier injection
and the hole and electron blocking layers (HBL/EBL) confine the charge carriers in the emission
layer.
2.4.2 Organic Solar Cells
In organic solar cells, light is absorbed by an active layer and converted into a current.
This cannot be achieved efficiently by a single layer, as the exciton binding energy
in organic semiconductors is too high to separate the exciton produced by a photon
and therefore conversion efficiencies are below 0.1 %. To circumvent this problem, an
exciton separating interface is introduced which is schematically shown in Fig. 2.26.
Here, a preferably hole conducting material (donor) and a electron conducting ma-
terial (acceptor) are used. The absorption of light in either one of these layers leads
to the formation of an exciton that diffuses to the donor-acceptor interface, where an
offsets between the LUMOs and HOMOs in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 eV separates the
charge carriers. Then, the charge carriers diffuse through the transport layers to the
anode and cathode where they can be extracted. It is crucial that these transport
layers show a good conductivity (achievable by doping), have large band gaps so that
no light absorption takes place, and furthermore excitons cannot diffuse to the metal
contacts where they would be quenched. At the donor-acceptor interface, a Fermi
level splitting appears under illumination due to the separation of the charge carriers
that can be measured as the open circuit voltage VOC of the device. The value de-
pends on the HOMOdonor−LUMOacceptor offset at the interface as well as the exciton
binding energy.
The disadvantage of this device architecture is the limitation to thin absorption
layers. As the exciton diffusion length is in the range of 10 nm, the thicknesses of the
absorption layers are limited to this value, otherwise the excitons will not reach the
donor - acceptor interface. However, thicker layers would lead to more absorption and
therefore higher efficiencies. Two concepts can be used to overcome this problem.
First of all, mixed active layers can be used where donor and acceptor material are
co-evaporated. This way, there are exciton separating interfaces throughout the whole
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layer, but it has to be assured that the materials form paths, so the produced charge
carriers reach the transport layers from which they can be extracted. Again, the
layers cannot be chosen too thick.
Furthermore, tandem cell structures can be used. In such a device, two or more
solar cells are stacked and connected via recombination layers. The effective thickness
of the absorption layer is increased and furthermore different absorption bands can be
used. Currently organic solar cells with such a pin tandem structure reach certified
efficiencies of 6.1 % on an area of 2 cm2 [11].
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Figure 2.26: Schematic band diagram of an organic solar cell device. Absorption of light
produces excitons on either side of the donor - acceptor interface. At the interface they are
separated into free charge carriers, which leads to a Fermi level splitting of VOC , and are
transported to the contacts through the doped transport layers.

3 Materials and Experimental
Setups
In this Chapter, we describe the molecules under investigation and their main
physical properties as well as the process of sample preparation. Then, the experi-
mental setup of photoelectron spectroscopy is introduced. The different methods of
UV photoelectron spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are discussed in
detail, combined with an instruction for the data evaluation. Finally, further mea-
surement techniques of current voltage measurements and impedance spectroscopy are
described.
3.1 Materials
The molecules used in organic electronic applications are composed mainly of car-
bon atoms which introduce the semiconducting properties due to their delocalized
π-electron system. Other low atomic-number atoms like O, N, and S are also com-
mon building elements that have an influence on the electronic and optical properties.
The experiments are limited to the so called small molecules, with molar masses be-
tween approximately 300 and 1500 g/mol. Heavier molecules tend to disintegrate
before they reach the temperature necessary for evaporation.
Throughout this work, a large number of materials are used that are shown in
Fig. 3.1 to 3.4. They can be divided into five classes that are shortly introduced in
the following paragraphs. An overview of the materials and their properties can be
found in Table 3.1 on page 58. All molecules have been purified by a two step vacuum
gradient sublimation, unless stated otherwise.
Hole transport materials: These materials show a good hole mobility; those pre-
sented here have an ionization potential that is low enough to be dopable by F4-TCNQ,
so below 5.4 eV. The chemical structures of these hole transport materials are given
in Fig. 3.1. Most extensively used throughout this work is N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-
methoxyphenyl)benzidine (MeO-TPD) that is a good injection layer for organic solar
cells as well as OLEDs [138–141]. This molecule forms smooth amorphous layers and
the low IP of 5.1 eV leads to an efficient p-doping and therefore high conductivities.
The large optical gap of 2.96 eV makes the material transparent which is important
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for optoelectronic devices. The disadvantage is the rather low glass transition tem-
perature Tg of 55
◦C.
N,N’-Di(4-(2,2-diphenyl-ethen-1-yl)-phenyl)-N,N’-di(4-methylphenylphenyl) benzi-
dine (PV-TPD) is another wide gap molecule (optical gap 2.77 eV) that is easily
dopable due to an IP of 5.2 eV. The higher Tg value of 118
◦C makes it more stable
compared to MeO-TPD. So far it has mainly been employed in solar cells [142] where
the large IP leads to an efficient exciton blocking.
N,N’-Di(naphthalene-1-yl)–N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine (α-NPD) exhibits in general
the same properties as the previously mentioned molecules regarding the good hole
mobility, the amorphous growth mode, and the transparency (optical gap 3.12 eV).
However, the larger IP of 5.4 V reduces the efficiency of the doping process, therefore
much higher doping concentrations are needed. The material is rather used as blocking
layer in OLEDs [143] to stop the electrons from moving through the whole device.
The remaining two molecules Pentacene and Zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc), which
was three times sublimated, have smaller optical gaps of 1.82 eV and 1.5 eV so they
show absorption in the visible range. Accordingly, they are not suited as hole trans-
port layers in optoelectronic devices even though they are easily dopable with an IP
of 5.1 eV in both cases. The small transport gap leads to a high electron affinity
(EAZnPc = 3.3 eV, EAPentacene = 2.8 eV) and therefore these molecules are n-dopable
as well. This makes them suitable for the use in pin homojunctions. Furthermore,
ZnPc is commonly used as an absorber in solar cells as well [144]. Pentacene is less
suitable for such an application as it produces very rough layers.
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Figure 3.1: Shown are the structures of the molecules used as hole transport materials
throughout this work.
Electron transport materials: This class of material shows a dominant electron
conduction and the chemical structures of those investigated in this work are shown
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in Fig. 3.2. The best known material is C60, which has been three times sublimated,
that has a high electron affinity of 4 eV and is therefore dopable by any of the n-
dopants mentioned later in this Section. The ionization potential is measured to be
6.4 eV. The optical gap of 1.95 eV makes it less suitable for transport layers in OLEDs
where it would lead to absorption; the main application is rather as an absorber in
organic solar cells [144, 145]. For this purpose, the good stability and high triplet
diffusion length is advantageous as well.
4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BPhen) is a wide gap electron transport mate-
rial (Eoptg = 3.52 eV) well suitable for the application as electron injection layer for
OLEDs when n-doped by Cs atoms. Due to an electron affinity of approximately 2 eV
it is not dopable by most molecular n-dopants. It is furthermore used as a hole block-
ing material in OLEDs, but as it shows an increased reactivity with emitter molecules
the lifetime of such devices is decreased. The much better suited material for this
blocker layer is Aluminum(III)bis(2-methyl-8-quninolinato)-4-phenylphenolate (BAlq)
that has an IP of 6.08 eV and an optical gap of 3.44 eV. This material is furthermore
used for the Zener diodes presented in this work as electron transport material.
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Figure 3.2: Shown are the structures of the molecules used as electron transport materials
throughout this work.
Dopant molecules: All the hole transport material mentioned so far can be p-doped
by co-evaporation with the small molecule 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquino-
dimethane (F4-TNCQ) which has been one time sublimated; typical doping ratios
are between 4 mol% and 30 mol%. The EA was measured to be 5.24 eV [8] so it
provides an efficient charge transfer for molecules with IP≤ 5.2 eV. It was found that
it can dope materials down to IP= 5.4 eV, however a larger amount of the dopant
is necessary. Due to the small molecular weight of this compound, it has a low
evaporation temperature around 70◦C and behaves very volatile inside a preparation
chamber. Adjacent materials commonly show an unwanted background doping after
some time.
This is the reason why in some experiments the more stable p-dopants NDP2 and
NDP9 are used, provided by the Novaled AG, that do not show the volatile behavior
and have higher evaporation temperatures. The structures of these molecules can
not be shown as they are proprietary commercial materials. Both molecules have
a lower lying LUMO compared to F4-TCNQ and can therefore dope materials with
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even higher values of IP. It is possible to use NDP2 down to an IPmatrix of 5.5 eV and
NDP9 for IPmatrix=5.6 eV.
A new dopant that was investigated during the work on the thesis is the fluorinated
Fullerene C60F36 that was published to have a doping effect in P3HT1 [146]. Due
to its large molecular weight is has an evaporation temperature of 120◦C and shows
a doping strength comparable to NDP2. The ionization potential is measured to be
8.38 eV and the optical gap is 2.48 eV.
The most common small molecule n-dopant is 3,6-bis(dimethylamino)acridine
(AOB). It has an IP of 4.98 eV and was found to be able to dope materials with
an EA of 4 eV or more. Hereby, the doping is achieved by an irreversible redox reac-
tion with matrix molecules that only takes place if the sample is illuminated during
the deposition of the layer. This molecule has again a very low evaporation temper-
ature and shows volatile behavior. As an alternative, there is a n-dopant provided
by Novaled under the acronym of NDN1. It shows a higher evaporation temperature
and higher doping strength. Due to its very low ionization potential it is however
very reactive and can only be kept and transferred under nitrogen atmosphere which
makes the handling challenging.
A much easier way to achieve a n-type doping is by the co-evaporation of Cs
atoms. This leads to a good conductivity of e.g. 2 · 10−5 S/cm in BPhen at a ratio of
1 Cs atom per molecule. However, the small atoms have the disadvantage that they
tend to diffuse.
The chemical structures of these dopants are given on the left side of Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The left side shows some of the dopants used throughout this work. The
proprietary dopant materials NDP2, NDP9 and NDN1 can not be shown. The right side shows
the emitter material Ir(MDQ)2(acac).
Emitter molecule: Emitter molecules are used in OLEDs to generate the charac-
teristic light emission by exciton recombination. Most commonly, phosphorescent
molecules are used where the light is produced by a triplet exciton. For this spin-
forbidden transition to be possible, these phosphorescent molecules have a heavy atom
1Poly-3-hexylthiophene
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incorporated that leads to a mixing of singlet and triplet states via spin-orbit coupling.
The molecule under investigation in this work is Iridium(III)bis(2-methyldibenzo[f,h]-
quinoxaline)(acetylacetonate) (Ir(MDQ)2(acac)) where the heavy atom is Iridium.
The IP is 5.36 eV and the EA measured by cyclic voltammetry 2.76 eV. The phospho-
rescent molecule emits an orange red light with a maximum at 614 nm.
Contact materials: Throughout this work, mostly an amorphous silver foil (99.995 %
purity, 0.25 mm thickness) is used as substrate for the evaporated layers; furthermore
the usage of gold foil is possible (99.99 % purity, 0.125 mm thickness). The substrates
are cleaned by argon sputtering before performing the first measurement to achieve a
clean metal surface. These substrates can be reused several times by again performing
argon sputtering to remove the organic layer investigated during the previous mea-
surement. The argon gas is used at a partial pressure of 3 · 10−5 mbar at 1.6 kV; the
sputter time depends on the thickness of the contamination layer and ranges from 4
to 20 min.
Furthermore, the conductive polymer Poly-(3,4)ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT)
doped by Polystryrene sulfonate (PSS) is used that is shown in Fig. 3.4a. This PE-
DOT:PSS layer is prepared by a spin cast process on a glass substrate and shows
a conductivity of 10−5 S/cm. The Wf of this doped polymer is 5.1 eV and therefore
comparable to gold. It can be used as an alternative transparent anode material to
ITO [147]
Finally, the transparent metal oxide indium tin oxide (ITO) is used in a few
cases, as this is a typical anode material for organic semiconductor devices. The
sample consists of 90 nm thick ITO on top of a glass substrate and shows a very low
roughness of 1 nm at a sheet resistance is 20 - 30 Ω/cm2. For the UPS measurements,
samples fully covered by ITO are used (provided by IPMS2) while for the conductivity,
current voltage, and impedance spectroscopy measurements the ITO is pre-structured
as is shown in Fig. 3.4b.
PEDOT
PSS
a) b)
1.509 mm4.91 mm
14.587 mm
1.215 mm
2.411 mm
glass
ITO
Figure 3.4: a) Chemical structure of the doped conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS. b) Sketch
of the sample design of a pre-structured ITO substrate.
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3.2 Sample Preparation
The preparation of the samples under investigation takes place in an ultra high vac-
uum (UHV) system under a base pressure of ≤ 10−8 mbar. The multichamber evap-
oration tool consist of five individually pumped chambers, shown on the left side
of Fig. 3.5. Four of these are used to evaporate organic molecules whereby differ-
ent chambers are used for p- and n-doping as well as intrinsic layers to avoid cross
contamination. The fifth chamber is equipped for the evaporation of metal layers.
Figure 3.5: Photos of the multichamber evaporation tool UFO1 (left side) for the preparation
of the samples as well as the measurement chamber Phoibos 100 (right side) for the UPS and
XPS investigations that is directly connected to the multichamber tool.
The organic substances, in form of a powder, are filled into crucibles that are
located at the bottom of the UHV chambers. These can be heated by a copper coil
that surrounds the crucible. The molecules are evaporated and condense on a sample
that is located above the sources as sketched in Fig. 3.6b. Mostly amorphous layers
form at typical thicknesses of 1 to 100 nm. The evaporation rate is usually kept in
the range of 0.1 Å/s for matrix materials and 0.01 Å/s for the dopants. This rate
is monitored by quartz crystals (Leybold Inficon). The vibration frequency of these
crystals changes when the mass increases due to the additional material evaporated
on top. With the knowledge of the density of the material, the thickness can be
calculated. Each chamber is equipped with at least two of these thickness monitors
to allow for co-evaporation and the doping of layers. Thereby, one monitor measures
the thickness of the matrix and the other one the dopant (see Fig. 3.6). Molar doping
ratios down to MR = 0.005 can be achieved this way.
The evaporation of the metals gold and silver takes place out of resistively heated
molybdenum boats, while for aluminum a specially constructed ceramic evaporator
is used, build by the company Creaphys. The measurement of the layer thickness is
again done by quartz crystals
Two different sample designs are used. The one for photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements is shown on the left side of Fig. 3.6 and consists of an Omicon-type
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Thickness
 monitor
Thickness
 monitor
Sample
Crucible with
matrix
Crucible with
dopant
Shutter
Omicon
sampleholder
(Molybdenum)
Adapter for UFO
(stainless steel)
Gold
foil
a) PES sample design: b)
Figure 3.6: a) Sample design for the PES measurements; for the transfer into the mea-
surement chamber the Omicron type holder is removed from the adapter. b) Illustration of the
setup used for the co-evaporation of organic molecules. From heated crucibles the molecules are
evaporated at rates that can be independently controlled by the quartz crystals and the sample
can be separated from the molecular beam by a shutter.
sample holder, made from molybdenum, onto which a 1 x 1 cm2 gold / silver foil or an
ITO covered glass plate is mounted by a UHV-compatible tape. In the UPS chamber,
only this holder is used, the adapter is needed to be compatible with the UFO 1 sample
design.
The second sample design is used for the measurement of conductivity, the IV
characteristic and impedance spectroscopy. A teflon adapter is used carrying a 2.5 cm2
glass plate pre-structured with four transparent ITO fingers and an ITO counter
electrode (sketched in Fig. 3.4).
3.3 Theory of Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Basics of Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is one of the most important methods to study
matter in gas phase or solid state. The method provides a maximum amount of
chemical and electronic information within a single technique, is essentially nonde-
structive for most material systems, and is extremely surface sensitive. First experi-
ments on organic semiconductors started in the 1950s but widespread recognition was
only gained after 1980 when numerous works of William Salaneck and Kazuhiko Seki
were reported.
In the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment, photons from an ideally monochro-
matic light source are directed onto a sample and photoelectrons are emitted that are
measured by an electrostatic analyzer. The underlying principle is the external pho-
toeffect, described by Einstein in 1905, which relates the maximum kinetic energy
Emaxkin of an electron escaping from a sample to the frequency ν of the exciting photon:
Emaxkin = hν −Wf. (3.1)
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Depending on the energy of the photons, either the DOS of the delocalized valence
band of the molecule is observed or the localized core level peaks of the individual
atoms. This leads to the distinction between UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
for energies below 50 eV and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) above this en-
ergy. Commonly gas discharge lamps are used for the generation of UPS photons
and soft x-ray sources for XPS. Another possibility is the utilization of synchrotron
radiation.
Electrons as means of investigation are advantageous because of their small mean
free path in solids. Even though the photons penetrate several µm into the sample,
the probing depth is limited to a few Ångstroms depending the electron kinetic energy.
In Fig. 3.7 the mean free path λ (given in monolayers) is shown as function of the
electron kinetic energy. Especially in the region of 10 eV to 1 keV the emitted electrons
can only originate from the topmost layers of molecules.
UPS XPS
Figure 3.7: Mean free path of electrons in solids as a function of their kinetic energy. The
data points reflect electrons originating from different elements (from Ref. [153]). The energy
used for UPS and XPS measurements throughout this work are indicated in the graph.
This surface sensitivity is needed when investigating the detailed alignment be-
tween two organic materials or between a metal and an organic layer. Thereby, the
interface is built incrementally by evaporating the second layer in Å steps onto the
first one and checking the DOS for every layer thickness. With this method it is
possible to observe level bending effects or see chemical reactions taking place at the
surface that modify the DOS.
If, on the other hand, the electronic bulk energy states are supposed to be in-
vestigated by PES, the results have to be viewed with care. The topmost layer in
organic semiconductors experiences a lower polarization screening compared to the
bulk molecules as it is exposed to the vacuum. This usually leads to an increase
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in ionization potential. Several papers have been published on this topic where the
authors compare surface sensitive and bulk sensitive measurements by varying either
the photon energy or the detection angle. While earlier experiments [29] and calcula-
tions [154] found a decrease of the polarization screening at the surface by 0.3 - 0.4 eV,
newer experiment using synchrotron high resolution UPS limit the effect to less than
100 meV [155].
Measurement Setup
The PES setup is directly connected to a multichamber evaporation tool. In total
approximately 25 sources for the evaporation of varying materials are accessible with-
out breaking the vacuum. The PES setup used for this work is a Phoibos 100 built by
the company Specs, a picture is shown on the right side of Fig. 3.5. The instrument is
incorporated in a UHV chamber at a base pressure of <1 ·10−10 mbar. It is crucial for
the experiment to keep a low pressure, as even the smallest traces of surface contami-
nation would affect the measurement. Assuming a sticking coefficient of unity for the
residual gas in a chamber, Langmuir’s law states that one monolayer is formed at a
pressure of 1 Torr (= 1.332 mbar) in 10−6 s. At a chamber pressure of 10−8 mbar, this
time is increased to somewhat more than two minutes, which is still insufficient for
PES measurements. At a pressure of 10−10 mbar, the time for a monolayer to form is
4 h. The sticking coefficient at the closed shelled molecular surface will not be unity,
but it is obvious that a low pressure is essential.
A schematic view of the Phoibos 100 setup is given in Fig. 3.8. The photogenerated
electrons originating from the sample, indicated by red lines, enter into the first
stage of the detection system that contains a set of ten lenses (T1 to T10). The
voltages applied to the individual lenses determine the kinetic energy of the electrons,
the sampling area, and the detected emission angle; for this several lens modes are
applicable by the software. With an adjustable iris the aperture can be influenced.
The instrument is operated in the so called Fixed Analyzer Transmission Mode.
Here, the kinetic energy of the electrons entering the detector is set fixed, called the
pass energy Epass. Successively, all electrons originating from the sample have to be
decelerated to this energy. By the lens system the electrons are focused on a first
slit S1 at which point they are slowed down by the retardation voltage V0, which is
the difference between the nominal kinetic energy and the pass energy. Then, they
pass into the hemispherical analyzer that consists of two halve spheres with radii
Rin = 75 mm and Rout = 125 mm. The radial electrical field between the half spheres
(Vin-Vout=∆V = −e · 0.9375 · Epass) deflects the electrons into elliptical trajectories
and only electrons which have a centrifugal force equal to the electrostatic force
can travel through and enter the second slit S2. To image the complete DOS the
retardation voltage V0 is swept. The choice of Epass determines the energy resolution
of the measurement that is furthermore influenced by geometric values of R0 = (Rin+
Rout)/2 and the slit sizes s1 and s2 and follows the relation [156]
∆Edetector = Epass ·
(
s1 + s2
4R0
− α
2
4
)
(3.2)
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Figure 3.8: Schematic view of the Phoibos 100 setup and the photoionization process.
Photons from a x-ray or UV source hit out electrons (red lines) from a sample positioned in the
focus of the detector (for this setup 40 mm). The lens system T1 to T10 determines the imaged
spot size and measurement angle. The retardation voltage V0 applied by the power supply
HSA3500 decelerates the particles and they are deflected according to their kinetic energy by
the voltages applied to the two half spheres (Vin−Vout). VChannel/Base is the anode/cathode
potential of the channeltrons and the detector voltage is VHV − VBase. Electrons that are
imaged have to pass through the slits S1 and S2. The interface to the computer is realized by
a Can-Ethernet adapter EC10.
where α is the angle under which the electrons enter into the detector. There are
additional contributions to the linewidth like the inherent width of the atomic level
and the natural linewidth of the excitation source. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is therefore given by
FWHM =
√
∆Edetector + ∆Elevel + ∆Eexcitation. (3.3)
The electrons are detected by an array of five channel electron multipliers (CEMs).
Each consists of a glass tube in which the wall is coated with a high resistance material.
This coating becomes a continuous dynode when a potential is applied between the
ends of the tube. The impact of an electron results in secondary electrons that
are released from the CEM walls. These electrons are accelerated by the high voltage
connected to the CEM (Vdet = VHV −VBase) and release additional secondary electrons
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by the impact with the wall further along in the CEM. This effect is successively
repeated, until finally an electron cloud is present at the exit of the CEM. Usually
the minimum gain for saturated operation is about 107, i.e. an electron cloud of
more than 107 electrons leaves the CEM [156]. The spectrometer and the sample are
connected to ensure that the Fermi energies are at the same reference level.
Principle of UPS Measurements and Data Evaluation
The UV photoelectron spectroscopy measurements are performed using a helium dis-
charge lamp (UVS10/35, Specs). As it is not possible to couple UV light into the
chamber via a window, the He plasma has to be ignited inside the chamber. A two
stage pumping line is used to keep the UHV inside the measurement chamber, while
the discharge works at a He pressure of 1 · 10−1 mbar. The main He I excitation line
is at 21.22 eV and photo currents of 20 nA are achieved. From Fig. 3.7 the mean free
path of the electrons at this energy can be estimated to be 2 - 3 monolayers.
In order to show the material properties accessible by UPS, Fig. 3.9 illustrates how
photons with an energy hν excite electrons from the valence band above the vacuum
level for a gold sample and a layer of C60. The kinetic energy distribution directly
resembles the DOS of the bound electrons. The calculation of the binding energy
from a measured kinetic energy is done by
EB = hν − Ekin −Wfdet − eVsample. (3.4)
The term Wfdet appears since the detected electrons have to overcome the work func-
tion of the detector. This value has to be determined experimentally and is inserted
into the measurement software so it is included automatically. Furthermore a bias
Vsample = −8V is applied to the sample to ensure that the kinetic energy of the
emitted electrons is larger than the Wf of the detector (measured as 4.56 eV). This
additional bias has no effect on the shape of the measured curve, but simply leads to
a constant shift in the measured binding energy that is later subtracted again.
In the spectra a polynomial background of secondary electrons appears, that is
created by electrons that experience an inelastic scattering before leaving the surface.
The point at low kinetic energies where this background ends abruptly is called high
binding energy cutoff (HBEC). These electrons have just enough energy to get over
the vacuum level and can give information on the work function of the sample:
Wf = hν − EHBEC . (3.5)
For a metal surface the fastest electrons originate from the Fermi energy at EB = 0 eV;
in the case of an organic semiconductor, they originate from the HOMO cutoff position
EHOMO. The hole injection barrier φ can be calculated from the difference in Fermi
energy and HOMO cutoff position:
φ = EF − EHOMO. (3.6)
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The ionization potential is given by the difference of the excitation energy and the
width of the measured spectrum
IP = hν − (EHBEC − EHOMO). (3.7)
Commonly the vacuum level at an interface is not constant, but shows an interface
dipole ∆ that can be caused by several effects that are described in Chapter 2.3.1.
This results in different HBEC positions as it is indicated in Fig. 3.9:
∆ = EgoldHBEC − E
C60
HBEC . (3.8)
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Figure 3.9: The left side shows the schematic process of UV excitation in a sample of
gold and the organic semiconductor C60 by a photon with the energy hν. The measurement
accesses the values of work function (Wf), ionization potential (IP), hole injection barrier (φ)
and interface dipole (∆). The right side shows typical UPS measurements of the two materials
as a function of kinetic energy and binding energy.
On the right side of Fig. 3.9, typical measurement curves of the organic semicon-
ductor C60 and a gold surface are shown. Plotted is the normalized count rate per
second of the CEMs versus the binding energy (or kinetic energy). Throughout this
work, usually only parts of the spectrum are shown. Relevant for the data evalua-
tion are only the HBEC and the valence band region, so these are always shown as
close-up as it is displayed in Fig. 3.10a for C60. This graph shows in detail how the
value of the HBEC and HOMO position are evaluated. In both cases the leading edge
is approximated by a line and the intersection with the background is taken as the
corresponding value. The scale is always given as binding energy, so the Fermi energy
is positioned at zero energy.
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In Fig. 3.10b the Fermi edge of gold is shown. It is used to calibrate the energy
scale of the detector; furthermore the width gives the energy resolution of the UPS
measurement. At room temperature the inherent width is 4.4·kBT according to Fermi-
Dirac statistics. At room temperature this corresponds to 110 meV. The measurement
on gold shows a width of 120 meV between 10 % and 90 % intensity. If one assumes the
same broadening of HOMO peaks of the organic layers, the measured hole injection
barriers are too small by 10 meV. However, due to uncertainties in the estimation of
the actual cutoff position, the error is estimated to be ±50 meV throughout this work
for UPS measurements. This value reflects the reproducibility in different samples
prepared under the same conditions as well.
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Figure 3.10: a) Typical diagram of the C60 UPS measurement already presented in Fig. 3.9
to show how the HBEC and HOMO cutoff position are determined. b) Fermi edge of a gold
sample. The width of this structure gives information on the resolution of the measurement
setup.
It is important to consider in what state the molecule is in when the HOMO
position is measured by UPS. Estimating an average kinetic energy of the electrons
of 15 eV and a distance across a molecule of 10 Å , a possible interaction time of the
charge carrier with the molecule of 1 · 10−15 s can be calculated. In Chapter 2.1.2,
the different contributions to the relaxation of the molecule after the introduction of
a charge carrier were discussed. The effects of intramolecular relaxation and lattice
relaxation are slower than this time span and most likely do not influence the emitted
electron. However, the largest effect of electronic polarization takes only 10−16 s and
is therefore certainly included in the photoemission process. This means that UPS
does not measure the energy of a neutral molecule, but the energy of the polaronic
state. This is important, since this is the relevant value for describing the transport
in organic solids.
Finally it has to be mentioned, that a helium discharge lamp is of course not a
monochromatic light source. There is another prominent line, called He II, in the
UV part of the spectrum at 40.82 eV that has however not been used for the studies
presented in this work. Furthermore, there are some satellite lines in the region of
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the He I excitation which result in additional features superimposed on the originally
21.22 eV excitation. The most prominent secondary lines in our case are at the excita-
tion energies at 23.09 eV (≈ 2 % intensity), 23.75 eV (≈ 0.5 % intensity), and 24.05 eV
(≈ 0.2 % intensity). Due to the much lower intensity these can normally be neglected.
However, in a few cases the signal from the satellite lines has to be subtracted to see
weak features, e.g. in the gap of a semiconductor. A method how this can be done is
given in the Appendix.
Principle of XPS Measurements and Data Evaluation
The XPS measurements are performed with the soft x-ray source XR 50 by Specs, that
is equipped with a twin anode made from aluminum and magnesium which can be used
separately for the excitation. The corresponding energies are Al Kα1/2 = 1486.61 eV
and Mg Kα1/2 = 1253.64 eV. No monochromator is integrated in this system, therefore
the linewidths of these excitations are rather large with 850 meV for the Al excitation
and 680 meV for Mg [156]. The probing depth can be estimated from Fig. 3.7 to be
8 - 10 monolayers. This larger depth compared to UPS measurements is helpful when
a layer deeper down in a sample has to be investigated, e.g. to see if it shows a change
in energetic position as reaction to the layer evaporated on top.
The technique of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is also known as electron spec-
troscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) due to its ability to see the chemical compo-
sition of a sample. The working principle is shown in the left side of Fig. 3.11. The
much higher photon energy compared to UPS leads to the release of core level elec-
trons from the individual atoms making up the molecules. As these core levels have
characteristic energies, it is possible to associate them to the corresponding elements.
A typical spectrum of an organic material containing several different atoms is
shown in the top of Fig. 3.11 for the case of the molecule DCV3T3 (sum formula:
C20H8N4S3). In the region from 50 eV to 460 eV binding energy, several peaks are
visible with the element and level notation indicated for each of them. The solid red
line is a Shirley background that corresponds to the signal originating from scattered
electrons. For a quantitative analysis, the characteristic peaks are measured individ-
ually as it is shown in Fig. 3.11 for nitrogen, carbon, sulfur, and gold (the last signal
originates from the substrate). For these examples, the detailed shape of XPS peaks
can be discussed. In the first example of the nitrogen 1s signal, the data can be fitted
by a single peak4. The line shape is given by a mix of Lorentzian and Gaussian contri-
butions (given as value L:G in the graph, L:G=0 means pure Gaussian and L:G=100
is pure Lorentzian). The first contribution originates from the natural linewidth of a
core level as well as the width of the excitation energy and the Gaussian contribution
originates from the response function of the analyzer. Further fit parameters are the
energetic position, the area, and the FWHM.
For some transitions, more than one peak appears in the spectrum as it is the case
3Dicyanovinyl-terthiophen
4All fits are performed with a freeware program called XPSPEAK4.1, written by Raymund Kwok
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for the other three elements in Fig. 3.11, which can have two fundamentally different
reasons: In the case of sulfur and gold the two peaks are created by the spin-orbit
splitting. The final state of the electron system after the removal of an electron can
be in two states depending on the alignment of the spin (s) of the remaining unpaired
electron with its angular momentum (l). The total momentum is given by j = |l± s|.
Therefore, every level except for the s level, is split into two. The relative intensities
depend on the degeneracy of the level and are 1 : 2j + 1 (e.g. p1/2 : p3/2 = 1 : 2,
d3/2 : d5/2 = 2 : 3, etc.). The magnitude of the splitting depends on the atomic
number Z which is the reason, why the splitting for Au is much larger than for S.
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Figure 3.11: The left side shows the schematic process of x-ray excitation in a DCV3T
sample by a photon with an energy hν large enough to remove core level electrons. The top
graph on the right side shows an overview scan of this sample where the peaks are correlated to
an element and the level it originated from. The red line corresponds to a Shirley background.
The remaining graphs show close-ups of the nitrogen, carbon, sulfur, and gold signals fitted
by mixed Lorentzian-Gaussian peaks when a Shirley background is assumed. The parameters
(Lorentz to Gauss ratio L:G, FWHM, and energy splitting ∆E) from the peak fits are indicated
in the graphs.
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In case of the carbon peak in Fig. 3.11, the multiple peaks can not be due to spin-
orbit splitting since this is a 1s peak. Here we see a very important aspect of XPS.
The binding energy of a core level electron is influenced by the bonds created by the
outer electrons due to the reorganization of the electron density distribution within
the atom. If carbon binds to an atom with a larger electron affinity, an electron of the
valence band is partly removed (polar bond). The remaining electrons of the carbon
atom feel less repulsion by the valence electrons and the binding energy increases. In
analogy to nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) this is called the chemical
shift. In the XPS spectrum shown above, the difference between the C-C bond and
C-N bond can be seen. The C-S bond can not be distinguished from the C-C bond as
the electronegativities of the two atoms are comparable in magnitude. Furthermore, a
broad shake peak is observed in this spectrum. This appears when a photogenerated
electron, while leaving the atom, transfers some of its energy to an electron in a higher
level that gets either exited to a higher bound state (shake-up peak) or is removed
from the atom as well (shake-off peak). This is only observable for peaks with high
count rates as it is otherwise within the noise level of the experiment.
The fitting of these multiple peaks is done by assuming identical L:G ratios and
FWHM values for the signal originating from the same element. For the spin-orbit
split peaks, the relative peak intensities known from the degeneracy are fixed as
well. In general the parameters used for the different elements should be comparable,
as they mainly depend on the analyzer transmission function and the pass energy.
Typical values at a pass energy of Epass = 20 eV are 1.2 - 1.4 eV for the FWHM and
between 20 and 40 for L:G.
By comparing the relative heights of the peaks shown in Fig. 3.11, the elemental
composition of the sample can be calculated. However, this is not straight forward.
The intensity of the signal depends on (i) the concentration of the element in the
sample, (ii) the cross section of the interaction between the photon and the observed
transition, (iii) the mean free path of the emitted electron in the sample, (iv) geo-
metrical factors like the distance from the x-ray source to the sample and the angle
between x-ray source and detector, (v) spectrometer properties like transfer charac-
teristic and lens modes, and (vi) the power applied to the x-ray gun. Since we only
compare the relative intensities, e.g. carbon to fluorine signal, the points (iii)-(vi) can
be neglected, as they will influence all electrons the same way. The most important
influence is by the cross section (ii). This is considered by multiplying the measured
intensities by the relative sensitivity factors (RSF), which are calibrated to the car-
bon intensity which has RSF = 1. An extensive list of RSFs for different elements has
been published in Ref. [157] for an angle of 54◦ between x-ray source and analyzer
for the excitation lines of Al and Mg (in the Phoibos setup this angle is 60◦). In the
work presented here, some of the values are taken as published in Ref. [157], but in
a few cases the RSF factors were measured by using known compositions of stable
molecules. The positions and RSF factors of the most important XPS peaks are given
in Table 3.2. The positions of the non-metal elements stated in this Table above are
not absolute as the work function of the containing molecules will change depending
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element level EB (eV) RSF
Ag 3d3/2 368.25 18.04
Au 4f5/2 83.96 17.12
C 1s 284.7 1
N 1s 400.3 1.8
O 1s 533.2 2.93
F 1s 686.2 4.96
Cs 3d3/2 725.9 23.76
Table 3.2: The Table shows frequently used XPS core level peaks. The list contains the
notation of the levels, the binding energies, and the relative sensitivity factors.
on the alignment with the substrate or the doping concentration.
The calculation from measured kinetic energy to binding energy is done the same
way as for UPS (Eq. 3.4), except that no bias Vsample has to be applied here, as the
electron kinetic energies are much larger than the detector work function. In principle,
the valence band can be observed as well with the method of XPS. However, the worse
resolution and the lower intensity makes UPS much more suitable for that energy
range. During interface resolved measurement a level bending is observable for the
XPS peaks just as in UPS, as the core levels follow the same shift as the valence
band. There can be minor differences in the absolute value of the shift as XPS probes
deeper into the sample and averages over several monolayers.
Performing Experiments
Typical measurements are either performed on a single thick layer, in case only the
properties of a new material are investigated, or a series of measurements on a layer
with increasing thickness is done to learn on the interface alignment to a neighboring
layer. Regarding the first case, a layer of 10 - 30 nm thickness is evaporated either on
a gold or silver foil that has been previously sputtered to remove any contamination.
The chosen thickness depends on two factors: (i) If the conductivity of the samples
is low the layers should not be above 10 nm, otherwise the sample charges since the
holes generated by the photoemission process do not reach the substrate fast enough.
This shows in a shifting of the complete spectrum during the measurement time. To
exclude this, the HBEC is always measured twice with some minutes of exposure
time in between. (ii) Thicker layers have to be chosen, if the smoothness of layer
is insufficient (e.g. NTCDA needs 30 nm). This can be estimated from remaining
substrate peaks or the observation of the substrate Fermi edge.
For the second case of thickness resolved measurements, the interface is built
incrementally, typically using the step widths of 2 Å, 5 Å, 10 Å, 20 Å, 50 Å, 100 Å, ... .
The measurement is complete, when the UPS and XPS signals saturate and show no
further change with thickness. The relevant signals are the HBEC, the HOMO cutoff
position, and the characteristic core level peaks. All of these values should show the
same change in energetic position for interface resolved measurements.
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In general, UPS and XPS measurement are always performed together to access
the maximum amount of information. The UPS experiments are performed at a low
pass energy of Epass = 3 eV to reach a high energy resolution and energy step widths
of 0.007 eV to 0.02 eV at an integration time of 0.1 s are used. Typical exposure times
to the UV light are less than 5 min. For the vast majority of organic materials, this
is not harmful, however in a few cases a change in DOS during the exposure time has
been observed (e.g. BAlq). An angle between detector and normal on the sample
surface of 30◦C is chosen. This yields a maximum count rate as the sample surface
directly faces the UV beam that way (see Fig. 3.8). The full spectrum is recorded
at the lens mode Small Area 2, that exhibits a strong acceleration of the electrons
in the first stage to minimize stray magnetic fields and is therefore appropriate to
observe the slow electrons at the HBEC. Since in this mode, the signal to noise ratio
in the region of the Fermi energy is not very good due to the small sampling area of
0.1 mm2, the region at higher kinetic energies is measured again in the Low Angular
Dispersion Mode. Here the sampling size is 1.2 mm2 leading to much higher count
rates.
For the XPS investigations the Al Kα source is used, operated at a power of 300 W.
The normal of the sample surface is this time parallel to the analyzer setup due to
geometrical constraints. For the measurements, a higher pass energy of Epass = 20 eV
is chosen for the detection. Due to the much broader excitation by the x-ray source
a lower pass energy brings no advantage in resolution and this higher Epass results in
higher count rates. The lens mode called Large Area is chosen that maps as much
sample area as possible (5 mm2) at a step width of 0.05 eV and an integration time
of 0.1 s. XPS has the problem of low count rates due to a much lower photon flux
compared to UPS. Therefore the characteristic peaks have to be scanned several times,
depending on the signal intensity between 10 and 60 times. This leads to much longer
measurement times in XPS of up to 20 min per peak. However, due to the low photon
flux, no degradation has ever been observed during an experiment. Even though the
XPS peaks are broadened by approximately 500 meV due to non-monochromized
excitation, the same reproducibility as in UPS measurements of ±50 meV is found
between repeated experiments.
The measurement software is provided by the company Specs and is called Specs-
Lab (version 2.35). The computer is connected via an EC10 Can-Ethernet-Adapter
to the HSA3500 power supply. This last one is either used in the ±40 V range for
UPS measurement or ±1500 V range for XPS (see Fig. 3.8).
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3.4 Further Measurement Techniques
3.4.1 Electrical Measurements
Conductivity measurement: The measurement of the conductivity is performed by
applying a voltage of 10 V between the center two ITO stripes shown in Fig. 3.4. These
stripes have an effective distance of d = 1.6 mm and a length of l = 14.5 mm. Onto
this sample the doped organic material is evaporated and the current flowing between
the ITO finger through the doped organic layer is measured by a source measure unit
(SMU 2400 Keithley Instruments Inc.). The conductivity σ is then given by
σ =
I
V
l
dh
(3.9)
where h is the thickness of the organic layer. The value of I/d is given by plotting
the current over the thickness and fitting of the slope linearly. The measurements are
typically performed up to a layer thickness of 20 nm.
Current-voltage characteristics: The measurements of the current-voltage charac-
teristics are performed on encapsulated5 completed device stacks of an OLED, solar
cell, or pn/pin junction. The device is connected to the SMU 2400 and the voltage
between anode and cathode is ramped while measuring the resulting current. In the
case of the measurements on solar cells the device is illuminated by a sun simula-
tor (Steuernagel SoCo 1200 MHG, 90 lm/W) in a nitrogen atmosphere during the
measurement.
3.4.2 Impedance Spectroscopy
With this method again a complete device stack is investigated. Between anode and
cathode a DC voltage is applied with a superimposed AC voltage. By varying either
the AC frequency or the DC voltage, this technique provides the time and voltage
dependent electrical small signal response. Accordingly, one can extract information
on the dominant transport mechanism as well as the formation of charged and depleted
regions in the stack.
The relevant quantity is the impedance of the sample measured at a constant
frequency when the voltage is swept. This is measured by the combination of a SMU
2400 with a Precision LCR-meter (4248 A, Hewlett Packard). The second instrument
is capable to measure the phase ϕ of the current, the ohmic resistance R, and the
capacitive resistance X.
The measurements presented are performed on pin structures. In order to evaluate
the measured data and extract a capacity C, an equivalent circuit representing the
device has to be assumed. In general, every layer has an ohmic and a capacitive
contribution and the contact to the metals introduces further ohmic resistors as it
5Devices are encapsulated with cavity glass lids by an epoxy glue under the nitrogen atmosphere
of a glovebox that is directly attached to the vacuum system
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is shown in the top circuit of Fig. 3.12. However, the main advantage of such a pin
structure is the fact that the doped layers show a low resistance R and can be kept
rather thick due to the good conductivity, so the capacitance C of these layers is
small.
In contrast, the thin intrinsic layer has a large ohmic resistance and a large ca-
pacitance. Since the electrical response is dominated by the RC-unit with the highest
time constant
τ = R · C (3.10)
one can reduce the complexity of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.12 to the one shown
at the bottom. Hence, the RC-unit of the intrinsic layer is the dominant part of the
circuit. The validity of the particular equivalent circuit can be checked by comparing
the impedance frequency spectrum to the modeled response of the assumed circuit.
This simple picture is however only valid, as long as no considerable current is
flowing through the device. If a voltage larger than the built in voltage in forward
direction is applied or a high backward bias so tunneling takes place, the model breaks
down due to the changing parallel resistance Ri.
Ri
Ci
Rsum
Rn
Cn
Rp
Cp
Rinterface Rinterface
Ri
Ci
simplifies to
Figure 3.12: The top sketch shows the equivalent circuit for a pin device. Every layer
is represented by an ohmic resistance R and a capacity C and furthermore the metal contacts
introduce a contact resistance as well. This circuit can be simplified to the one shown at
the bottom due to the high capacitive resistance of the doped layers relative to their ohmic
resistance. The resistances Rinterface, Rp and Rn can then be combined to a single resistance
Rsum.

4 Interface Formation at Metal
Contacts
As mentioned in Chapter 2.3.4, there are major differences in the formation of
metal bottom and top contacts. Depending on the choice of organic material and
metal, symmetric or asymmetric injection behaviors can occur and transitions from
an abrupt interface formation to intermixed layers have been reported. In the first
part of this Chapter, experimental investigations by photoelectron spectroscopy on the
alignment between metal bottom and top contacts with doped layers are presented.
The goal is to understand why contacts to p-doped layers lead to a symmetric in-
jection from bottom and top contact whereas this is not the case for n-doped layers.
Furthermore, the formation of ultra-thin metal top contacts for transparent electrodes
is investigated. Here, the choice of metal used in contact to the organic layer deter-
mines the morphology of the interface formation and therefore the performance of the
device.
4.1 Injection Barriers between Metal Contacts and
Doped Layers
The hindered injection of electrons into a n-doped organic layer via the bottom con-
tact compared to the top contact mentioned in Chapter 2.3.4 is disadvantageous for
inverted OLEDs where the electron injection is taking place via the bottom. Thus,
inverted devices have a loss in performance compared to non-inverted OLEDs and
need a 1 - 2 V higher driving voltage before a comparable luminance is reached [127].
The reason for this was suggested to be a self-doping effect by the diffusion of the
metal atoms of the top contact into the doped layer [127]. This would introduce
additional states that improve the carrier injection.
To gain a detailed understanding of the physical origin of this effect, the difference
in the energy level alignment has to be investigated. Therefore, interface resolved PES
measurements are performed on different bottom and top contacts. First, the results
of a p-doped system are shown, using MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ, that does not
exhibit an asymmetry in the IV-characteristic (see Fig. 2.24 on page 48). This is
followed by experiments performed on the asymmetrically behaving system of BPhen
n-doped by Cs.
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4.1.1 Energy Level Alignment between Silver Bottom and Top
Contacts with Doped MeO-TPD
The thickness resolved measurements of the bottom contact are performed on a silver
substrate at layer thicknesses of MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ ranging from 2 Å
to 15 nm. A doping ratio of MR = 0.04 is chosen, as this is a typical value used
in optoelectronic devices. The actual doping concentration in the organic layer is
checked by comparing the XPS peak intensities of oxygen (only present in the matrix
material) and fluorine (only present in the dopant) which results in MR = 0.045.
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Figure 4.1: a) Interface resolved PES measurement of the alignment between a silver bottom
contact and a MeO-TPD layer doped with F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of 0.045. Shown is the
development of HBEC, oxygen 1s peak, and valence band region. b) Change in Wf and HOMO
cutoff as well as the O 1s position depending on the organic layer thickness.
In Fig. 4.1a the UPS and XPS measurements are shown. In addition to the HBEC
and valence band region, the oxygen 1s peak is displayed as well. The latter one is
fitted by a mixed Gaussian and Lorentzian line shape. The shift of this peak is a
better indication of the level bending compared to the signal from the HOMO. The
oxygen peak can be fitted even at the lowest coverage of 0.2 Å whereas the HOMO
cutoff position can only be clearly observed after 1 nm of MeO-TPD deposition. The
corresponding shifts are plotted in Fig. 4.1b together with the change in work function
depending on the organic layer thickness.
The pristine silver foil substrate shows a work function of 4.38 eV. Upon deposition
of the first 0.5 nm of the organic layer, an interface dipole of 0.41 eV is observed in
the HBEC. After the first monolayer is completed at approximately 1 nm, the level
bending due to the doping takes over that shifts the vacuum level upward by 0.62 eV.
It shows a saturation after approximately 5 nm, when the end of the depletion region
is reached. At this layer thickness, a hole injection barrier of φ = 0.48 eV is found.
The injection barrier at the interface can be calculated by adding the 0.76 eV shift
measured for the O 1s peak to the value of φ and consequently results to φ0 = 1.24 eV.
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Figure 4.2: a) Interface resolved PES measurement of the alignment between a MeO-TPD
layer doped with F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of 0.049 and a subsequently deposited silver top
contact. Shown is the development of HBEC, oxygen 1s peak, and valence band region. b)
Change in Wf and HOMO cutoff as well as the O 1s position depending on the metal layer
thickness.
To compare this alignment to the one created by a metal top contact, a sample
with 15 nm doped MeO-TPD (MR = 0.049) is prepared and successively covered by
an Ag layer, ranging in thickness from 2 Å to 45 nm. The PES measurements are
shown in Fig. 4.2a. The p-MeO-TPD layer shows a similar alignment as the one in
Fig. 4.1a with Wf = 4.73 eV and φ = 0.43 eV. The shift of work function, HOMO
position, and O 1s position are given in Fig. 4.2b. Already the deposition of the first
2 Å of silver has a strong effect on the alignment by increasing the hole injection
barrier and decreasing the work function by several 100 meV. After the deposition of
1 nm, a value of φ = 1.3 eV and Wf = 3.65 eV is reached. This strong decrease of
the Wf is unexpected, since the work function of amorphous silver is in the range of
4.3 eV; however, even the following coverage by 45 nm of the metal does not change
that value. This clearly indicates that a pristine silver top contact is not formed, as
it is described in Chapter 2.3.4. The reason could be an insufficient coverage or a
diffusion of molecules to the surface.
The change in HOMO and oxygen 1s position are alike, however, they behave
anomalously as well. After 1 - 2 nm coverage, the maximum of the shift of 0.87 eV
for the HOMO and 0.86 eV for O 1s peak is reached after which the shifting reverses.
After 45 nm of silver, the HOMO is moved by 0.22 eV towards the Fermi energy again
and for the O 1s peak this shift is 0.15 eV. The fact that the oxygen 1s peak and
especially the HOMO of MeO-TPD are still observable even after the deposition of
45 nm again indicates an incomplete or contaminated silver layer.
The rate at which the Ag top layer covers the MeO-TPD layer can be checked
by the corresponding XPS and UPS peak intensities. There, the measured intensity
I from a signal originating from the substrate I0 is attenuated exponentially when
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Figure 4.3: a) Relative attenuation of the pristine HOMO and oxygen 1s signals I0 of the
p-MeO-TPD layer depending on the coverage by the silver top contact. b) Intensity of the silver
3d3/2 peak depending on the silver coverage.
putting a layer of d nm on top, and therefore is given by:
ln
(
I
I0
)
∝ −d (4.1)
Semilogarithmic plots of I/I0 of the HOMO and oxygen peak intensities vs. the
silver top contact thickness is shown in Fig. 4.3a. Clearly, two regimes can be sep-
arated. Up to ≈ 7 nm the expected linear correlation shows and then a saturation
sets in. In the same thickness range, the intensity of the silver 3d3/2 signal saturates
(Fig. 4.3b), so clearly the interface formation is completed. Since UPS is more sur-
face sensitive compared to the XPS measurement, the fact that the oxygen signal is
reduced to 0.22 · I0 and the HOMO signal only to 0.56 · I0 suggests that the origin
of the residual organic signal is due to a surface contamination that floats on top of
the metal layer, independent on how thick this layer is grown. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the change in the direction of shifting of the HOMO and O 1s peak at
2 nm coverage happens when we change from observing the shifting of the underlying
MeO-TPD layer in contact to silver to observing the molecules that are merely po-
sitioned on top of the closed metal layer. We best use the value at 2 nm coverage to
estimate the layer alignment between MeO-TPD and silver.
The resulting interface alignment of the bottom and top contact is illustrated in
Fig. 4.4. Within the experimental error of the measurement technique, the alignment
is symmetric at both contacts concerning φ and φ0. Only the work function of silver
differs considerably, which is caused by the contamination of the top contact. The
depletion layer width can only be measured for the bottom contact. Since the level
bending is comparable on both sides, the depletion width is most likely comparable
as well.
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Figure 4.4: Resulting from the PES measurement presented in this Section, this illustration
shows the schematic energy level alignment between a silver bottom contact (left side) and a
silver top contact (right side) with MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of 0.045 and
0.49, respectively.
4.1.2 Energy Level Alignment between Silver Bottom and Top
Contacts with Doped BPhen
The same experiments are performed on the interfaces of silver and BPhen doped by
Cs. The doping concentration is chosen to give a typical conductivity of the organic
layer of 2 · 10−5 S/cm. This results in a doping concentration of 0.5 to 1 Cs atom per
BPhen molecule, measured by comparing XPS signals of Cs and nitrogen.
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Figure 4.5: a) Interface resolved PES measurement of the alignment between a silver bottom
contact and a BPhen layer doped with Cs at MR = 0.71. Shown is the development of HBEC,
carbon 1s peak, and valence band region. The UPS spectrum of pure silver and 0.2 nm n-BPhen
coverage are reduced in height for a better comparability. b) Change in the Wf and HOMO
cutoff as well as the C 1s position depending on the organic layer thickness.
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The PES measurements between the silver bottom contact and n-BPhen doped at
MR = 0.71 are shown in Fig. 4.5a. Again, the evolution of the HBEC and valence band
region are displayed; furthermore the carbon 1s peak is shown. The corresponding
shifts are plotted in Fig. 4.5b. For this interface, it is not possible to identify the
HOMO position of BPhen for coverages below 5 nm, as the HOMO is located around
4 eV which is the same energy range the silver 4d states are located at. Therefore,
again the XPS signal is used to measure the energy level shift. The C 1s peaks shifts
within the first 2 nm deposition of the BPhen layer by 1.29 eV away from the Fermi
energy. The Cs doping seems to be very efficient, resulting in such a small depletion
layer width. The change in vacuum level position is rather large with a total shift of
2.12 eV. At this interface, the level bending and the interface dipole go in the same
direction and are not distinguishable. The hole injection barrier of the 10 nm thick
n-BPhen layer accounts for φ = 4.16 eV. In combination with the shift of the C 1s
peak, the interface injection barrier can therefore be estimated to be φ0 = 2.87 eV.
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Figure 4.6: a) Interface resolved PES measurement of the alignment between a BPhen layer
doped with Cs at MR = 1.16 and a silver top contact. Shown is the development of HBEC,
carbon 1s peak, and valence band region. b) Change in the Wf and HOMO cutoff as well as
the C 1s position depending on the metal layer thickness.
The measurement of the metal top contact is given in Fig. 4.6. In analogy to the
top contact on p-MeO-TPD, the correct silver work function is not achieved either.
After a fast change in the HBEC for the first 2 nm, the shift continues much slower
and after 50 nm, a value of Wf = 2.85 eV is reached. However, this time no saturation
of the shift takes place. The C 1s peak shows the same behavior of a rapid shift in
the beginning that levels off after 2 nm deposition. In total, the peak moves towards
the Fermi energy by 610 meV. The HOMO peak is observable up to 2 nm coverage
before it becomes shielded by the silver states.
The attenuation of the substrate carbon peak and the intensity of the silver 3d3/2
peak are plotted in Fig. 4.7 and two regimes appear again; here as well, a surface
contamination is found. This time the HOMO intensity cannot be fitted, as the
silver 4d states interfere. For this interface no saturation of the signal intensity sets
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Figure 4.7: Relative attenuation of the pristine carbon 1s signal I0 of the n-BPhen layer
depending on the coverage by the silver top layer. b) Intensity of the silver 3d3/2 peak depending
on the silver coverage.
in, just a change in slope after 6 nm. This means the contamination of the surface
decreases with increasing silver thickness.
Just as in the case of p-MeO-TPD, the values reached at 2 nm coverage are used to
find the alignment of the top contact. Using the shift of the carbon peak of 190 meV
and subtracting this from the hole injection barrier of the pristine n-BPhen layer of
φ = 4.22 eV results in φ0 = 4.03 eV. The measurements lead to the alignment shown
in Fig. 4.8 for doped BPhen with a silver bottom and top contact.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic energy level alignment between a silver bottom contact (left side)
and a silver top contact (right side) with BPhen doped by Cs at a molar ratio of 0.71 and 1.16
for the bottom and top contact, respectively.
Clearly, the alignment is asymmetric as the top contact shows almost no level
bending and the LUMO is very close to the Fermi energy even at the interface. The
depletion layer width cannot be measured for the top contact. Since the built-in
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voltage of the depletion layer is just V topB = 0.19 eV, the width is most likely even
smaller than the 2 nm observed at the bottom contact where V bottomB = 1.29 eV. This
alignment leads to a more efficient tunneling into the LUMO at the top contact and
therefore to the higher injection current.
Gap state formation: Commonly, gap states are observed in UPS measurements in
the case of n-doping [51, 64, 158]. There, the dopant introduces new states between the
HOMO and the Fermi edge, e.g. by the formation of a charge transfer complex. For
the two interface resolved measurements shown in this Section, the evolution of these
gap states are shown in Fig. 4.9 to explore the reason for the asymmetric alignment.
Shown is a magnification of the region between the HOMO of BPhen and the Fermi
energy. To identify the weak features, the signal produced by the satellite excitation
lines of the He discharge lamp have been subtracted by the method described in the
Appendix. Furthermore, the curves are smoothed by adjacent averaging over 5 data
points to obtain a better signal to noise ratio.
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Figure 4.9: UPS measurement of the interface state and gap states forming between the
HOMO onset and the Fermi energy during the formation of a) the silver - BPhen:Cs and b) the
BPhen:Cs - silver interface
On the left side, the UPS measurements on the metal bottom contact are shown.
For 2 Å and 5 Å n-BPhen thickness, a weak interface state appears around 2 eV that
is not visible any more after the first monolayer is completed. The typical gap states
for BPhen doped by Cs appear only after 5 nm coverage at 0.8 eV and 2.1 eV (peak
positions). For the reverse deposition, the UPS spectra are shown on the right side
of Fig. 4.9, where we see a clear influence of the deposited silver atoms. The first
0.5 nm of metal deposition suppresses the gap state at 0.8 eV, while the second gap
state between 2 and 2.5 eV is either increased in intensity or this is a new gap state
arising at the same energy range. This indicates a reaction between BPhen and silver
atoms accompanied by a charge transfer. This is further supported by the energetic
position of the silver 3d3/2 state during the interface formation that is plotted in
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Fig. 4.10. A shift by 330 meV towards lower binding energy takes place for the first
5 nm deposition before the typical bulk value of EB = 368.25 eV is reached. For the
first few nm, the silver atoms are positively charged, therefore the BPhen experiences
an additional n-doping by the penetrating metal atoms.
Further indications for this process come from laser desorption/ionization time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (LDI-TOF-MS) measurements where a complexation be-
tween the topmost organic layer of BPhen and Al or Ag has been observed [127].
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Figure 4.10: Shift in binding energy of silver 3d3/2 peak during the interface formation of
the metal top contact on n-BPhen depending on the top layer thickness. The measurement
indicates a charge transfer between Ag and BPhen.
4.2 Formation of Ultra-Thin Metal Top Contacts
It was reported in the previous Section that the formation of silver metal top contacts
goes along with a contamination by the molecules in the case of MeO-TPD and BPhen.
This is not an important issue when thick, intransparent metal top contacts are used
as it is the case for bottom emitting OLEDs or conventional organic solar cells. Here,
the light is coupled out or in via the transparent bottom ITO substrate. Typical top
contact thickness are in the range of 40 to 100 nm. However, if top emitting OLEDs
[159, 160], transparent OLEDs [161], or transparent solar cells [162–164] are realized,
the top contact has to be as thin as possible to prevent losses due to absorption.
This makes it necessary to find a top contact that shows a good coverage at low
thickness and little or none intermixing with the organic layer. Silver is in general a
well suited top contact material due to its excellent electrical [165] and optical [166]
properties. However, optoelectronic devices made with a 15 nm transparent silver
top contact have an inferior performance compared to conventional devices. In an
effort to improve this, it has been figured out that upon insertion of a 1 nm aluminum
surfactant layer between the organic material and the thin Ag (or Au) layer, the
performance of such a noble metal top contact can be improved [163].
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This behavior can be partly understood from Fig. 4.11, showing scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) micrographs of two samples made from 7 nm BPhen (the topmost
organic layer employed in typical device stacks) that is either covered by 15 nm of
silver (left image) or 1 nm aluminum and 14 nm silver (right image). As substrate,
Borofloat 33 glass plates (Schott AG, Germany) are used. Clearly the morphology is
significantly different, with the sample containing no surfactant layer being rougher,
while the 1 nm Al leads to more closed and smooth layers. Since the total metal layer
thickness is the same (15 nm) for both cases and should be above the coalescence
threshold [167], the different growth modes must have their origin in processes on the
atomic scale, e.g. the surfactant changing the layer growth mode.
200nm 200nm
Figure 4.11: SEM micrographs of the two different metal over layers on glass substrates
covered by 7 nm thick BPhen layers. Left: covered by 15 nm Ag. Right: with 1 nm Al and 14 nm
Ag; taken from [168].
From the SEM image, the details of this surfactant effect caused by the 1 nm Al
cannot been resolved. Therefore, comparative PES studies are performed of the top
contact formation between BPhen and silver (sample 1) and BPhen with a 1 nm Al
interlayer and 14 nm silver (sample 2) to gain detailed information on the interaction
of the two metals with the organic layer. As substrate, ITO is used to ensure a
smooth surface. Before the BPhen is evaporated onto this substrate, it is cleaned by
organic solvents, followed by 4 minutes of sputter treatment with argon ions at 1.3 kV
under UHV conditions to remove residual surface contamination. This is found to be
necessary to ensure a good sticking of the BPhen molecules to the surface.
The results of the UPS measurements of sample 1 are shown in Fig. 4.12. In
principle, the measurement resembles that presented in Fig. 4.6, with the difference
that this time an undoped BPhen layer is used. The left side shows the HBEC,
the middle graph shows the DOS of the valence band area, and the right image is a
magnification of the gap region of BPhen. To see the weak features in the gap the
satellite lines are subtracted (see Appendix). The BPhen layer shown in curve (a)
has a work function of 2.89 eV and a hole injection barrier of φ = 3.76 eV, marked
by the solid vertical line. After deposition of 1 nm of Ag (curve b), the DOS shows
no significant change and the HOMO of BPhen is still clearly visible, being slightly
shifted away from the Fermi energy by 200 meV. Two gap states show up at 0.36 eV
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and 1.65 eV that indicate the formation of charge transfer complexes between BPhen
and silver, as it was already observed between silver deposited on n-doped BPhen in
Fig. 4.6. The Fermi edge of the silver layer is not visible. This means that the Ag
atoms corresponding to 1 nm layer thickness do not form a closed layer, but almost
fully penetrate into the BPhen bulk where they lead to a n-doping effect. After
an additional coverage by 14 nm Ag (curve c), the DOS starts showing additional
substructures, but still bears similarity to the BPhen features. The typical 4d valence
states of Ag located between 4 - 6 eV binding energy are not present and the Fermi
energy shows only weakly. Just as observed in the previous Section, the work function
of 2.59 eV is too low for an amorphous Ag bulk layer.
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Figure 4.12: UPS measurements of sample 1. The left side shows the HBEC, the middle
graph displays the valence band features and the right side shows a magnification of the region
within the BPhen gap. Shown are the measurements of 10 nm BPhen where the HOMO onset is
marked by a solid vertical line (a), a coverage by 1 nm Ag (b), an additional coverage by 14 nm
Ag (c), and the same sample after a 30 s sputtering process (d).
This time the assumption of a thin surface contamination is tested by exposing
the sample for 30 s to an argon ion sputter beam to remove the top few Å of material.
This should only lead to the disappearance of the carbon signal if indeed a layer of
BPhen is located on top. If cracks in the surface or an insufficient coverage due to
e.g. island formation are the reason, the sputtering should not be able to remove the
carbon signal. The UPS spectrum taken after the sputtering treatment is shown in
curve (d). A drastic modification can be seen, the work function changes by 1.81 eV
and reaches a value typical for amorphous silver of 4.4 eV. The valence band features
change as well, now showing the valence band of silver and the Fermi edge appears.
We thus conclude that some amount of BPhen covers the metal surface. To find
out how much of the organic semiconductor is present there, the measurement of the
contaminated surface of Fig. 4.12c is compared to a separate sample where BPhen
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is evaporated in sub-nm steps onto an ITO sample covered by 15 nm of clean silver.
This measurement shows at which thickness the UPS measurement of the BPhen
covered silver resembles that of the contaminated silver top contact. Furthermore, it
is investigated at which point the same ratio of Ag to C peak intensities is reached in
XPS measurements. Figure 4.13a shows the valence band region of UPS measurements
of the different coverages by BPhen from 0 Å to 14 Å in different shades of gray as
well as the measurement of the contaminated silver from Fig. 4.12c as red dashed
line for comparison. The valence band shape is not exactly reproduced when BPhen
is evaporated on silver, most likely due to less intermixing during this evaporation
sequence. The closest resemblance is achieved for the thicknesses of 6 Å and 8 Å .
The measurement of the XPS peak intensities supports this finding. In Fig. 4.13b,
the dependence of the relative silver and carbon peak intensities IAg/IC is plotted
vs. the BPhen layer thickness. For the measurement of the contaminated silver top
contact, this ratio is found to be IAg/IC = 19.7. This value is indicated in the graph
by the horizontal red dashed line. A similar ratio is therefore reached after 8 Å .
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Figure 4.13: a) UPS measurement of the valence band region of amorphous silver onto which
subsequently a (sub-)monolayer of BPhen is evaporated. The red dashed line is the measurement
of the contaminated silver top contact of Fig. 4.12c. b) Dependence of the relative intensities
of the silver to carbon XPS peak intensity on the BPhen layer thickness. The dashed horizontal
line shows the value for the contaminated silver top contact.
Furthermore, sample 2 is investigated, where 1 nm of aluminum is inserted between
the organic layer and the silver top contact which is shown in Fig. 4.14. The UPS
spectrum of BPhen presented in curve (a) shows a similar alignment compared to
the measurement in Fig. 4.12a. However, the modified metal top contact exhibits a
completely different behavior. The evaporated thin Al interlayer shown as curve (b)
covers the BPhen well enough to suppress the HOMO features and makes it difficult
to quantify its shifting. We can conclude that 1 nm Al is able to form a closed layer on
BPhen. From the carbon 1s core level shift of 0.39 eV towards lower binding energy,
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Figure 4.14: UPS spectra of sample 2. The left side shows the HBEC, the middle graph
displays the valence band features and the right side shows a magnification of the region within
the BPhen gap. Shown are the measurements of 10 nm BPhen where the HOMO onset is
marked by a solid vertical line (a), a coverage by 1 nm Al (b), an additional coverage by 14 nm
Ag (c), and the same sample after a 30 s sputtering process (d).
measured by XPS, a p-type doping can be concluded. It is not likely that aluminum
has a p-doping effect in BPhen, the reason must therefore be the oxygen that is always
incorporated when evaporating the very reactive Al, even at pressures of 10−8 mbar.
Judging from the various bonding states of Al and the appearance of an O 1s peak
in the XPS measurement (data not shown), one can conclude that the aluminum is
indeed oxidized. However, this layer exhibits a metallic character as the Fermi edge is
clearly visible. The 14 nm silver evaporated onto this interlayer in curve (c) exhibit a
work function of 3.8 eV, which is already much closer to the expected value of 4.3 eV
compared to sample 1 and show the typical Ag states and the Fermi edge. This sample
is sputtered for 30 s as well, however this time no change in the valence band features
can be observed in the resulting curve (d) and the height of the Fermi energy stays
the same. This is not surprising, as it already looked like a clean surface after the
silver deposition. There is a change in the vacuum level by 0.5 eV that results in a
proper silver work function of 4.31 eV, indicating that a very small amount of surface
contamination is present.
To obtain more information on the composition of both samples, the sputtering
of the surface is continued. In this so called x-ray depth profiling, the topmost layers
are successively removed by Argon sputtering and the relative peak intensities are
measured by XPS depending on the distance from the former surface. It is, however,
not straightforward to correlate the sputter time to an actual depth due to inhomo-
geneities in the sputter profile and the probing depth of a few nm when using XPS
that can only give an average of the signal of the topmost layers. Furthermore, atoms
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are not always removed by the sputtering, but can partly be pushed into the un-
derlying layers as well. However, even without exact knowledge of the actual depth,
this method is well suited for a qualitative comparison of the composition between
samples of similar structure.
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Figure 4.15: x-ray depth profile measurement of sample 1 (without Al, empty circles) and
sample 2 (with Al, filled triangles). The changes in carbon, aluminum, and silver peak intensities
are plotted depending on the sputter time and therefore the distance from the former surface.
The results of the depth profiling of both samples are shown in Fig. 4.15. The
first two measurement points show the contaminated surface and the previously men-
tioned 30 s cleaning procedure. After further sputter steps of 30 to 90 s duration, the
intensity of the carbon and metal peaks are recorded. An estimation of the sput-
ter time at which the silver top layer is completely removed can be achieved from
the measurement of the aluminum signal; after 300 s this peak reaches its maximum,
marked by the vertical line in Fig. 4.15.
The intensity scale is chosen logarithmic in order to show the relevant behavior of
the carbon peak intensity at low sputter depths. Before sputtering, sample 1 shows a
higher carbon signal and lower silver signal compared to sample 2 due to the previously
discussed contamination layer on top. After 30 s of sputtering, this layer is removed
and both samples show nearly identical peak intensities of the silver signal. However,
the carbon intensity remains larger for the sample without the aluminum throughout
the whole metal top contact. This suggests a contamination throughout the silver
layer by BPhen in sample 1 which is not present in sample 2.
From these measurements, we can conclude that at low silver coverages the metal
atoms diffuse into the BPhen leaving almost a bare BPhen surface behind. For larger
thicknesses, a small concentration of BPhen molecules remains in the metal layer and
a BPhen monolayer (≈ 8 Å ) forms on top of the metal contact. Therefore, there is
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no abrupt interface from BPhen to Ag. In the case of a thin aluminum interlayer, the
interface is abrupt as the aluminum binds at the surface to the BPhen, preventing a
diffusion of the subsequently deposited silver atoms. This way, a pure metal layer can
form on top, which is advantageous for the metallic behavior and smoothness as could
be shown by the SEM images. This is the reason why organic solar cells employing
Al surfactant layers between organic materials and noble metal top electrodes exhibit
superior performance compared to top electrodes consisting of only noble metals like
Ag or Au.

5 Investigation of the p-Doping
Process in Organic
Semiconductors
During the last years, the performance of organic devices like organic light emit-
ting diodes and organic solar cells could be significantly improved by the concept of
doping due to a decrease in series resistance, a significant increase in carrier density,
and the realization of ohmic injection. Currently, the most efficient white OLEDs
[169] and certified organic solar cells with an area >1 cm2 [170] are using molecularly
doped layers. In this Chapter, we investigate the basic characteristics of a doped or-
ganic semiconductor system regarding the shift of the Fermi level position, the change
in conductivity, and the change in depletion layer thickness depending on the doping
concentration. This is compared to the basic theory of doping conventional semicon-
ductors as it was discussed in Chapter 2.3.2. We focus on the concept of p-doping for
which we use the material combination of MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ. In a few
cases, the results are compared to different dopant and matrix molecules to check the
validity of the results.
5.1 Current Status of the Field
As already mentioned in Chapter 2.3.2, Blochwitz et al. [10] were first to investigate
the interface between a metal and a doped organic semiconductor by UPS. They used
ZnPc doped by F4-TCNQ and compared the alignment on ITO and gold where they
found small hole injection barriers and a thin depletion region. Several studies by
other groups were able to support the findings by Blochwitz et al. for p-doped sys-
tems [41, 49, 68, 69] as well as for n-doped systems [52, 60, 63, 64, 171]. However,
few extensive and systematic studies of the work function change and modification
of depletion layer width with doping concentration have been done so far. Gao et
al. [171] attempted a systematic variation of the doping concentration of the inor-
ganic donor Cs in CuPc, but as this was done by simple interface doping with some
diffusion taking place, the results are of limited significance. Lately, Kröger et al.
[41] looked at α-NPD1 and CBP doped by co-evaporation of the acceptor type metal
1N,N’-bis(1-naphtyl)-N,N’-diphenyl-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diamine
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oxide Mo3O9. Both studies found for low doping concentrations (< 0.15 MR Cs and
< 2 mol% Mo3O9) an unusually rapid shift of the Fermi level towards the respective
transport states. A further increase of the doping concentration leads to a pinning of
the Fermi level several 100 meV beyond the conduction band edge.
In particular, an extensive study on small molecule dopants has not been published
up to now. Gao et al. compared two different doping ratios of F4-TCNQ in α-NPD
[69] and saw no change in hole injection barrier φ between the two. Therefore, they
concluded a pinning mechanism here as well. Chan et al. [64] compared 3 different
doping ratios of the organo-metallic complex DMC doped into CuPc and saw EF
approach the LUMO for increasing DCM concentration. However, they drew no
conclusions from the magnitude of this shift.
5.2 Testing the Stability of the Matrix - Dopant
System
Before presenting the extensive studies performed on the matrix material MeO-TPD
doped by the small molecule F4-TCNQ, we have to test that this combination is a
stable system that can be used for the subsequent measurements. There are some
reports in literature stating that F4-TCNQ tends to diffuse within a matrix. However,
this seems to hold true only for crystalline materials and not for amorphous ones like
MeO-TPD [8]. To test if diffusion takes place, an experiment similar to the one of
Ref. [8] is performed. A silver foil is covered by 1 nm F4-TCNQ and the intensity
of the fluorine signal is measured. On top of this, 10 nm of intrinsic MeO-TPD are
deposited and this sample is left in UHV at room temperature for 22 hours. At
various times the sample is measured by XPS to see if the intensity of the fluorine
signal increases, which would mean that the dopant diffuses towards the surface. The
change in intensity of the fluorine signal is shown in Fig. 5.1.
In this plot, the first measurement point is the one of the pristine F4-TCNQ layer;
upon coverage by MeO-TPD, this signal almost vanishes. Therefore, the inset shows
the same data set without this first measurement point. As XPS has a probing depth
of several nanometers, the fluorine signal is still measurable, even though we have to
assume large error bars due to the poor signal to noise ratio. Within the first 3 h, no
increase in dopant signal is detected. Over longer time scales, an increase by a factor
of 1.4 seems to take place, indicating a slow diffusion process into the MeO-TPD.
We can still assume a constant doping profile in our mixed layers under investigation
as the collection of the data takes much less than this time and furthermore, the
diffusion is here driven by a gradient in the dopant concentration that is not present
in the samples under investigation, since we study samples with homogeneous doping
profiles.
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Figure 5.1: Plot of the F 1s peak area from the F4-TCNQ molecules over a time of 22 h in
a sample where 10 nm MeO-TPD are deposited on 1 nm F4-TCNQ to check the diffusion of the
dopant; the first measurement point is the signal from the pure F4-TCNQ layer, the following
ones are taken with the MeO-TPD on top. The inset shows the same graph without the first
measurement point.
5.3 Dependence of the Hole Injection Barrier on the
Substrate Work Function
For undoped organic semiconductors, interface induced states play a major role on the
alignment which was already discussed in Chapter 2.3. It has been shown in various
studies that the work function of the organic semiconductor, and thereby the hole
injection barrier φ, strongly depends on the material used as substrate. In contrast to
that, in doped organic semiconductors the high concentration of free charge carriers
on the order of 1018cm−3 should align the Fermi level with the substrate, instead of
being defined by the vacuum level or the interface induced states. In that case, Wforg
should not depend on the contact material, but only on the organic material used as
a matrix and the amount of doping.
To verify this assumption, MeO-TPD is doped by approximately MR≈ 0.04 of
F4-TCNQ (a typical value for devices) and the alignment on three different sub-
strates is investigated, depending on the layer thickness of the organic material. The
substrates chosen for the study are commonly used in device fabrication and span a
wide range of physical and chemical properties. These are sputter cleaned silver foil,
sputter cleaned ITO, and the spin coated polymer PEDOT:PSS that is heated for
30 min in air at 130◦C prior to transferring it into vacuum.
The UPS measurements in Fig. 5.2a and b show the thickness dependent develop-
ment of the high binding energy cutoff, oxygen 1s peak, and valence band region of
the measurements performed on ITO and PEDOT:PSS. The measurement performed
on the silver foil has already been shown in Fig. 4.1 on page 76 in a different context.
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Figure 5.2: UPS measurement of the HOMO and HBEC region as well as XPS oxygen 1s
peak of MeO-TPD doped with a molar ratio of ≈ 0.04 of F4-TCNQ stepwise evaporated onto
a) ITO and b) PEDOT:PSS. Some of the XPS curves have been reduced in intensity for better
comparability, the corresponding numbers divided by are given at the spectra. c) Resulting
schematic energy diagrams for the interfaces on the different substrates including the measure-
ment on silver already shown in Fig. 4.4.
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The oxygen peak is chosen as it is only present in the matrix material and not
in the dopant, so it can be specifically observed how the shift takes place for the
energy levels of the MeO-TPD molecules. A minor drawback is that oxygen is also
present in the substrates ITO and PEDOT:PSS. However, as the binding energy of
the substrate peak is different, the peaks can easily be separated. The O 1s signal
originating from the substrate is marked by solid vertical lines in Fig. 5.2 and as
expected they are not influenced by the organic evaporated on top. The information
of the MeO-TPD oxygen peak shift is needed, since at low coverages it provides a
more accurate determination of the level bending compared to the HOMO cutoff.
The relevant values taken from these two measurements and the one with silver as
substrate are shown as schematic energy diagrams in Fig. 5.2c. There is no vacuum
level alignment at the interface, but an interface dipole is present, especially in the
case of the silver substrate. The value of φ0 directly at the interface is influenced
by the work function of the substrate and the amount and direction of the interface
dipole. After about 1 monolayer deposition, the level bending becomes obvious and
continues for approximately 4 - 5 nm. In the case of PEDOT:PSS, the interface dipole
and level bending cannot be held apart because both go into the same direction. By
subtracting the shift of the oxygen peak from the total vacuum level shift, it can
be estimated that ∆ ≈ 0.3 eV. For all substrates, the final alignment after the level
bending is completed yields a φ that is between 0.45 eV and 0.48 eV. The remaining
difference is most likely due to variations in the exact doping concentration between
the samples (the values are given above the plots of the UPS measurements). This
independence of the work function of the organic semiconductor on the substrate is
a clear sign of Fermi level alignment between substrate and organic semiconductor
that, as said before, is not the case for undoped organic layers at least in the thickness
range relevant for devices [111]. Thus, it is shown that level bending compensates
any effect of the substrate properties within a width of 5 nm when a doping ratio of
MR = 0.04 is used. Even though the choice of substrate influences φ0, this value will
only play a minor role in a device since the depletion layer can easily be tunneled
through.
5.4 Systematic Variation of the Doping
Concentration
5.4.1 Change in Fermi Level Position
In further experiments the dependence of the hole injection barrier φ on the doping
concentration is investigated. For this purpose, silver is used as a substrate and 15
different doping ratios are prepared, ranging in the molar ratio from 0 to 0.62 (cor-
responding to a doping concentration between 0 mol% and 38.2 mol%). The actual
doping ratio for each of the samples is determined by the relative peak intensities of
the MeO-TPD oxygen peak and the F4-TCNQ fluorine peak. This is necessary since
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F4-TCNQ shows a very volatile behavior and a substrate dependent sticking coeffi-
cient, so the intended doping ratio chosen during the co-evaporation is not necessarily
achieved.
For the organic layer thickness, a value of 15 nm is aimed for, assuming a com-
parable contribution of dopant and matrix molecules to the total layer thickness,
therefore adding up the thicknesses shown by the two quartz crystals. As this might
not be the case (as will be shown later) the exact thickness is unknown. However, the
actual value does not play a role as long as we are above the depletion layer width.
In Fig. 5.3, the UPS and XPS measurements of the different doping concentrations
are plotted with the change in HBEC, oxygen 1s position, and valence band region,
ranging from the lowest doping concentration at the bottom to the highest ratio at
the top.
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Figure 5.3: UPS spectra and XPS O 1s core level peak taken from 15 differently doped
MeO-TPD samples deposited on silver substrates. The amount of doping by F4-TCNQ is varied
and ranges from MR = 0 to 0.62. The HOMO cutoff positions are marked by open circles and
the change in O 1s position by the dotted line.
The intrinsic MeO-TPD layer shows φ= 1.68 eV. As the band gap of this material
is 3.2 eV [140] this means that the Fermi energy is positioned close to mid gap. For
increasing doping ratios the HOMO position, marked by circles, gets closer to the
Fermi energy, as it is expected due to the increasing number of free charge carriers.
The total shift amounts to 1.33 eV. The shifts in vacuum level and O 1s peak position
behave similarly and show a total change 1.43 eV and 1.29 eV, respectively.
For non-degenerate inorganic semiconductors, a linear dependence of the Fermi
level position with doping ratio in a semilogarithmic plot is observed with a slope
of kBT ≈ 0.0259 eV (see Eq. 2.16). The change of the hole injection barrier φ and
O 1s position vs. the doping ratio are shown in the semilogarithmic plot of Fig. 5.4.
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Two regimes can clearly be identified. For doping ratios below MR = 0.1, the Fermi
energy rapidly shifts towards the HOMO until a minimum hole injection barrier φmin
is reached; afterwards no further change can be achieved, even by an increase of the
doping ratio by a factor of 6. For the O 1s peak, the same saturation happens already
at MR = 0.07. This difference could be due to inhomogeneities within the sample as
UPS only probes the top few nm, but XPS averages over a larger thickness. In both
cases, the change in energetic position with the natural logarithm of the doping ratio
has a slope of 0.43 (±0.03) eV and therefore ≈ 15·kBT in the region <MR = 0.1. Both
effects, the disproportionate slope and the saturation of the doping induced shift, need
further consideration.
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Figure 5.4: Change in hole injection barrier φ (empty circles) and O 1s peak position (filled
circles) as a function of the logarithmic doping ratio of MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ; the values are
taken from the measurements in Fig. 5.3.
As a reason for the disproportionate slope, one can assume substrate effects and
therefore an influence of interface states for the undoped and weakly doped samples,
where Fermi level alignment cannot be assumed yet. However, no transition between
surface pinning and Fermi level alignment can be observed in the range between the
molar ratio of 0 and 0.1, even though we know from the previous Section that at
MR = 0.04, Fermi level alignment is already achieved. A further aspect could be a
clustering of F4-TCNQ molecules; however, this would rather lead to a lowering of
the slope since not all of the dopants are in contact with the matrix material and this
should get more prominent for higher doping ratios.
A similar kind of excessive slope was published by other groups for two other doped
systems mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter. In the case of CuPc doped by
Cs [171], the slope was four times kBT and explained by a broadening of the energy
distribution due to a coupling to the dopant atoms and / or molecular vibration. Un-
der this assumption, the slope is not kBT any more, but corresponds to the width of
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the broadening. However, in our case, the broadening would have to be extremely
high to explain a slope of 15·kBT . The second publication on α-NPD p-doped by
the metal-oxide Mo3O9 makes no assumptions on the reason for the disproportionate
slope and the exact value is not stated [41]. From the published graph it can be
estimated to be around four times kBT as well. More investigations into this topic
are needed to clarify this effect.
Referring to the second observation, the saturation of the doping induced shift,
it is at first surprising that it is not possible to move the HOMO any closer to the
Fermi energy than φmin = 0.35 eV. A guess would be that there is a critical density
of dopant molecules up to which the effect of doping increases the amount of charge
carriers and afterwards, no increase is possible any more. If this would be true, the
same saturation should be seen in the doping dependent conductivity increase of a
p-MeO-TPD layer.
To test this, conductivity measurements are performed over a range of doping
ratios, spanning from a molar ratio of 0.18 to 0.73 (1.8 mol% to 42.3 mol%). The
measurements are carried out on a glass substrate pre-structured with 90 nm thick
ITO stripes at a distance of 1.6 mm. The current through a 20 nm thick layer of
doped organic deposited between the stripes is recorded at a voltage of 10 V with
a source measure unit (Keithley SMU236). The results of these measurements are
shown in Fig. 5.5 and can be linearly fitted in the double logarithmic plot up to a
molar ratio of 0.24 (19.4 mol%). Here, we again have a disproportionate dependence
of the conductivity on the doping ratio with a slope of 1.85 instead of the expected
slope of unity. This is however a common effect for doped organic semiconductors
and was observed for other systems before (see Fig. 2.10 on page 30) and is discussed
in Chapter 2.2.3.
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Figure 5.5: Measurement of the increase in conductivity through a layer of MeO-TPD upon
increasing doping ratio with F4-TCNQ. The molar ratios range from 0.018 to 0.423.
There is no hint for a deviation from the linear behavior in the range of MR = 0.07 -
0.1 where the saturation is visible in UPS / XPS. However, at a molar ratio of 0.24
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even the conductivity starts to saturate. This is not surprising, since here we have
a mixed layer rather than a doped one and the disorder created by the F4-TCNQ
molecules suppresses the carrier hopping rate and overcomes the advantage of the
increased doping ratio [172].
As a saturation of the doping effect cannot be the reason for φmin = 0.35 eV, it
is likely to be some kind of pinning effect at a state above the HOMO in the gap of
the semiconductor. This could, for example, be a gap state created by the interaction
between dopant and matrix molecules that pins the Fermi energy in the gap but is
too faint in intensity to be seen by UPS. To exclude this effect, we compared the
pinning position obtained with the F4-TCNQ molecule with three different dopants.
Comparison to Other Dopants and Matrix Materials
If a filled LUMO state of the dopant is the reason for the pinning at φmin = 0.35 eV,
a change of dopant should result in a change of this value. The dopants C60F36 and
the proprietary dopants NDP2 and NDP9, made available by Novaled AG, are used in
comparison. In all samples a rather high doping ratio is used to reach the range where
pinning takes place. The doping concentrations are again checked by XPS and are
measured to be MR = 0.128 (C60F36), MR = 0.189 (NDP2), and MR = 0.1 (NDP9). In
Fig. 5.6a, the valence band regions of these highly doped MeO-TPD samples with the
three dopants are compared to a measurement with F4-TCNQ doped at MR = 0.159.
Even though the dopants differ in their EA and therefore their doping strength, they
all show the same φmin of (0.35± 0.02) eV. It is unlikely that the four dopants would
all produce a pinning state at the same energetic distance from the HOMO, therefore
φmin must be a property of the matrix material MeO-TPD.
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Figure 5.6: a) Valence band region of the UPS measurements of MeO-TPD highly doped
by four different dopants that are indicated in the graph. b) Valence band region of the UPS
measurements of three different matrix materials all highly doped by F4-TCNQ. In both graphs
the solid vertical lines mark the commonly assumed HOMO cutoff position and the dotted lines
show the Fermi level position.
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To test this assumption, we change the matrix material. Here, it is important to
find materials with a comparable ionization potential, so the doping process has the
same efficiency. Otherwise a less favorable charge transfer can introduce additional
effects. We choose as alternative materials ZnPc that has an IP = 5.1 eV and PV-TPD
with IP = 5.2 eV.
Indeed, we observe large differences in φmin by changing the matrix material as
shown in Fig. 5.6b. With ZnPc doped by F4-TCNQ at a MR = 0.19, it is possible
to move up to 0.2 eV towards the Fermi energy, while doped PV-TPD shows φmin =
0.74 eV even at extremely high doping concentrations up to MR = 0.43. Therefore,
the reason for pinning has to originate from the matrix material itself. How this takes
place is discussed in the next Paragraph.
Direct Observation of Tail States
This pinning of the Fermi energy in an organic layer a few 100 meV away from the
HOMO has been observed before when undoped organic semiconductors are put in
contact to substrates with a work function larger than the ionization energy of the
semiconductor. This is explained either by a pinning on a polaron/bipolaron state or
by a tailing of the HOMO into the gap (see Chapter 2.3.1). However, these tail states
have only been postulated [41] and not directly been observed so far.
In general, the position of the HOMO indicated in the measurements shown so far
has been extrapolated by the intersection between the leading edge of the HOMO peak
and the background, the so called HOMO cutoff position. This is the conventional way
this value is determined (a discussion on this method can be found e.g. in Ref. [31]).
However, since the HOMO decays exponentially into the gap, the DOS reaches further
than the such fitted value; this is especially obvious for the measurement of PV-TPD
in Fig. 5.6b. By having a close look at the region beyond the HOMO, it should be
possible to measure how far the DOS actually reaches into the gap.
This cannot be done in a straightforward manner with an UPS measurement taken
with a He discharge lamp, as this is not a monochromatic light source and shows some
further satellite lines in the region of the prominent excitation line at 21.22 eV. One
has to carefully subtract the signal originating from these additional excitation lines
from the 21.22 eV spectra as it is described in the Appendix. This is done for the
curves in Fig. 5.7 which shows the same data as in Fig. 5.6b. After the pure spectra
of the 21.22 eV excitation are obtained, one can see from the blown up curves on
the right side of this Figure that the highly doped ZnPc, PV-TPD, and MeO-TPD
all show a DOS that actually reaches up to the Fermi energy. Considering this, it
is not surprising that the Fermi energy cannot be moved closer to the HOMO but
is stopped by the increasing number of states. These tail states are not introduced
by the doping, but are already present in the intrinsic layer; we do not observe any
change in width or intensity of these states upon doping in contrast to what has been
suggested in literature [172].
Therefore, the difference in pinning positions for the different materials is an
indication on how far the DOS extends beyond the commonly assumed HOMO cutoff
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Figure 5.7: The left side shows once more the valence band region of the highly doped
ZnPc, MeO-TPD and PV-TPD from Fig. 5.6b. The right side shows the same curves, but this
time magnified around the region of the Fermi energy. It can be seen that the DOS extends up
to the Fermi energy that is located at 0 eV.
position. This seems to depend strongly on the organic molecule. ZnPc that shows
the smallest φmin is known to form ordered polycrystalline layers while the other two
materials have an amorphous layer structure. As the PV-TPD molecule has a more
twisted structure compared to MeO-TPD, this could lead to a higher disorder in the
layer. From such a higher disorder, a broader DOS can be expected due to local
changes in the polarization screening (see Fig. 2.6 on page 22). Therefore, a higher
disorder corresponds to a wider HOMO tail.
It is important to clarify whether these states participate in the transport in
the organic material. This would mean that the IP of an organic semiconductor
is commonly overestimated as lower lying states show occupation as well. From
UPS it is not possible to estimate the amount of charge carriers in these tail states.
However, the DOS at the pinning position has to be in the order of the amount of free
charge carriers created by the doping to prevent the Fermi level from further moving
into the band. There should then be enough carriers to promote the conduction as
well. This can furthermore explain why doping works so well, even if the IP of the
matrix slightly exceeds the EA of the dopant as it is the case for α-NPD (IP = 5.4 eV)
doped by F4-TCNQ (EA =5.24 eV) [8]. Here, the dopant can use these lower lying
exponentially decaying states for the charge transfer.
Further support for the assumption that transport takes place in the tail states
comes from Seebeck measurements. Pfeiffer et al. [71] measured a distance between
transport level and Fermi energy in ZnPc doped by 8 mol% F4-TCNQ to be 50 meV.
This is already much less than the 200 meV observed in Fig. 5.6b by UPS for a sample
with considerably higher doping ratio.
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5.4.2 Change in Depletion Layer Thickness
By probing the depletion layer thickness, we can gain information on the amount of
free charge carriers and thus on the efficiency of the charge transfer from the dopant
to the matrix. In a first experiment, thickness resolved measurements are done on
a silver substrate with several doping ratios, similar to those shown in Fig. 5.2a.
However, the interface to silver bears two major problems: i) the dipole created at
the interface overlaps with the VB of the built-in voltage and makes the determination
of the value VB difficult, and ii) the different sticking coefficient of F4-TCNQ in
the MeO-TPD matrix and on the silver prevents a constant doping profile. This is
especially pronounced for high doping concentrations. In Fig. 5.8, the black crosses
show the measured molar ratio of a p-MeO-TPD layer with an intended MR = 0.4
depending on the layer thickness on a silver substrate. As the F4-TCNQ sticks more
efficiently to the silver, the doping ratio at the interface shows an increase by a factor
of 8, suggesting that at least one monolayer of pure F4-TCNQ forms at the interface.
Approximately 4 nm of p-MeO-TPD are needed until the doping ratio saturates at the
intended value. The same problem shows more or less on any surface tested thereafter,
namely PEDOT:PSS, gold, and ITO. Therefore, we have to decouple the doped layer
from the substrate by 5 nm of intrinsic MeO-TPD before starting to evaporate the
doped layer. To make sure that this layer really is intrinsic, it is evaporated in
a separate chamber, as F4-TCNQ is known to be very volatile and contaminates
materials in the chamber it is used in. With this structure, one can safely assume
that the sticking coefficient is the same throughout the investigated interface which
is shown in Fig. 5.8 (blue circles).
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Figure 5.8: Profile of the doping concentration depending on the layer thickness in a sample
where doped MeO-TPD is directly evaporated on a silver substrate (crosses) and when a buffer
layer of 5 nm intrinsic MeO-TPD is first evaporated on the silver (circles). The intended molar
ratio is 0.4 in both cases, however, in the case of the silver substrate a strong excess in doping
concentration is found at the interface.
The valence band regions of the interface resolved UPS measurements are shown
in Fig. 5.9a-d where four different doping ratios are compared with molar ratios of
0.032, 0.065, 0.205 and 0.37 (corresponding mol%: 3.1, 6.1, 17, and 27).
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The bottom curves give the measurement of the underlying intrinsic MeO-TPD
layer on a silver substrate. The value of φ of this layer decreases during the time span
these measurements are taken (from 1.75 eV to 1.36 eV), indicating a contamination
even of the intrinsic chamber with traces of F4-TCNQ. The amount of F4-TCNQ
incorporation is however too low to be detectable by XPS. For the interpretation of
the data, this is of minor importance as the resulting decrease of VB simply results
in a smaller depletion layer width w and the carrier concentration can nonetheless be
calculated correctly.
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Figure 5.9: UPS measurements of the valence band regions for the investigation of the
depletion layer width for different doping ratios. Shown are the valence band regions of interface
resolved measurements for MeO-TPD doped with F4-TCNQ at molar ratios of 0.032 in a),
0.065 in b), 0.205 in c), and 0.37 in d) on top of a silver substrate pre-covered by 5 nm intrinsic
MeO-TPD. The HOMO cutoff positions are marked by circles.
The true thickness of these layers is a crucial value for this experiment and can-
not be simply taken as the sum of the MeO-TPD and F4-TCNQ layer thicknesses
(intended to be 10 nm for all of the samples), as the size of the molecules is quite
different and it is not clear how they arrange. Therefore, the thickness x is calculated
by the attenuation of the Ag 3d substrate peaks, similar to the method described in
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Ref. [173]. The layer thickness is given by
x = −λ
(
ln
IAg
IAg0
)
(5.1)
where λ depends on the density of the organic material as well as the kinetic energy
of the electrons originating from the silver 3d states. For the fitting of the value of λ,
the measurement with the lowest doping ratio is used where the amount of dopant is
negligible to the layer thickness. It is, however, not possible to use the simple equation
above to reproduce the layer thickness. This is not surprising as further effects, e.g.
the morphology of the layer, play a role as well. An appropriate form to describe the
thickness of the MeO-TPD layer is found to be
x = −2.44
(
ln
IAg
IAg0
)
+ 0.16
(
ln
IAg
IAg0
)2
. (5.2)
This equation is then used to fit the data of the other three samples and the resulting
thicknesses are given next to each measurement curve. Interestingly, the calculated
layer thicknesses coincide quite well with the thickness of the pure MeO-TPD layer.
For example, the intended 10 nm total layer thickness in measurement (d) was tried
to be achieved by co-evaporation of 6.65 nm MeO-TPD and 3.35 nm F4-TCNQ. As
the calculated total layer thickness is just 6.2 nm, the small F4-TCNQ molecules do
not seem to contribute to the layer thickness at all.
The change of φ depending on the calculated layer thickness for the four samples
is shown in Fig. 5.10a. As expected, the built-in voltage increases with doping while
the depletion layer width w significantly decreases.
The curves in Fig. 5.10a are similar to those expected when evaporating a doped
layer onto a metal substrate. However, the actual physics happening in the layer is
different due to the underlying intrinsic organic layer. It is not the topmost doped
layer where the bending takes place, but the energy levels of the intrinsic layer un-
derneath get pulled upward when more of the doped layer is put on top. This is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.11 where the alignment directly on a metal and
with an intrinsic interlayer are compared.
For the estimation of the density of ionized dopants, the change of the poten-
tial depending on the distance x from the metal interface is calculated by using the
measured values of the built-in potential VB and width of the depletion layer w. We
assume no doping in the d = 5 nm thick intrinsic layer and a constant doping con-
centration in the adjacent layer. For a rough estimate we analytically integrate the
Poisson equation using Equation 2.42 under the condition of an abrupt end of the de-
pletion region and zero field from there on. A more realistic approach can be achieved
by a numerical drift-diffusion model calculating the charge carrier distribution under
the given conditions self-consistently, which leads to a smooth transition of the deple-
tion density and hence in a higher carrier concentration N−A . These calculations are
done by Wolfgang Tress and the output of this model for the level alignment of the
different doping ratios is shown in Fig. 5.10b. It can be seen that the voltage drop
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Figure 5.10: a) Measured change of the hole injection barrier as a function of layer thickness
of p-MeO-TPD for different concentrations of F4-TCNQ which are indicated in the graph. As
substrate silver is used with an interlayer of 5 nm intrinsic MeO-TPD. The line through the data
points is a guide for the eye and the horizontal arrows show the width of the depletion layer w for
the lowest and highest doping ratio. b) Simulation based level alignment of the measurements
shown in (a) with the intrinsic MeO-TPD layer included. This shows that the voltage mainly
drops across this i-MeO-TPD layer.
mainly takes place in the intrinsic layer that ends at x = 5 nm. For the low doping
concentrations, there is level bending taking place in the doped layer as well, but for
the high ratios this is rather negligible.
The values gained from the measurement that are used for the calculations men-
tioned above are listed in Table 5.1 together with the results for the amount of free
charge carriers N−A given by the analytical Poisson integration and the numerical
simulation. Both methods yield values of the charge carrier density within the same
order of magnitude. Since many experimental errors enter into this calculation, like
the resolution of the UPS measurements, the estimation of the depletion layer width,
and errors in the actual layer thickness, these values should just give an idea of the
order of magnitude and not be taken as exact values.
The fraction of ionized dopants is estimated by using the density of MeO-TPD of
ρ = 1.463 g/cm−3 and therefore a molecular density of 1.45·1021 cm−3. The calculated
values for the fully ionized dopants are surprisingly low and for most doping ratios in
the range of 5 %. This means that only a small fraction of dopants actually provide
free charge carriers, even though in earlier experiments by infrared spectroscopy it
was found that 73 % undergo charge transfer with MeO-TPD [71]. The results suggest
that most of the dopants undergo a strongly bound charge transfer to the MeO-TPD
molecule. However, only in a few cases this charge transfer is complete, resulting in a
free charge carrier. At the highest doping ratio, this fraction seems to be much higher,
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Figure 5.11: Schematic sketch to show the difference between the alignment of a) a highly
doped layer (p-organic) directly on a metal compared to the case when b) an intrinsic organic
(i-organic) interlayer is put in between. The different lines of HOMO and LUMO give the
alignment for different thicknesses. The second case is the correct model for the calculation of
the carrier concentration of the Ag / iMeO-TPD / p-MeO-TPD samples of Fig. 5.10.
doping w φ0 φ eVB N
−
A ionized dopants
(MR) (nm) (eV) (eV) (eV) (cm−3) (%)
analyt. / num. analyt. / num.
0.032 8± 1 1.5 0.84 0.66 1.5·1018 / 2.0·1018 4.3 / 3.3
0.065 5± 0.5 1.36 0.47 0.89 4.0·1018 / 6.0·1018 6.4 / 4.2
0.205 2.8± 0.3 1.63 0.38 1.25 1.2·1019 / 1.5·1019 5.0 / 3.9
0.370 0.6± 0.2 1.75 0.35 1.4 7.3·1019 / 1.0·1020 18.6 / 13.6
Table 5.1: Experimental results from the measurement of the depletion layer thickness de-
pending on the doping concentration and the resulting number of charge carriers as well as
fraction of ionized dopants calculated by the analytical integration of the Poisson equation
(analyt.) and the numerical simulation (num.) assuming ε = 3.
around 20 %. Probably, the very high concentration of dopants leads to additional
effects during the interface formation as can be seen from the very thin depletion
layer of 0.6 nm that is below one monolayer. We have to assume that the model is
not applicable to this case.
Furthermore, we can try to calculate the position of the acceptor level EA relative
to the Fermi energy. For that we assume a thermal activation of the dopant states
and a discrete trap level. With the equation
EF − EA = kBT ln
N−A
nh
(5.3)
we obtain an acceptor level depth of 70 and 80 meV for the two lower doping ratios,
where the pinning of the HOMO does not take place, yet. However, it is doubtful that
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this value has physical meaning as we already saw the theory of classical semiconduc-
tors fails in describing the slope of Fermi level position vs. doping concentration in
Fig. 5.4.
5.5 Interface Doping vs. Bulk Doping
Finally, the concept of interface doping is investigated. Here, a (sub-) monolayer
of a strong acceptor is evaporated onto a substrate to increase the work function.
The following organic layer sees this higher work function and usually aligns differ-
ently compared to the pristine metal surface, resulting in a reduction of φ [174–176].
Alternatively, a donor can be used to decrease the electron injection barrier at the
cathode. In such an arrangement an actual charge transfer due to doping happens
at the interface only and the conductivity of the layer is not enhanced. However, the
injection barrier is decreased, ideally allowing for an ohmic injection. Thus the device
performance can be increased, for example by the insertion of F4-TCNQ [177], Ca
[178], or LiF [179]. This method can be an adequate alternative to improve the device
performance if doping by co-evaporation is not possible due to technical restraints.
It has even been suggested in literature that the concept of doping by co-evaporation
is merely an effect of interface doping due to the diffusion of dopants through the ma-
trix to the metal interface where it modifies the hole injection barrier and leads to an
improvement of the injection behavior [116]. Of course, this can be easily disproved
by testing the increase of conductivity in such a co-evaporated layer, that can only
be due to the creation of free charge carriers and therefore is a true doping effect.
For the experiments comparing interface and bulk doping, varying layer thick-
nesses of F4-TCNQ on a silver substrate are prepared and afterwards covered by
10 nm MeO-TPD. The hole injection barriers, achieved with the different amounts of
interface doping, are then compared to equal concentrations of bulk doping. We de-
fine an equal doping concentrations, such that the doped sample contains roughly as
much F4-TCNQ molecules as the sub-monolayer interface doping evaporated on the
silver. For example, in a 10 nm thick MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ sample with a MR = 0.01,
it can be estimated that the contribution of the F4-TCNQ molecules is 0.1 nm and
can therefore be compared to a sample with an interface doping of 0.1 nm F4-TCNQ.
In Fig. 5.12, the UPS spectrum of an intrinsic MeO-TPD layer (top graph) is com-
pared to three samples with interface doping (middle graph) that have F4-TCNQ layer
thicknesses of 0.1 nm, 1 nm, and 2 nm. The bottom graph shows the corresponding
samples having bulk doping with MR = 0.012, 0.095, and 0.205.
Comparing the measurements of the lowest interface and bulk doping values in
Fig. 5.12, one sees that for the interface doping the hole injection barrier decreases
from φ = 1.68 eV to 1.1 eV, while for bulk doping a value of φ = 1.13 eV is reached.
Therefore, the same improvement is achieved for both samples. For the next com-
bination of MR = 0.095 and a F4-TCNQ interface thickness of 1 nm, the results are
already quite different. For the interface doping, the hole injection barrier is now
φ = 0.93 eV while for the bulk doping, we are already in the pinning regime with
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between interface doping and bulk doping. The top graph shows
intrinsic MeO-TPD on silver. The middle graph shows three different thicknesses of interface
doping by F4-TCNQ between silver and MeO-TPD while the bottom graph shows MeO-TPD
that is co-evaporated with F4-TCNQ. The amount of dopant present in the layer is comparable
for each of the three curves (e.g. 0.1 nm F4-TCNQ at the interface equals a MR = 0.01 in the
bulk). The numbers given in the graphs give the corresponding hole injection barriers.
φ = 0.37 eV. Clearly the bulk doping has a stronger effect on the alignment. Finally,
the insertion of 2 nm of F4-TCNQ between silver and MeO-TPD leads to a further
decrease to φ = 0.62 eV. However, this is still considerably larger than the value for
the sample with MR = 0.205 that shows φ = 0.35 eV.
5.6 Conclusion
Doping by co-sublimation can be used to control the conductivity and the Fermi level
position in a qualitatively similar way to standard inorganic semiconductors. How-
ever, there are significant quantitative differences in the effects of doping, especially
in the amount of doping induced Fermi level shift that exceeds kBT by a factor of
15 in the MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ system investigated here. A moderate doping ratio of
0.04 already yields a carrier concentration large enough to result in a final energetic
alignment independent of the substrate. This means that Fermi level alignment be-
tween substrate and organic semiconductor is achieved and interface effects as well
as the substrate Wf only play a minor role for the energy alignment. The Fermi
energy position within the gap can be controlled over 1.33 eV by the doping ratio and
the conductivity of the sample can be tuned over several orders of magnitude. For
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doping ratios larger than MR = 0.1, the Fermi level is pinned 350 meV beyond the
conventionally assumed HOMO onset at the exponentially decaying tail of the DOS.
Consequently, we observe a DOS that reaches up to the Fermi energy upon strong
doping. Thereby, the width of this HOMO tail depends on the disorder in the organic
layer. By determining the depletion layer thicknesses at various doping concentra-
tions, typical charge carrier concentrations in doped organic semiconductors ranging
from 2 · 1018 to 2 · 1020 cm−3 for weakly and strongly doped samples are deduced. By
comparing this value with the amount of dopants present in the layer, it was found
that only about 5% of the dopants are fully ionized. Finally, it was shown that the
application of interface doping does not yield the same effect of Fermi level change as
the doping by co-sublimation.

6 Investigation of pn Junctions and
Related Devices
Despite the successful commercial application of devices like OLEDs or organic
solar cells, the general field of organic semiconductors is still rather immature. Many
basic devices known from inorganic semiconductors have only recently been shown
to work for organic devices or have not been realized so far. In this Chapter, we
will investigate devices employing either pn junctions or pin junctions. We start with
measurements on a basic organic pn junction. Such an interface can be used to realize
recombination contacts in tandem solar cells. This is possible as these pn junctions
have no blocking behavior in backward direction due to an efficient tunneling process
through narrow depletion regions. If a blocking behavior is wanted, pin junctions have
to be employed, where an intrinsic interlayer prevents this tunneling process. Such a
homojunction device is investigated in the second part of this Chapter. Finally, the
concept and alignment of a Zener diode is introduced. Here, the intrinsic interlayer in
a pin junction is tuned in such a way that the breakdown voltage in backward direction
can be controlled.
6.1 Recombination Contacts in a MeO-TPD/C60
Tandem Solar Cell
Organic solar cells were introduced in Chapter 2.4.2, together with the concept of
tandem solar cells that help to overcome the problem of the narrow absorption band-
widths of the organic active layers. Here, two solar cells are built on top of each
other and are connected by a recombination layer that converts the electron current
from the first solar cell into a hole current for the second solar cell (see Fig. 6.2a).
Theoretical calculations of the efficiencies of such tandem solar cells result in values
of 16 % to 23 %, in contrast to 10 % to 15 % for organic single solar cells [180–182].
In order for the two solar cells to work together optimally, such a contact needs to
meet two requirements: i) the splitting of the quasi Fermi level at the junction has
to be avoided so no reverse voltage is produced and ii) an efficient tunneling between
electron and hole states at the interface has to be provided.
Commonly, such a recombination contact is achieved by insertion of metal clusters
[183, 184] or thin metal layers [185, 186] at the connecting interface. In this case,
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the metal islands quench the excitons and thus remove the Fermi level splitting.
However, the metal layers introduce absorbance and reflectance that lead to losses
and an unbalanced absorption in the subcells, reducing the power conversion efficiency.
Furthermore, the performance of such contacts was found to very sensitively depend
on the material combination which makes it challenging to find properly working
systems [187]. Only three optimally working combinations have been found that
actually double the open circuit voltage [183, 188, 189].
It was shown by Harada et al. [190] that organic pn junctions show no blocking be-
havior in backward direction and therefore typically have symmetric IV-characteristics
in forward and backward direction. The reason is the very narrow depletion layer of
just a few nm thickness that can easily be tunneled through. Such an interface could
therefore be a suitable recombination contact for tandem solar cells. A current den-
sity - voltage curve of such a pn junction in comparison to an intrinsic junction is
shown in Fig. 6.1. Both samples have the same injection layers consisting of an ITO
anode and MeO-TPD doped by NDP2 for the hole injection and C60:NDN1 with
an Al cathode for the electron injection. The filled black squares show the measure-
ment of a sample where a pn junction consisting of MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ
(35 wt%) and C60 doped by AOB (13 wt%) is inserted. The current in backward di-
rection is only rectified by a factor of 3 at ±1.5 V. In contrast, the sample containing
an intrinsic junction of MeO-TPD and C60 (empty circles) shows a rectification of
120, as the tunneling in backward direction is strongly suppressed. The whole curve
is shifted by 0.53 eV because the measurement is done under illumination and the
intrinsic interface produces an open circuit voltage.
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Figure 6.1: Black squares: IV characteristic of a sample containing a pn junction:
ITO / MeO-TPD:NDP2 (5 wt%) / MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ(35 wt%) - C60:AOB(8 wt%) /
C60:NDN1 (13 wt%) / Al. Red circles: measurement of the same stack with intrinsic layers
instead of the pn-junction: ITO / MeO-TPD:NDP2 (5 wt%) / MeO-TPD / C60 - C60:NDN1
(13 wt%) / Al. Measurement shown by courtesy of Ronny Timmreck.
Recently, this concept of highly doped layers that form a pn recombination contact
between the two sub-cells has been shown to work for tandem solar cells [191]. By
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comparing this stack to those without interface modification and with insertion of
metal clusters, it was shown that the method employing pn junctions works very
efficiently, compared to the metal clusters, and that such a recombination contact is
independent of the materials used, as long as the doping process is efficient. The stack
with the organic materials used for this investigation is shown in Fig. 6.2a, the active
materials are MeO-TPD and C60. The measured current-voltage characteristics of
the solar cells under illumination are shown in Fig. 6.2b (from Ref. [191]). A single
solar cell of this type produces an open circuit voltage of Voc = 0.53 eV and is plotted
as curve SC with blue open squares.
In this Section, we present UPS measurements on equivalent pn tandem cell struc-
tures as published in [191]. In accordance to this paper, the results are furthermore
compared to recombination contacts without any modification and to structures with
metal clusters. At each of these interfaces, thickness resolved UPS measurements are
performed that follow the level bending effects and investigate the built-in voltages
between the layers.
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Figure 6.2: a) Structure of the different tandem solar cells containing MeO-TPD/C60. SC:
single solar cell with a MeO-TPD/C60 interface (e.g. solar cell 1), T1: tandem cell stacked
without interface modification (no metal or doped layers), T2: tandem cell with 1 nm Au but
no doped layers, and T3: tandem cell connected by doped layers with molar ratios of 8 wt% for
n-doping and 35wt% for p-doping. b) Current density - voltage characteristics of the structures
SC, T1, T2 and T3. In the lower part of the graph the corresponding open circuit voltages are
indicated; taken from [191].
Intrinsic Contact Between MeO-TPD and C60
We start by studying the interface without any modification of the recombination
contact. As can be seen from the stack in Fig. 6.2a, this means that the C60 layer
from solar cell 1 is in direct contact with the MeO-TPD from solar cell 2. This contact
between the two sub-cells works as an additional solar cell connected in backward
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direction and cancels the performance of one of the other solar cells. Therefore, the
open circuit voltage of this device T1 is not increased, but resembles that of the single
cell SC in the measurement of Fig. 6.2b.
For the UPS measurement of this interface, a sub-structure similar to the stack
for the IV-measurement is used to ensure the same energetic position relative to the
Fermi energy. It consists of sputter cleaned silver foil with 30 nm gold and 10 nm
MeO-TPD doped by NDP2 at a concentration of 2 wt%. On top of this, 8 nm C60
are deposited and measured by UPS, shown as the bottom curve in Fig. 6.3a. The
MeO-TPD interface is built onto this layer with the thicknesses of 0.2 nm, 0.5 nm,
and 1 nm. For every layer, an UPS spectrum is recorded as shown in Fig. 6.3a. For
layer thicknesses greater than 1 nm the sample shows charging. This is expected, as
the deeper lying HOMO of C60 forms a barrier for the holes generated by the removal
of the photoelectrons during the measurement. The fact that this happens very fast
gives first insight on the blocking behavior of this contact and that it does not work
as a recombination contact.
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Figure 6.3: UPS measurements of the interface between C60 and MeO-TPD. The position
of the C60 HOMO peak and MeO-TPD HOMO cutoff position are indicated by the dotted lines.
For layers thicker than 1 nm, the sample shows charging during the UPS measurement, so the
investigation can not be carried on. The right side shows the schematic energy level alignment
between the two organic layers.
Figure 6.3b shows the schematic energy alignment. Due to the vacuum level align-
ment at the interface between the two intrinsic layers, the MeO-TPD HOMO is po-
sitioned very close to the Fermi energy with φ = 0.36 eV. The position of the C60
HOMO shows no change upon MeO-TPD coverage, so no charge transfer is taking
place. The HOMO of MeO-TPD shows a small downward bending. However, this is
rather due to the formation of the first monolayer and not a real level bending. Assum-
ing an EA of C60 of 4 eV [150], the offset between the LUMO of C60 and the HOMO
of MeO-TPD is 1.37 eV. The reasons why the open circuit voltage Voc = 0.53 eV mea-
sured for such an single cell is smaller are (i) the tail states that result in a density
of states reaching further into the gap than the HOMO cutoff position (≈0.5 eV) and
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(ii) the exciton binding energy that further reduces the offset between the HOMO
and LUMO (≈0.3 - 0.5 eV).
Insertion of an Au Conversion Layer Between C60 and MeO-TPD
By repeating the measurement with the same stack and inserting a thin metal layer
at the interface between C60 and MeO-TPD, the alignment is significantly modified.
In Ref. [191], 1 nm of Au was used. However, this is not reasonable here, as 1 nm fully
covers the C60 layer and the valence band features of C60 are not visible any more.
Therefore, 0.5 nm Au are used that are known to produce a working recombination
contact as well.
The UPS measurement of the C60 layer in Fig. 6.4 shows within the experimental
error the same alignment as in Fig. 6.3. When 0.5 nm gold are evaporated on top, the
HOMO of C60 exhibits a significant shift away from the Fermi energy by 230 meV and
therefore a n-type doping is introduced by the gold atoms, leading to an accumulation
of electrons at the interface. This is accompanied by a sudden downward shift of the
vacuum level of 310 meV. The Fermi edge of the gold layer is visible in the UPS
spectrum; therefore, we have a DOS at the interface reaching up to the Fermi energy.
As before, MeO-TPD is incrementally built on top. This layer is affected by the
gold interlayer as well and shows a φ0 smaller by 320 meV at the interface compared
to the bulk value. This indicates an accumulation of holes at the interface. During
the interface formation, the C60 shows no further change in HOMO position, so
the charge transfer is solely between the MeO-TPD and Au. The measurement can
only be continued until 5 nm coverage, thereafter, again a charging of the sample is
observed. We can conclude that the conversion at the interface is much better than
in case of the intrinsic interface, but still the process is not perfect, leading to an
accumulation of photogenerated holes.
The resulting energetic alignment is shown in Fig. 6.4b. The total built-in potential
of this interface, taken from the change in vacuum level position, is V metalB = 0.75 eV.
This is most likely not achieved by a level bending, as the layers are intrinsic and
do not have sufficient charge carriers. Therefore, the changes in HOMO and vacuum
level position are shown as a constant drop in voltage across the whole layer. It is
obvious that due to the gold DOS reaching up to the Fermi energy, no Fermi level
splitting can occur. Furthermore, the gold atoms lead to an advantageous doping
effect on both layers that promote electron-hole conversion due to an accumulation
at the interface.
The IV measurement of a solar cell device containing 1 nm of gold is shown in
Fig 6.2 as red triangles. A value of Voc = 0.96 V is achieved which is a 9 % loss
compared to twice the voltage of the single cell.
Recombination Contacts by Highly Doped MeO-TPD and C60 Layers
For the very efficient recombination contact employing a pn junction, we use F4-TCNQ
as the p-dopant for the MeO-TPD layer at a doping concentration of 35 wt% and AOB
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Figure 6.4: UPS measurements of the interface between C60 and MeO-TPD when 0.5 nm
of gold are deposited in between. The position of the C60 HOMO peak and MeO-TPD HOMO
cutoff position are indicated by the dotted lines. For layers thicker than 5 nm the sample showed
charging during the UPS measurement and the data therefore can not be shown. The right side
shows the schematic energy level alignment between the two organic layers.
as the n-dopant in C60 at 8 wt%.
For this sample, the n-doped C60 layer is directly put on a gold covered silver
foil, in contrast to the solar cell stack used for the IV measurement. The p-doped
MeO-TPD can be omitted as the high doping concentration in C60 leads to Fermi
level alignment of the layer, independent of the adjacent layers (see Chapter 5.3). The
UPS measurements are shown in Fig. 6.5. As expected, the energetic position of C60
differs from the ones in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 as this time the n-doping leads to an
alignment where the Fermi energy is close to the LUMO of C60. Upon the deposition
of doped MeO-TPD, the C60 level shows a strong upward bending, typical for the
formation of a depletion region due to charge transfer across the pn-junction. The
HOMO of C60 can only be observed up to 0.5 nm MeO-TPD deposition. By then
it shows a level shifting of 920 meV. The HOMO of MeO-TPD shows no shift at all,
and is located at φ = 0.35 eV. It was found in Chapter 5.4.1 that this is the pinning
position for the HOMO at the tail states. Clearly, the 35 wt% doping by F4-TCNQ
in MeO-TPD produces considerably more free charge carriers than the 8 wt% doping
of C60 by AOB; therefore, the entire voltage drop takes place in n-C60. The change
in vacuum level position is V pnB = 0.91 eV. The spectra do not show charging during
the measurement done up to 10 nm thickness.
From these measurements we only know the amount of shifting and not the width
of the depletion region in n-C60; therefore we repeat the measurement and change
the deposition sequence. This time p-MeO-TPD is deposited on a gold layer, followed
by the stepwise deposition of n-C60 using the same doping concentrations as before.
The p-MeO-TPD layer shows the same alignment as in the last measurement.
Just as before, the deposition of n-C60 does not lead to a change in the MeO-TPD
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Figure 6.5: a) UPS measurements of the interface of C60 doped by AOB (8 wt%) and
MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ (35 wt%), the dotted lines mark the change in HBEC, C60
peak position and MeO-TPD HOMO cutoff. The right side shows the schematic energy level
alignment between the two doped organic layers. b) Measurement of the same stack with an
inverted deposition sequence, again the right side shows the schematic energy alignment.
HOMO position. All the level bending takes place in the C60 which is found to be
10 nm wide during which the HOMO shifts by 750 meV. The built-in voltage is in
this case V pnB = 0.71 eV. This is less than in the forward measurement. The reason
is the difference in ionization potential of C60 in the two measurements. Why the
IP of the first measurement is lower is not clear; it could be the result of a different
growth mode on gold compared to MeO-TPD or it could be due to a higher doping
concentration that can lead to changes in IP as will be shown in Chapter 6.2.
The IV measurement of a solar cell device containing such a highly doped pn
junction as recombination contact is shown in Fig 6.2 as green downward pointing
triangles. A value of Voc = 1.04 V is achieved which is merely a 1.9 % loss compared
to twice the value of the single cell.
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Conclusion
Concluding, it can be said that pn-junctions are a suitable way to realize recombina-
tion contacts. The IV characteristics show a nearly symmetric behavior in forward and
backward direction. The reason for this is obvious from the energetic alignment gained
by the UPS measurements in Fig. 6.5. There is only small HOMO - LUMO offset, sep-
arated by the narrow depletion region with a high built-in voltage of ≈ 800 meV. A
comparable contact realized by the insertion of metal clusters shows a built-in voltage
of 750 meV. However the voltage drop shows the opposite sign. This means that there
is an accumulation of holes and electrons at the interface that favors the recombina-
tion even though the offset between HOMO and LUMO is larger in comparison. In
both cases, a splitting of the Fermi energy is prevented by a DOS that reaches up to
the Fermi energy. In the case of the metal clusters, this is the DOS of the gold and
for the doped layer the tail states of the LUMO and HOMO that pin at the Fermi
energy.
6.2 PES Investigation of a Pentacene pin
Homojunction
Recently, Harada et al. [17] reported the first stable and reproducible organic ho-
mojunction based on p- and n-doped layers of the organic semiconductor ZnPc. The
challenge in realizing stable molecularly doped layers for a homojunction lies in the
selection of a matrix material that is p- as well as n-dopable. As mentioned in the
last Section, it was found that these devices have to be realized in the form of pin-
junctions, where the intrinsic interlayer is needed to avoid tunneling due to the rather
narrow depletion layers in doped organic semiconductors [17]. More recently, a pin-
homojunction could also be realized in Pentacene [190], showing an exceptionally
large built-in potential. In this device the p-dopant F4-TCNQ and the n-dopant
Ru(t-but-terpy)2
1 were employed.
In this Section, we investigate a similar Pentacene (PEN) pin homojunction by
UPS to obtain information on the basic alignment within the device, including inter-
face dipoles, band bending effects, and the built-in potential. The whole stack is built
incrementally and each interface is investigated by thickness resolved measurements.
Finally, these results are compared to current-voltage measurements and impedance
spectroscopy. The dopants used for this investigation are NDN1 and NDP2. We chose
different ones than used in the publication by Harada since these Novaled dopants
are easier to handle and provide a more stable performance.
The samples are prepared on a sputter cleaned silver foil and the investigated
thicknesses of the different layers range from 2 Å up to 30 nm. For the doped layers a
doping ratio of MR = 0.02 is used. In order to avoid cross contamination, the intrinsic
and doped layers are evaporated in three different chambers.
1Bis(4,4’,4”-tri-tert-butyl-2 ,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine)ruthenium
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For obtaining the true energetic alignment in the actual device, it is not suffi-
cient to prepare the device in only one deposition direction, as it is unknown how
the underlying layers react upon deposition of the top layers. Therefore, two sam-
ples are investigated. On one sample (sample A) the interfaces silver to p-Pentacene,
p-Pentacene to i-Pentacene, and finally i-Pentacene to n-Pentacene are measured in-
terface resolved. The same device is then built once more in reversed order (sample B)
to gain the full information on the alignment.
Measuring the pin Stack of Sample A
Sample A starts with the measurement between silver and Pentacene doped by NDP2
at MR = 0.02 up to a layer thickness of 30 nm. This is followed by a stepwise deposition
of further 30 nm of intrinsic Pentacene and finally 20 nm of Pentacene n-doped by
NDN1 at MR = 0.02. The resulting UPS spectra are shown in Fig. 6.6. The left
side of the image shows the normalized HBECs and the right side the valence band
region with the HOMO cutoffs marked by circles. The respective layer thicknesses
are denoted next to it. Furthermore the XPS spectra originating from the carbon 1s
peak are shown. The changes in work function (circles), C 1s position (triangles), and
HOMO cutoff positions (squares) are shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: UPS and XPS measurements of sample A. On top of a silver sample (black
curve) p-doped Pentacene is evaporated (red curves) followed by intrinsic Pentacene (green
curves) and n-doped Pentacene (blue curves). The corresponding layer thicknesses are denoted
next to the graph; the left side shows the HBEC, the middle graph the carbon 1s peak and the
right side the valence band region with the HOMO cutoff marked by open circles.
The freshly sputtered silver foil (lowest curve in Fig. 6.6) shows a Wf of 4.3 eV.
Upon the deposition of the first monolayer of p-Pentacene (∼1 nm), an abrupt shift
to higher binding energy by 0.4 eV is observed in the HBEC as an interface dipole
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Figure 6.7: Shift of the work function (circles, left x-axis), carbon 1s position (triangles, first
x-axis on the right) and HOMO cutoff position (squares, second x-axis to the right) of sample A;
the values are taken from Fig. 6.6. Vertical lines mark the interfaces between the doped and
intrinsic layers.
is created. This shift is reversed for increasing thickness by a gradual level bending,
clearly indicating a depletion region due to the p-doping. The overall shift in vac-
uum level is 1 eV and takes about 20 nm. The carbon peak shows the same shift of
0.99 eV. The depletion layer width is surprisingly large compared to earlier results,
e.g. MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ, where typical values are well below 10 nm. The
HOMO position of Pentacene can only be distinguished after 10 nm of coverage and
the Fermi edge of the underlying silver can be seen up to this point. This suggests
a rough, island-like growth of Pentacene on silver, which has been reported before
[192, 193]. The ionization potential of the 30 nm thick p-doped Pentacene is found to
be 5.26 eV and the hole injection barrier is φ = 0.38 eV.
Upon deposition of the intrinsic Pentacene (green curves in Fig. 6.6), no interface
dipole is observed. However, there is a gradual downward shift of the vacuum level
across the 30 nm thick layer by 400 meV, accompanied by a somewhat smaller shift
in the HOMO cutoff position of 200 meV and an even smaller shift by only 80 meV
of the carbon peak as can be seen in Fig. 6.7. The dissimilar shift of these values is
due to a change in the ionization potential, as the intrinsic layer shows a lower value
of IP = 5.07 eV, which will be discussed later in this Chapter. After 30 nm of intrinsic
Pentacene, a value of φ = 0.57 eV is reached, but no saturation of the shift is yet
achieved. The measurement is not carried on, as this is a typical thickness of the
intrinsic layer used in a Pentacene homojunction device.
On top of this intrinsic layer, n-doped Pentacene is evaporated (blue curves in
Fig. 6.6). Immediately after the first 0.2 nm coverage, a strong downward shift is
observable in the vacuum level as well as in the HOMO position. Since the HOMO
signal at that point still originates from the underlying intrinsic Pentacene, it is
obvious that not only the n-Pentacene is shifting, but rather the intrinsic layer is
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pulled downward at the interface to the doped layer. The shift saturates after about
10 nm coverage with a total change in vacuum level energy of 1.7 eV, in HOMO
position of 1.52 eV, and a C 1s shift of 1.57 eV. At 20 nm thickness, the n-doped layer
reaches IP = 4.84 eV and φ = 2.09 eV.
The deposition of the n-doped layer does not only have an influence on the align-
ment of the intrinsic layer, but on the p-doped layer as well. This can be observed
by a change in position of a characteristic core level peak of the p-dopant by XPS
that is still visible during the deposition of the n-Pentacene. The p-layer layer is
pulled downward at the interface to the intrinsic layer and a depletion layer forms.
As NDP2 is a proprietary material, this data can not be shown. This change in
position accounts for 780 meV.
Measuring the nip Stack of Sample B
For sample B, the deposition sequence is reversed, starting with the n-doped Pentacene
layer on silver, followed by the intrinsic and p-doped layers. The resulting spectra
are plotted in Fig. 6.8 and the changes in work function (circles), carbon 1s position
(triangles), and HOMO cutoff position (squares) are shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: UPS and XPS measurements of sample B. On top of a silver sample (black curve)
n-doped Pentacene is evaporated (blue curves) followed by intrinsic Pentacene (green curves)
and p-doped Pentacene (green curves). The corresponding layer thicknesses are denoted next
to the graph; the left side shows the HBEC, the middle graph the carbon 1s peak and the right
side the valence band region with the HOMO cutoffs marked by open circles.
The freshly sputtered silver foil shows again a Wf of 4.29 eV. With the deposition of
the first sub-monolayer of n-Pentacene on Ag, a strong downward shift of the vacuum
level is observed as again an interface dipole is created. This shift is now followed
by a downward level bending, therefore this time both shifts go in the same direction
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and are not distinguishable. Only the total change can be stated to be 1.53 eV. After
about 10 nm, the level bending saturates which is faster than for the p-side layer,
indicating a more efficient doping by NDN1. The HOMO cutoff can be seen after
10 nm coverage and again the Fermi edge is visible until then, as was the case for the
p-doped layer. In general the growth modes of p- and n-doped layers seem to be the
same. The ionization potential of the 25 nm thick n-Pentacene layer is 4.86 eV and
φ = 2.1 eV as it was found for the topmost layer of sample A. This reproducibility
proves that in sample A, the equilibrium alignment has indeed been reached for the
n-doped layer. When the intrinsic layer is evaporated on top, the vacuum level aligns
with the n-doped layer and therefore starts at a different energetic position compared
to sample A. Throughout the intrinsic layer, a gradual upward shift of the vacuum
level by 410 meV is observed, accompanied by a smaller 200 meV shift in the HOMO
as again the ionization potential is changing. After 30 nm coverage, an IP of 5.07 eV
is reached, now at φ = 1.9 eV. Upon deposition of the p-type layer, a strong upward
shift is seen in the vacuum level and HOMO position. Again this shift happens mainly
in the intrinsic layer, even though a characteristic core level peak of NDN1 indicates
an upward shift by 270 meV of the n-doped layer as well.
The measurement can only be done up to 2 nm p-Pentacene coverage, since for
thicker layers the sample starts to charge. This is expected since in this direction, the
sample acts as a blocking device for the holes created in the photoemission process
and the intrinsic interlayer inhibits the tunneling process that took place for the pn
junction presented in the previous Section. At this point, the vacuum level has shifted
by 0.6 eV but the bending is not completed yet. It can be assumed that as in the
previous case, the final position of the p-doped layer will be the same as directly on
the silver as it was measured in sample A.
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Figure 6.9: Shift of the work function (circles, left x-axis), carbon 1s position (triangles, first
x-axis on the right) and HOMO cutoff position (squares, second x-axis to the right) of sample B;
the values are taken from Fig. 6.8. Vertical lines mark the interfaces between the doped and
intrinsic layers.
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Figure 6.10: Schematic device alignment of the pin Pentacene homojunction concluded
from the PES measurements of samples A and B. The values of the ionization potentials, the
hole injection barriers, the amount of level bending, and the depletion layer widths are stated.
Furthermore, two built-in voltages are stated, one is calculated by the difference in work function
(VB) and the other one by the difference in hole injection barrier (V
HOMO
B ).
Figure 6.10 summarizes the results of the forward and backward measurement
of the pin homojunction and displays the alignment of the full device. Here, we
assume the ideal case that a silver top contact on n-Pentacene would create the same
energetic alignment as the measured bottom contact. This is most likely not the case
(see Chapters 2.3.4 and 4.1), but in this work we are mainly interested in the organic
interfaces and their built-in potential and therefore omit this point. The built-in
potential VB of a device is usually given by the difference in work function of the n-
and p-doped layers, which accounts for eVB = 2.1 eV. However, of more interest for
the device performance is the voltage needed to achieve a flatband condition. Because
the ionization potentials of the p-doped, n-doped, and intrinsic layers differ, the built-
in voltage of the transport levels is only eV HOMOB = 1.7eV . Thereof, 0.65 eV drop
across the intrinsic layer and 1.05 eV drop across the depletion layers of the doped
Pentacene.
Change in Polarization Energy and Valence Band Features upon Doping
It was already indicated that the ionization potential of Pentacene is changing upon
doping. For p-doping the value increases (IPp = 5.3 eV) and for n-doping it decreases
(IPn = 4.9 eV) compared to the value of intrinsic Pentacene (IPi = 5.1 eV). To figure
out the reason for this, Fig. 6.11 compares the valence and HBEC regions of doped
and undoped Pentacene layers. The graph shows the measurements for 30 nm p-
Pentacene, 30 nm i-Pentacene, and 20 nm n-Pentacene.
Here, the spectra of i-Pentacene and p-Pentacene are shifted in energy to match
the HOMO peak position of n-Pentacene (the values are given in the graph) and the
peak height is adjusted as well to give good comparability.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of HBEC and valence band region between layers of 30 nm p-
doped, 30 nm intrinsic, and 20 nm n-doped Pentacene. For better comparability, the curves are
shifted to the same HOMO peak position by the values given in the graph, as well as adjusted
to similar peak heights.
The graph shows that intrinsic Pentacene has the narrowest HOMO peak. Upon
n-doping, the peak broadens and an additional gap states appears, reaching from the
HOMO up to 0.3 eV below the Fermi energy. As already mentioned before, this is
typical for n-doping and results from a charge transfer between the Pentacene and
the dopant. The HBECs of the intrinsic and n-doped layer are only 100 meV apart,
the additional 100 meV difference results from the HOMO broadening, possibly due
to an additional charge transfer state close to the cutoff position. In the case of p-
doping, the HOMO only slightly broadens, but this time the HBEC is notably shifted
compared to the intrinsic case.
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Figure 6.12: Schematic view of a molecular solid and its HOMO and LUMO values. The
left image shows the neutral solid, followed by the case of a positive charge in an intrinsic system
where the HOMO - LUMO gap is decreased by the polarization screening. The third image shows
the same case for a p-doped solid where additional holes weaken the hole screening. Finally, for
a n-doped solid the hole screening is increased by the free electrons that are present.
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The effect of a changed IP upon doping has been observed before for NTCDA
doped by PyB [60], where it was explained as a structural and energetic disorder
effect caused by the dopant. However, we doubt that this really plays a major role
and suggest a change in polarization energy (see Chapter 2.1.2) due to the doping. The
introduction of additional positive charges should weaken the screening of a hole that
is produced in the photoemission process, which leads to a decrease in polarization
energy and therefore an increase in IP. At the same time, the screening of an electron
should increase, so the LUMO relaxes further into the gap and the EA increases which
can not be observed by UPS. Upon n-doping the opposite effect takes place, the EA
decreases as well as the IP. In Fig. 6.12 the different scenarios for the screening of a
hole are illustrated.
Further support for this assumption comes from the measurements of different
amounts of p-doping of MeO-TPD by F4-TCNQ that are shown in a different context
in Fig. 5.3 on page 96. The ionization potentials of these measurements are plotted vs.
the molar ratio of F4-TCNQ in Fig. 6.13. Clearly, there is a linear dependence between
the two values with the ionization potential increasing with increasing amount of
doping.
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Figure 6.13: Measured change in ionization potential upon increasing doping ratio of
MeO-TPD doped by F4-TCNQ. The data points are taken from measurement presented in
Chapter 5, Fig. 5.3 on page 96.
Current - Voltage and Impedance Measurements
Current-voltage and especially impedance spectroscopy measurements are another
way to characterize the energetic structure of a device. Therefore, these techniques
are used on a device similar to the one investigated by UPS. The structure con-
sisted of ITO /PEN:NDP2( 4wt%, 50 nm) / PEN(30 nm) / PEN:NDN1(4 wt%, 80 nm)
/ Al(50 nm). The resulting current density - voltage curve is plotted in Fig. 6.14. The
blocking behavior achieved with this device is not very high with a rectification ra-
tio of only 50 at ±4 V. Earlier samples showed 105 [190], but there thicker intrinsic
layers of 50 nm were used and a doped ZnPc layer was inserted between ITO and
p-Pentacene to achieve smoother layers.
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Figure 6.14: Current density - voltage characteristic of a Pentacene homojunction consisting
of 50 nm p-Pentacene, 30 nm i-Pentacene and 80 nm n-Pentacene. The data points in forward
direction are fitted by the Shockley equation. Shown by courtesy of Hans Kleemann.
In general, the IV characteristic can be described by a drift-diffusion model ex-
pressed in the Shockley equation (also known as diode equation)
j = j0
[
exp
(
eV
nkBT
)
− 1
]
(6.1)
where j0 is the saturation current and n is the ideality factor that gives the deviation
from an ideal diode with n = 1. These deviations are due to effects like recombination
of charge carriers, charge carrier generation, and a change of barrier heights with the
applied voltage. For significant series resistance, the equation has to be modified to
j = j0
[
exp
(
e(V − jRs)
nkBT
)
− 1
]
(6.2)
where Rs is the additional series resistance. Thus, at high currents under forward
bias, there is a deviation from the exponential behavior and the IV-curve becomes
dominated by the properties of the transport layers, which is usually ohmic as long
as the performance of the device is not injection limited.
The transition between the diode like behavior and the ohmic behavior gives an
estimation of the built-in potential of the device. Before this voltage is reached,
the current is generated by drift-diffusion processes and only above VB the series
resistance has a notable influence. In Fig. 6.14 this point is reached at 1.6 V forward
bias, marked by the dotted line, which corresponds well to the value found by the
UPS measurement of V HOMOB = 1.7 V. However, this is not an exact method, as it
is not clear up to which point the IV-curve actually follows the physics described by
the diode equation. Furthermore, the presence of traps in the layers can significantly
influence the shape of the IV-curve at low bias.
Therefore, impedance spectroscopy is performed as well at a frequency of f =
1 kHz and an amplitude of Vpp = 20 mV. The resulting plot of the phase vs. the
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voltage is shown in Fig. 6.15a. It can already be seen in this graph that in the region
of 1.7 V, where the flat band condition is reached, the response of the device changes
drastically from a capacitive to an ohmic behavior. To gain quantitative results from
this measurement, an equivalent circuit has to be assumed which is shown as inset in
Fig. 6.15b. Assuming such a circuit, the capacitance can be calculated which relates
to the built-in voltage by the equation
C =
εε0A√
2εε0(VB−V )
NA
+ d2i
(6.3)
where A is the area of the device under investigation.
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Figure 6.15: a) Impedance spectroscopy measurement of the phase vs. the voltage at a
1 kHz sinusoidal modulation of Vpp = 20 mV. b) Calculated plot of the square of the inverse
capacitance vs. the applied voltage. The equivalent circuit is shown as inset in the graph (Ri,
Ci: resistance and capacity of intrinsic layer, Rp/n: resistance of the doped layers). The vertical
dotted line gives the calculated contribution by the doped layers. Shown by courtesy of Hans
Kleemann.
In Fig. 6.15b 1/C2 is plotted vs. the applied voltage. For increasing bias the
capacitance increases and therefore 1/C2 decreases. This continues until the applied
voltage approaches the built-in voltage. At this point the capacitance of the intrinsic
layer breaks down and the device is limited only by the capacitance of the doped
layers. The value of VB can therefore be found by matching the point in which the
device shows the same value of 1/C2 as the doped layers. When using ε = 5 for
Pentacene, the capacity of the doped layers can be calculated to be
C = εε0
A
d
= 5 ε0
6.38mm2
50nm + 80nm
= 2.1 nF and
1
C2
= 2.1 · 1017 1
F2
. (6.4)
This value is indicated by the horizontal dotted line in Fig. 6.15b and crosses the
measurement at V = 1.72 eV.
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Conclusion
In this Section, the energetic alignment in a complete Pentacene pin homojunction
device has been presented. The built-in voltage was found to be eVB = 2.1 eV. The
measurements showed that not all of the voltage drop happens across the intrinsic
layer since considerable depletion regions form at the interfaces between the p- and n-
doped layers with the intrinsic layer as well. Furthermore, the Pentacene layer showed
a change in ionization potential upon doping due to a modified polarization screening
resulting in a 0.4 eV lower IP for n-doped layer compared to p-doped Pentacene. This
lead to a different built-in voltage of the transport levels compared to the vacuum
level of eV HOMOB = 1.7 eV. To achieve flat band conditions, it is therefore sufficient
to apply this lower voltage. The validity of this last value was furthermore supported
by investigations of the current-voltage and impedance measurements. These two
methods resulted in values of the built-in voltage of 1.6 eV and 1.72 eV, respectively.
6.3 PES Investigation of a Zener Diode
A Zener diode is a special kind of pin diode, known from inorganic semiconductors. It
conducts current not only in the forward direction like a conventional diode, but also
in the reverse direction if the voltage is larger than the breakdown voltage also known
as Zener voltage. When the Zener voltage is applied under operation in backward
direction, the device becomes conductive and the current increases. For devices made
from inorganic semiconductors, this happens because charge carriers are transferred
to higher bands by the large electric field.
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Figure 6.16: a) Schematic layer structure of a Zener diode. b) IV-curves of several Zener
diodes having different thicknesses of the intrinsic BAlq/α-NPD interlayer and therefore different
breakdown voltages under reverse bias. Shown by courtesy of Hans Kleemann.
From the two Sections presented in this Chapter so far, it can already be guessed
that a similar device can be made from organic semiconducting layers. It was shown
that pn junctions show no blocking behavior under reverse bias, while a good blocking
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can be achieved with a pin junction as the tunneling is suppressed by the intrinsic
layer. However, if the thickness of such an intrinsic layer is chosen in a way that it
prevents tunneling at low electric fields and allows tunneling for high fields, Zener
diode properties can be achieved. The breakdown voltage can be tuned by this thick-
ness. The experiments on such devices presented in this Section have been done in
cooperation with the PhD student Hans Kleemann.
Figure 6.16 shows current - voltage measurements of a series of such devices. For
the p-side MeO-TPD doped by NDP2 was used and BPhen doped by Cs for the n-side.
As intrinsic layer, a mixture of BAlq and α-NPD was chosen at different thicknesses
indicated in the graph. This material combination is used, as BAlq is more electron
conducting while α-NPD is hole conducting. This leads to equal barriers in the HOMO
and LUMO levels and therefore to balanced tunneling rates. With this structure,
the Zener voltage can be tuned from -2 V (black squares) to -10 V (red diamonds)
by increasing the thickness of the intrinsic layer from 1 nm to 12 nm without much
change in the forward bias behavior. Only the curve with 1 nm interlayer thickness
shows a slight deviation, which suggests that an interlayer thickness in the range of
only one ML is not suitable.
In this Section, such a Zener diode is investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy.
The stack used for this investigation is similar to the one shown in Fig. 6.16, but
it was not possible to use Cs as a dopant. Therefore, BPhen was doped by NDN1
for the measurement which produces working Zener diodes as well. In the following,
the interface resolved measurements in both deposition sequences are presented. The
resulting energy level alignment is then compared to results gained by current-voltage
measurement and impedance spectroscopy.
Investigation of the Mixed Layer of α-NPD and BAlq
Before investigating the alignment in the complete stack, it has to be clarified how
the energy levels within the mixed layer of α-NPD and BAlq align. First, 10 nm thick
pure layers of each of the two materials are deposited on an amorphous silver foil. In
Fig. 6.17 the resulting spectra for α-NPD (blue) and BAlq (green) are shown. Then
a mixed layer is investigated where the two molecules are co-evaporated at a weight
ratio of 1:1 which is shown as the red curve. The resulting ionization potentials are
IPα-NPD = 5.39 eV, IPBAlq = 6.08 eV, IPmix = 5.25 eV.
The right side of Fig. 6.17 shows the valence band region of these three mea-
surements. In this plot a polynomial background is subtracted to remove the signal
originating from the scattered electrons from the measurement. The spectra of α-
NPD and BAlq are fitted by Gaussian peaks and shifted in intensity and position to
obtain the best fit for the curve of the mixed layer. This fit is plotted as black curve
and reproduces the shape of the co-evaporated layer well. The energetic alignment of
the two materials can be deduced from this fit. The difference in hole injection barrier
of BAlq and α-NPD in the mixed film is ∆φ = 0.68 eV which equals the difference
in ionization potential of the single layers (∆IP = 0.69 eV). The vacuum levels of the
molecules are therefore aligned in the mixed film.
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Figure 6.17: Left side: UPS measurements of a 10 nm layer α-NPD, 10 nm BAlq, and 10 nm
of a co-evaporated layer of α-NPD:BAlq at a weight ratio 1:1. Right side: the three valence
band regions are plotted without the polynomial background signal. The curves of the pure
layers are shifted in position and intensity to reproduce the shape of the mixed curve. This way
the energetic alignment between the organic materials can be found.
Measurement in the pin Direction
The measurement of the alignment within a Zener diodes starts with a silver foil
covered by 10 nm MeO-TPD doped with NDP2 at 4 wt%. The UPS spectra are shown
as black curve in Fig. 6.18. On top of this layer, the co-evaporated α-NPD:BAlq at
a weight ratio of 1:1 is stepwise evaporated up to a thickness of 5 nm (red curves).
Finally, the alignment of 20 nm BPhen doped by 8 wt% NDN1 is investigated, shown
by the green curves. The change in HOMO positions mentioned in the text and
indicated in Fig. 6.18 can not always be found directly. For most measurements the
HOMOs overlap. Therefore, these values are gained by using a peak fit program
where the valence band regions of the different materials are fitted onto the curve of
a given measurement.
The doped MeO-TPD layer shows a hole injection barrier of φ = 0.37 eV. This
value increases during the evaporation of the following layers by 0.68 eV, marked by
the black crosses in Fig. 6.18. Therefore, a depletion region is created at the interface
to the intrinsic layer due to a diffusion of holes. A characteristic core level peak of the
p-dopant supports this finding and shows approximately the same shift. The mixed
layer starts off at φ = 0.77 eV, indicated by the red vertical lines, and slowly moves
away from the Fermi energy for increasing thickness. After 5 nm a value of φ = 1.47 eV
is reached. Upon contact with n-BPhen this layer is pulled downward in energy even
more due the alignment with the doped layer and reaches φ = 2.18 eV. The BPhen
layer takes 15 nm to reach the end of the depletion region and settles on the bulk
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Figure 6.18: UPS measurement of the Zener diode starting from the 10 nm MeO-TPD:NDP2
(4 wt%) layer, followed by the mixed layer of α-NPD and BAlq (weight ratio 1:1), and
BPhen:NDN1 (8 wt%). In the valence band region the crosses mark the HOMO onset of
MeO-TPD, the vertical lines those of α-NPD:BAlq, and the circles indicate the value for BPhen.
These values are gained by a peak fit program to separate the individual signals as well as pos-
sible.
value. This is much larger compared to BPhen doped by Cs (see e.g. Fig. 4.5 on
page 79) which is due to the less efficient doping by NDN1. The hole injection barrier
shows a change by 1.06 eV before it reaches the final value of φ = 3.85 eV which is
again an indication for the less efficient doping: using Cs a value of φ = 4.16 eV is
reached. The total change in vacuum level and therefore the built-in potential of the
device is eVB = 2.17 eV.
Measurement in the nip Direction
The second PES measurements are performed in reverse deposition direction. A
silver layer is covered by 15 nm n-BPhen before the interface to the 5 nm mixed
layer is investigated. Afterwards, the p-MeO-TPD is evaporated. However, this last
layer can only be measured up to 0.5 nm thickness for UPS and 1 nm for XPS. At this
point, the sample shows charging due to the photogenerated holes. The corresponding
measurements are shown in Fig. 6.19 using the same color coding as in the previous
graph.
Similar to the last measurement, the BPhen HOMO is positioned at φ = 3.83 and
shows only a small change by 0.09 eV upon the evaporation of the first 0.5 nm of the
mixed layer. For thicker layers a characteristic core level peak of the dopant NDN1
can be used to look at the further change and shows a total bending by 0.46 eV. The
mixed layer starts at φ = 2.5 eV and moves towards the Fermi energy for increasing
thickness up to a value of φ = 2.11 eV. After the evaporation of 0.5 nm p-MeO-TPD
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Figure 6.19: UPS measurement of the Zener diode starting from the 15 nm BPhen:NDN1
(8 wt%), layer followed stepwise by the mixed layer of α-NPD and BAlq (weight ratio 1:1), and
MeO-TPD:NDP2 (4 wt%). In the valence band region the crosses mark the HOMO onset of
MeO-TPD, the vertical lines those of α-NPD:BAlq, and the circles give the value for BPhen.
The values are gained by a peak fit program to separate the individual signals as well as possible.
this value is further decreased to φ = 1.3 eV. As the deposition of the p-doped layer
could not be continued, it is not clear how much further the HOMO of the mixed
layer would have moved. The HOMO of MeO-TPD appears at 1.04 eV, which is in
agreement with the measurement in forward direction. The change in vacuum level
for this measurement is only 1.57 eV due to the incomplete deposition of the p-side
The full alignment concluded from the two measurements is shown in Fig. 6.20.
The built-in voltage of this device is eVB = 2.17 eV. A considerable amount of this,
i.e. 1.14 eV, drops across the depletion region of the doped layers while the rest drops
across the intrinsic layer.
We have seen for the Pentacene homojunction that the built-in potential is not
necessarily equal to the voltage where flat band condition is reached. To estimate
V HOMOB the exact amount of the shift in the mixed layer would have to be known. This
is difficult to estimate and in the schematic view only the lowest and highest HOMO
values measured by UPS are stated. However, some of the change in the HOMO
position of the intrinsic layer for small thicknesses could be due to the superimposed
shift of the underlying doped layers that can not be told apart. The actual value
of the voltage drop lies between V iB = 2.5 eV−0.77 eV= 1.73 eV, if all the measured
shifting actually takes place in the mixed layer, or V iB = 1.73 eV−0.68 eV−0.46 eV=
0.59 eV if the shifting that is shown by the doped layers has to be subtracted as
it is superimposed. The actual value will be somewhere in between. The voltage
V HOMOB at which the flat band condition is achieved in the device can therefore not
be calculated as easily as in the case of the Pentacene homojunction, where merely
the total shift in Pentacene HOMO position had to be considered. Adding up the
bending present in the layers leads to 1.73 eV≤ V HOMOB ≤2.78 eV.
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Figure 6.20: Schematic energy level alignment in a Zener diode composed of
MeO-TPD:NDP2 (4 wt%) /α-NPD:BAlq (1:1) / BPhen:NDN1 (8 wt%) resulting from the in-
terface resolved PES measurements in forward and backward deposition sequence. The gap of
α-NPD is assumed to be 3.1 [93] and for BAlq Eg = 3.08 eV is used [151]. The second one is
probably underestimated, as the LUMO would lie below the Fermi energy.
Current - Voltage and Impedance Measurement
By performing current-voltage and impedance measurements, it is tried to determine
the exact value of V HOMOB . The sample stack used for these measurements is ITO / Al
(50 nm) / MeO-TPD:NDP2 (4 wt%, 50 nm) / BAlq:α-NPD (1:1, 5 nm) / BPhen:NDN1
(8 wt%, 50 nm) / Al (100 nm). The plot of the current density vs. the applied voltage
is shown in Fig. 6.21. The black circles are plotted in a linear scale. The device shows
the Zener diode behavior with a breakdown voltage at a backward bias of -5 V. The
blue squares are plotted in a logarithmic scale and fitted for low forward bias by the
Shockley equation (Eq. 6.1). This fit does not work as well for this measurement as for
the Pentacene homojunction (Fig. 6.14). The data do not show a simple exponential
behavior at low voltages which suggest a filling of trap states in this range. The point
at which the measurement deviates from the Shockley-like behavior is at V = 2.05 V,
but due to the influence of the trap states this value has be viewed sceptically.
On the same sample, impedance spectroscopy is performed and the plot of the
phase vs. the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 6.22a. The capacity of BPhen:NDN1
layer shows a significant influence of trap states in this measurement which makes
the equivalent circuit used for Pentacene less applicable here. This problem can be
reduced by decreasing the modulation frequency of the measurement from 1 kHz to
500 Hz as these trap state have a different time constant compared to the intrinsic
interlayer. However, the plot of 1/C2 in Fig. 6.22b is not as straightforward to evaluate
as in the case of the Pentacene homojunction. The calculated value of the doped layers
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Figure 6.21: Current density - voltage measurement of a Zener diode consisting of 50 nm
p-MeO-TPD, 5 nm BAlq:α-NPD and 50 nm n-BPhen. The black circles are a linear plot to show
the Zener breakdown in backward direction. The blue squares show the same measurement on
a logarithmic scale and the data points in forward direction are fitted by the Shockley equation
giving the red solid line. Shown by courtesy of Hans Kleemann.
of 1/C2 = 3.5 · 10171/F2 is not reached, as the capacity of the BPhen:NDN1 layer
dominates over the p-MeO-TPD layer and furthermore the trap states introduce an
additional capacity making the calculation of the correct value imprecise. Once more,
only the limiting cases of the built-in voltage can be stated, as we know it has to be
in the region of Fig. 6.22b where the capacity of the device shows a strong change in
magnitude. This is marked by the vertical lines and gives 2.2 eV≤ V HOMOB ≤2.7 eV.
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Figure 6.22: a) Impedance spectroscopy measurement of the phase vs. voltage at a 500 kHz
sinusoidal modulation of Vpp = 20 mV. b) Calculated dependence of the square of the inverse
capacitance vs. the applied voltage. The equivalent circuit used for the calculation is shown
as inset in the graph (Ri, Ci: resistance and capacity of intrinsic layer, Rp/n: resistance of the
doped layers). The vertical dotted lines give the margin of the area of the built-in voltage in
this device. Shown by courtesy of Hans Kleemann.
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Conclusion
In this Section, the alignment within a Zener diode was investigated, where a thin
intrinsic interlayer consisting of BAlq and α-NPD at a ratio of 1:1 separates a pn-
junction. The investigation of this intrinsic interlayer showed that the vacuum lev-
els of the co-evaporated molecules are aligned and therefore the HOMO offset is
∆φ = 0.68 eV. The measurement of the complete stack showed a built-in voltage of
eVB = 2.17 eV. The intrinsic interlayer in this device is only 5 nm thick, and therefore
a considerable voltage drop of 1.14 V takes place across the doped layers. This makes
estimating the voltage drop across the HOMO of the mixed layer difficult as the shifts
of the doped layers are superimposed on it. The measurement of the change in capac-
ity of the device on the voltage by impedance spectroscopy met difficulties as well.
Due to a large number of traps in the BPhen layer, the capacity can not be calculated
correctly. The transport level built-in voltage, at which the flat band condition is
reached, can only be given to lie within the region of 2.2 eV≤ V HOMOB ≤2.7 eV.

7 Investigation of a Complete
OLED Device
In this Chapter, we increase the complexity of the investigated sample and use
photoelectron spectroscopy to study the electronic structure and energy level alignment
of a complete organic light emitting diode. With rising complexity of the state-of-
the-art device stacks, the interfaces between the organic layers become increasingly
important for the OLED performance. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the
alignment between the numerous organic layers for simulation and optimization of
these devices. We present interface-resolved measurements of all metal/organic and
organic/organic interfaces that occur in a typical OLED stack.
7.1 Photoelectron Spectroscopy Measurements
We choose the structure of a state-of-the-art long living and highly efficient orange/red
phosphorescent device for these studies. The performance of this OLED is reported in
Ref. [137]. In this stack, an ITO anode is contacted by a hole injection layer consisting
of MeO-TPD doped at a molar ratio of 0.04 with F4-TCNQ and an electron blocking
layer of α-NPD. This is followed by the light emitting layer, composed of α-NPD
co-evaporated with 10 wt% of the phosphorescent red emitter Ir(MDQ)2acac
1, and a
hole blocking layer of BPhen. Finally, the device consist of an electron injection layer
of BPhen doped by Cesium and a silver top contact.
For the UPS and XPS measurements, the whole device is incrementally built and
each interface is investigated. Thereby, different chambers for n- and p-type doping
as well as for intrinsic layers are used to avoid cross contamination.
Interface alignment between ITO and MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ: The first interface
is the one from the anode ITO to the hole injection layer MeO-TPD p-doped with
F4-TCNQ at a molar ratio of MR = 0.04. This interface was already discussed in
Chapter 5.3 for the investigation of the alignment of a p-doped layer with different
substrates and is shown in Fig. 5.2 on page 94. At the interface, a dipole of -120 meV
is observed, followed by an upward bending of 670 meV. After a depletion region of
5 nm, the energy levels saturate, showing a φ of 0.45 eV and the ionization potential
1Iridium(III)bis(2-methyldibenzo[f,h]quinoxaline)(acetylacetonate)
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is 5.1 eV. The resulting energy diagram for this interface can be found in Fig. 5.2 on
page 94.
Interface alignment between MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ and α-NPD: For the investi-
gation of the interface between MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ and the intrinsic α-NPD block-
ing layer, a 6 nm thick layer of doped MeO-TPD is prepared on a silver foil and
subsequently α-NPD is evaporated. Silver is used here and for all the following inves-
tigations as substrate instead of ITO since it is more reproducible and easier to handle.
It was shown in Chapter 5.3 that this has no influence on the energetic alignment.
A dipole is not observed at the interface as can be seen from the constant HBEC
in Fig. 7.1a, so there is vacuum level alignment between the two layers. The IP of the
5 nm thick α-NPD layer is 5.45 eV and the hole injection barrier is φ = 0.85 eV as is
shown in Fig. 7.1b. Here a transport gap of 3.1 eV is assumed for α-NPD [93].
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Figure 7.1: Interface between doped MeO-TPD and intrinsic α-NPD. a) Development of
the HBEC and valence band region of the UPS spectra as a function of increasing thickness of
the α-NPD layer. The dotted vertical line marks the HBEC position. b) Resulting schematic
energy level diagram.
Interface alignment between α-NPD and α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac: On a further
sample, the interface between intrinsic α-NPD and the active layer where α-NPD is co-
evaporated with 10 wt% of the phosphorescent emitter Ir(MDQ)2acac is investigated.
On a silver sample, 6 nm of doped MeO-TPD are covered by 3 nm intrinsic α-NPD.
The α-NPD has to be kept thin to prevent charging of the sample, as this layer
shows a low conductivity for the photogenerated holes. On top, the mixed layer of
α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac is deposited stepwise.
The measurements in Fig. 7.2 show a small downward shift of the vacuum level
and the α-NPD HOMO position at first by -100 meV that saturates after 1 nm when
approximately the first ML is completed. The mixed layer shows φ = 0.9 eV and the
IP remains the same as for intrinsic α-NPD.
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Figure 7.2: Interface between α-NPD and α-NPD co-evaporated with 10 wt%
Ir(MDQ)2acac. a) Development of the HBEC and valence band region of the UPS spectra
as a function of increasing thickness of the co-evaporated layer. The dotted vertical line marks
the change in the position of the HBEC. b) Resulting schematic energy level diagram.
Since the electron transport in the device does not takes place on the host material
but on the LUMO of the Ir(MDQ)2acac [137], it is important to know the position
of the Ir(MDQ)2acac HOMO and LUMO within the α-NPD matrix. The 10 wt%
doping ratio used in the experiment does not produce distinct HOMO features from
the iridium complex molecules. Therefore, two more samples are prepared, one with
a doping ratio α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac of 1:1 and a pure Ir(MDQ)2acac sample.
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Figure 7.3: a) UPS valence band regions of pure α-NPD and pure Ir(MDQ)2acac; the
two measured curves are fitted by multiple Gaussian peaks after a polynomial background is
subtracted b) UPS valence band region of a 1:1 ratio of α-NPD mixed with Ir(MDQ)2acac after
a polynomial background is subtracted. The Gaussian fits of the pure α-NPD and Ir(MDQ)2acac
layers are used to fit the measured data and gain information on their relative alignment.
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In Fig. 7.3a, the valence band region of the pure α-NPD layer and the pure
Ir(MDQ)2acac layer are shown, fitted by multiple Gaussian peaks after a polyno-
mial background is subtracted. These two fits are used in the valence band region of
the 1:1 mixed layer (Fig. 7.3b) and shifted in relative position and intensity to match
the measured data. This fit shows that the HOMO cutoffs are at the same position,
so the HOMO of the α-NPD and the iridium complex molecule are aligned in the
mixed layer. This is due to the vacuum level alignment between the two molecules
that have similar ionization potentials. The position of the Ir(MDQ)2acac LUMO
can be estimated from the 2.6 eV transport gap measured by cyclic voltammetry to
be 0.5 eV below the LUMO of α-NPD.
Interface alignment from α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac to BPhen and to BPhen:Cs:
For the investigation of the interface between α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac and the hole
blocking layer BPhen, a silver foil with 5 nm doped MeO-TPD and 5 nm α-NPD:
Ir(MDQ)2acac is prepared. Here, the intrinsic α-NPD had to be left out to prevent
a charging of the sample during measurement. This has no effect on the alignment
since it does not lead to a change in the energetic position of the mixed layer, as can
be seen in the same φ of α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac in Fig. 7.2b and 7.4f.
The UPS measurements in Fig. 7.4a and the resulting values in Fig. 7.4c show
that upon BPhen deposition, the HOMO of α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac exhibits a down-
ward shift of -590 meV and φ increases to 1.49 eV. The HOMO of BPhen can be
distinguished after 0.5 nm of coverage. For increasing thickness, it shows a downward
bending of -200 meV (Fig. 7.4e). The energetic alignment of this interface is shown in
Fig. 7.4f.
Such a strong vacuum level shift when depositing an intrinsic layer is rather un-
usual. However, it has been shown before by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) that during the operation of such
an OLED, the Ir(MDQ)2acac molecules dissociate and the Ir(MDQ)
+
2 fragments react
with the BPhen molecules [137]. This leads to the creation of a dipole layer at the
interface that is observed in the UPS measurements.
Since UPS has only a small probing depth, the change in position of the iridium 4f
core level peaks is observed by XPS as well (Fig. 7.4a right side), which yields addi-
tional information on the behavior of the mixed layer. These core level peaks show a
downward shift by -410 meV in Fig. 7.4d, following the UPS shift in shape, but not in
intensity. This can have two different reasons: (i) XPS probes deeper into the sample,
so the bending of a lower layer is observed or (ii) the reaction between the iridium
complex molecules and BPhen at the interface could induce a different energy shift
of the α-NPD compared to the Ir(MDQ)2acac.
A total BPhen thickness of only 5 nm is chosen, since on the same sample, the
measurement is continued with the electron injection layer of BPhen doped with
Cesium atoms. A thicker intrinsic BPhen layer would increase the probability of
charging during the following measurement.
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Figure 7.4: Measurement of the interface from α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac to BPhen and to
BPhen:Cs. a) Development of the HBEC, valence band region, and Ir 4f peaks with increasing
thickness of the organic layers; the dotted vertical lines mark the change in the position of the
HBEC, HOMO and Ir 4f7/2 peak. Plots of the corresponding shifts are shown for b) the work
function, c) the α-NPD hole injection barrier, d) the Ir 4f7/2 peak, and e) the BPhen hole
injection barrier as a function of the increasing BPhen and BPhen:Cs layer thickness; the dashed
vertical line marks the start of the doped BPhen layer. f) Schematic energy level diagram for
BPhen deposited on α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac. g) Schematic energy level diagram when BPhen:Cs
is deposited on α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac / BPhen.
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Instantaneously after the deposition of 2 Å of doped BPhen, the work function
changes by -900 meV and the BPhen HOMO moves downwards by -920 meV, as can
be seen at the dotted vertical line in Fig. 7.4b and e. Since at such low coverage the
HOMO signal originates mostly from the underlying intrinsic BPhen, this must mean
that at the interface the energy levels of the intrinsic BPhen layer shift downward to
achieve alignment with the doped BPhen. Upon further deposition, the vacuum level
moves downward even more, resulting in a total shift of -1.28 eV while the HOMO
shows a total shift of -1.3 eV. The doping ratio can be estimated from the relative
Carbon and Cesium XPS peak intensities and accounts in this case for one Cesium
atom per BPhen molecule.
Interfaces from BPhen:Cs to BPhen and to α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac: Further
measurements are needed to determine the HOMO position of the intrinsic BPhen at
the contact to α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac and to learn more about the alignment between
BPhen and BPhen:Cs. Therefore, the reversed deposition sequence is investigated as
well and is shown in Fig. 7.5a. 10 nm BPhen:Cs are prepared on a silver foil, followed
by a stepwise deposition of 10 nm intrinsic BPhen. The measured values in Fig. 7.5c
reveal a small interface dipole of approximately 200 meV that is created within the
first ML when the φ changes from 4.24 eV for the doped layer to 4.04 eV for the
intrinsic one. The schematic energy alignment is shown on the left part of Fig. 7.5e.
On top of this layer, α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac is evaporated. The HOMO of BPhen
gradually shifts upward by 180 meV upon the deposition of the mixed layer and the
HOMO of α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac shows a shift of 480 meV as can be seen in Fig. 7.5d
starting from the dashed line. Since the BPhen layer shows only a small change in
energetic position here, the backward measurement demonstrates that most of the
shifting seen in the forward measurement (Fig. 7.4g) occurs in the mixed layer.
It would be interesting to know how the layers react when p-MeO-TPD is evapo-
rated on top. This should pull the HOMO of the mixed layer up to φ = 0.9 eV again
and might influence the energetic position of the intrinsic BPhen. However, it is not
possible to do this measurement as the sample shows immediate charging.
Interface alignment between BPhen:Cs and silver: The last interface to be in-
vestigated is the one from BPhen:Cs to the silver top contact. This measurement
has already been shown in Fig. 4.6 on page 80 during the investigation of the metal
top contact formation of doped layers (Chapter 4.1.2). There, it is found that the
organic shifts upward by 190 meV, while the position of the vacuum level changes by
about 260 meV, resulting in a work function of 2.42 eV. As mentioned in Chapter 4.2,
this incorrect silver work function is due to the monolayer of BPhen that remains
on top of the metal layer. It is assumed in Fig. 7.6 that the silver top contact has
a work function of 4.3 eV even though it is not observable by UPS because of the
residual BPhen on top. The thickness of the depletion layer cannot be derived from
this measurement. However, from Chapter 4.1 we know that the depletion region at
a bottom contact is only 2 nm wide.
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Figure 7.5: Interface from BPhen:Cs to BPhen and to α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac. a) Devel-
opment of the HBEC and valence band region of the UPS spectra with increasing thickness
of the organic layers. Plots of the corresponding shifts are shown for b) the work function,
c) the BPhen hole injection barrier, and d) the α-NPD hole injection barrier as a function of
the BPhen and α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer thickness; the dashed vertical line marks the start
of the α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer. e) Resulting schematic energy level diagram. Taken from
Ref. [194].
144 7 Investigation of a Complete OLED Device
Full device alignment: From the combined measurements in forward and backward
direction, the alignment of the interfaces are derived and the schematic energy level
diagram of the red phosphorescent OLED stack is shown in Fig. 7.6. The data shows
that there is no common vacuum level throughout the device. This is due to the
interface dipoles, level bending effects, and the built-in potential created by the doped
layers. This built-in potential accounts for eVB = 2.53 eV and mainly drops across the
α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer. The small voltage drop of 0.18 eV across the intrinsic
BPhen layer could be underestimated, as it is measured without evaporating the p-
doped layer on top. Furthermore, there could be some part of the voltage dropping
across the intrinsic α-NPD layer as well. It could not be included in the stack for
most of the measurements due to charging.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic energy diagram of the full OLED device as it can be derived from the
measurements presented in this Chapter. The LUMO of the α-NPD is shown only as a thin line
since the electron transport happens on the LUMO of the Ir(MDQ)2acac. The built-in potential
VB is calculated from the offset between the vacuum levels of the doped layers.
7.2 Comparison to IV Characteristics
In a next step, the results from the UPS measurements are compared to current -
voltage measurements. For this purpose, identical OLED stacks with different layer
thicknesses of the α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer ranging from 5 nm to 20 nm are pre-
pared. Changing this thickness has no influence on the built-in potential and merely
changes the resistance within the OLED. The samples are prepared in the Lesker UHV
system at a base pressure of 1·10−8 mbar. Here, it is possible to fabricate devices with
different structures on the same substrate ensuring equal evaporation conditions for a
high comparability. After preparation, the devices are encapsulated with cavity glass
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Figure 7.7: Current density - voltage characteristic of the red phosphorescent OLED stack at
different thickness of the emitting layer α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac. The current can be divided intro
three regions (I) leakage current (II) drift-diffusion dominated and (III) recombination / ohmic
conduction dominated region.
lids by an epoxy glue under the nitrogen atmosphere of a glovebox that is directly
attached to the vacuum system.
The current density - voltage characteristics of four of these samples are shown in
Fig. 7.7. The current characteristics can be divided into three regions. For voltages
below 2 V, leakage currents dominate. In the range from 2 V to approximately 2.5 V,
all curves coincide and in this regime, the drift-diffusion current can be fitted by
the Shockley Equation (Eq. 6.1). Above this voltage, the current gets dominated by
recombination and/or ohmic conduction and the curves show a significant dependence
on the thickness of the emission layer which indicates a considerable drop of bias
across this region. The measurement supports the results of a built-in voltage of
2.53 eV found by the UPS measurements and the strong level bending drop across
the α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer.

8 Conclusion and Outlook
8.1 Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis aimed at a better understanding of the alignment
between organic semiconductor layers and more complex devices, with a focus on the
impact of doped layers. For most experiments, UV-photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were used as powerful tools to investigate
the occupied density of states of a solid under UHV conditions. The high surface
sensitivity on the order of nanometers allows for interface-resolved measurements
when the interface is stepwise evaporated and investigated. This gives information on
the creation of dipoles, accesses the energy level barriers, and can probe the formation
of depletion regions created at interfaces to doped layers.
First, the topic of the formation of metal top and bottom contacts was inves-
tigated. This was motivated by the finding that p-doped layers show symmetric
injection of charge carriers, while n-doped layers in general show an increased injec-
tion from a top contact. By UPS and XPS it was found that for the p-doped system
of MeO-TPD co-evaporated with F4-TCNQ, the alignment of bottom and top sil-
ver contacts is symmetric with a hole injection barrier of 1.2 - 1.3 eV independent on
the deposition sequence. However, in the case of BPhen n-doped by Cs, a signifi-
cant difference was found. For n-BPhen, the level bending at the top contact was
1.16 eV smaller compared to the bottom contact. The reason is connected to induced
gap states created by a reaction of the BPhen molecules with the penetrating silver
atoms. This results in a more efficient tunneling process from the top electrode, com-
pared to the bottom one, in agreement with current voltage measurements of single
carrier devices. A further observation made during these investigations was a residual
organic signal for thick metal top contacts, indicating a contamination of the metal
layer by molecules. Therefore, the interaction of BPhen with a silver top contact was
further investigated by x-ray depth profiling. It was found that the silver considerably
penetrates into the BPhen layer. This leads to a diffuse interface and a contamination
of the whole Ag contact with BPhen was found. Most notably, a BPhen monolayer
is present on top of the metal layer almost independent of the metal layer thickness.
These effects are disadvantageous when using ultra-thin, transparent top contacts.
By investigating the same interface with an 1 nm aluminum interlayer inserted be-
tween BPhen and silver a different formation was found. The aluminum binds at
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the surface to the BPhen, preventing a diffusion of the subsequently deposited silver
atoms. This way a pure metal layer could form on top which is advantageous for
the metallic behavior and smoothness, as shown by improved device performance and
SEM images.
Furthermore, the p-doping process was studied extensively on the system of MeO-
TPD co-evaporated with F4-TCNQ. A moderate molar doping ratio of 0.04 already
yielded a carrier concentration large enough to result in a final energetic alignment
independent of the substrate. This means, Fermi level alignment between substrate
and organic semiconductor is achieved and interface effects as well as the substrate
work function only play a minor role for the energy alignment. By varying the amount
of doping, it was found that the induced Fermi level shift exceeds the expected value
of kBT by a factor of 15. The Fermi energy position within the gap could thus be
controlled over 1.33 eV by the doping ratio and the conductivity of the sample could
be tuned over several orders of magnitude up to a value of σ = 2.3 · 10−3 S/cm. At
molar doping ratios larger than 0.1, the Fermi level became pinned 350 meV beyond
the HOMO onset in the gap of the semiconductor. Detailed investigations of the UPS
signal around the HOMO cutoff position showed an exponentially decaying tail of
the DOS that extended considerably beyond the traditionally assumed HOMO onset.
Consequently, we observed a DOS that reaches up to the Fermi energy upon doping
ratios above 0.1. The width of this HOMO tail was found to strongly depend on
the matrix material and thereby on the disorder present in the amorphous layer. By
determining the depletion layer thicknesses at various doping densities, typical charge
carrier concentrations in doped organic semiconductors could be deduced, ranging
from 2 · 1018 to 2 · 1020 cm−3 were found for weakly and strongly doped samples. By
comparing this value to the amount of dopants present in the layer, it was found that
only about 5% of the dopants are fully ionized.
Finally, the alignment between doped layers as well as doped and intrinsic layers
was investigated for device relevant interfaces, ranging from a simple pn junction to a
complete OLED device which consisted of 5 different layers placed between the metal
contacts. The first interface investigated was a pn junction made of MeO-TPD:F4-
TCNQ and C60:AOB that is applied as recombination contact in tandem solar cells.
The high doping ratios lead to a large built-in voltage of ≈ 800 meV across this inter-
face. The resulting small HOMO - LUMO offset and the only 10 nm wide depletion
region facilitate the efficient electron-hole recombination at this interface necessary
to achieve the doubling of the open circuit voltage. In a next step, a pin homojunc-
tion was investigated, realized by Pentacene doped by either NDP2 and NDN1 at
the interfaces and an intrinsic layer in between. The built-in voltage was found to
be eVB = 2.1 eV. The measurements showed that not all of the voltage drop happens
across the intrinsic layer, since considerable depletion regions form at the interfaces
between the p- and n-doped layers with the intrinsic layer as well. The Pentacene
layer showed a change in ionization potential upon doping due to a modified polariza-
tion screening, resulting in a 0.4 eV lower IP for n-doped layer compared to p-doped
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Pentacene. This led to a different built-in voltage of the transport levels compared to
the vacuum level of eV HOMOB = 1.7 eV. To achieve flat band conditions, it is therefore
sufficient to apply this lower voltage. The validity of this last value was furthermore
supported by the current-voltage and impedance spectroscopy measurements.
A similar investigation was performed on a pin heterojunction showing a Zener-
diode behavior. The p-doped layer consisted of MeO-TPD:NDP2; for the n-side,
BPhen:NDN1 was used. This time, the intrinsic layer was made of a combination of
the hole conduction α-NPD and the electron conducting BAlq to ensure comparable
tunneling rates for both types of charge carriers. The alignment of the molecules in
the mixed layer was investigated; they exhibited vacuum level alignment. The whole
device showed a large built-in voltage of eVB = 2.17 eV. The intrinsic interlayer in
this device is only 5 nm thick, so a considerable voltage drop of 1.14 eV takes place
across the depletion regions formed in the doped layers. For this device, comparison
to current-voltage and impedance spectroscopy measurements were made as well.
The device with the highest complexity under investigation was a complete red
phosphorescent OLED stack consisting of the injection layers MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ
and BPhen:Cs, blocking layers of α-NPD and BPhen and an emission layer of α-
NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac. The built-in potential created by the doped layers accounts for
eVB = 2.53 eV and mainly drops across the emission layer of α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac.
Once more, the alignment of the two molecules in this mixed layer was investigated
and found to have vacuum level alignment, which is most likely a rule for mixed layers
as long as no charge transfer takes place. IV measurements supported the results of
a built-in voltage of 2.53 eV found by the UPS measurements as well as the strong
influence on the current by the α-NPD:Ir(MDQ)2acac layer.
8.2 Outlook
In this thesis, I have shown that photoelectron spectroscopy is a capable tool to in-
vestigate various aspects of organic semiconductor layers ranging from fundamental
properties of doped layers to material interactions and to the characterization of com-
plete devices. However, these measurements are a small fraction of what is possible
and interesting to investigate in further studies.
Most obviously, the generality of the results on the p-doping process have to be
investigated. As the slope of the Fermi level change on the doping concentration was
reported to be less for inorganic dopants, compared to the finding in this work for F4-
TCNQ, an influence of the dopant composition and probably the size of the dopant
can be assumed, as this changes the morphology of a layer and the interaction radius
with the matrix. The efficiency of charge transfer, found to be rather low in this
work should be checked with different matrix-dopant combinations to conclude on
the individual factors governing this process. If a good dopant-matrix combination
can be found that shows a considerable higher charge transfer probability, a lower
doping concentration would be sufficient which is preferable for the morphology and
would lead to less absorption in the transport layers. Furthermore, a comparison to
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the n-doping process would be of great interest. Even though UPS is only able to
observe the occupied density of states and not the LUMO of a material, the change
in Fermi level position is still measurable.
An exciting topic that was observed for Pentacene and MeO-TPD in this work is
the change of the ionization potential of a layer upon doping which has not been
reported in literature so far. Unpublished measurements on intrinsic and doped
HATCN1, NTCDA, and Di-NPD2 give additional hints for this process. Further
studies should be able to reproduce and quantify this effect. If the dopants actually
have such a large influence on the ionization potential, this would have to be con-
sidered since additional barriers appear between doped and undoped layers, even of
similar kind, and furthermore an inhomogeneous doping concentration throughout a
layer would lead to location-dependent polarization energies that probably have to be
included in simulations of the transport.
An important issue for understanding organic semiconductor layers is the inves-
tigation of the tail states. It was found in this work that a considerable amount of
charge carriers can be present up to 0.7 eV beyond the conventionally assumed HOMO
onset in the gap of a semiconductor. This means that the ionization potentials are
miscalculated and that interfaces or layers do not behave as expected from simply
comparing the IP values measured by UPS. So far, the effect was only investigated
for three hole transport materials. This should be expanded to different classes of
molecules. Here, an investigation by synchrotron photoelectron spectroscopy would
be helpful to circumvent the error-prone method of subtracting satellite lines from
the non-monochromatic He excitation source. Furthermore, it can be expected that
the deposition condition will play a role on the width of the tail states, as the quasi-
crystalline ZnPc layer shows the shortest tail width. By performing measurements on
different stages of crystallinity, e.g. by changing the deposition rate or changing the
substrate temperature, the impact on the density of states should be observable.
A variety of devices have been investigated in the thesis, but for example the
investigation of a solar cell has still to be done. Here, the important topic of the
correlation of the offset between donor-HOMO and acceptor-LUMO and the open
circuit voltage of the device should be investigated. This is challenging, as the LUMO
of the acceptor material is not accessible by UPS but has to be measured by a different
method like inverse photoelectron spectroscopy or cyclic voltammetry. A lot of factors
will play a role for the actual value of VOC , like possible interface dipoles between the
organic layers, the exciton binding energy of the electron-hole pair, and the width of
the previously mentioned tail states.
Finally, it has to be said that there are many methods that are suitable to be
combined with PES measurements or that can support the results. It would be
helpful to have inverse photoelectron spectroscopy available, that probes the LUMO
of a material with a beam of electrons that couple to higher unoccupied electronic
states and decay from there to lower unoccupied states under emission of a photon that
1Hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitril
2N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(4’-(N,N-bis(naphth-1-yl)-amino)-biphenyl-4-yl)-benzidine
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is detected. Other capable methods are also available. With Seebeck measurements,
the distance between the transport level and the Fermi energy can be investigated and
related to hole injection barriers measured by UPS. Some experiments with impedance
spectroscopy have been presented here, clearly the method is capable of supporting
and extending results found by UPS. Especially the accessibility of depletion layer
widths and barrier formations by this method is promising.

Appendix
List of important abbreviations and symbols
Å Ångström, 1 Å = 0.1 nm
AO atomic orbital
C capacity
CEM channel electron multiplier
CTC charge transfer complex
Dis density of interface states
DOS density of states
e elementary charge (1.602 · 10−19 C)
EA electron affinity
E electric field
EB binding energy
ECNL charge neutrality level
Ecoul Coulomb energy, exciton binding energy
EF Fermi energy
Eg transport gap
Eoptg optical gap
Ekin kinetic energy
Epass pass energy of detector
Evac vacuum energy
EML emission layer
EBL electron blocking layer
ETL electron transport layer
FWHM full width of half maximum
h Planck constant (6.626 · 10−34 Js)
HBEC high binding energy cutoff
HOMO highest occupied orbital
HTL hole transport layer
HBL hole blocking layer
I current
ICT integer charge transfer
IDIS induced density of interface states
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IP ionization potential
ITO indium tin oxide (conductive oxide)
j current density
kB Boltzmann constant (8.62 · 10−5 eV/K)
LDI-TOF-MS laser desorption/ionization-time Of flight-mass
spectrometry
LUMO lowest unoccupied orbital
LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals
mD/M mass of donor/matrix layer
MD/M molar mass of dopant/matrix molecule
MO molecular orbital
mol% molar percentage of doping
MR molar doping ratio
N−A acceptor level density
N+D donor level density
NC conduction band density of states
NV valence band density of states
OLED organic light emitting diode
P+/− positive and negative polarization energy
R resistance
RSF relative sensitivity factor
S slope parameter
SEM scanning electron microscopy
t time
UHV ultra high vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
V voltage
VB built-in voltage
VOC open circuit voltage
Wf work function
WR doping weight ratio
wt% weight percentage of doping
X capacitive resistance
XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
Z degree of charge transfer
∆ interface dipole
ε0 dielectric constant of vacuum (8.85 ·10−12 As/Vm)
ε relative dielectric constant of a material
λ mean free path
µ mobility
ν frequency
ρ charge carrier density
σ conductivity
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ϕ phase of current
φ hole injection barrier
φe electron injection barrier
Ψ molecular orbital (wave function)
List of investigated molecules
Below a list of the molecules is given that have been investigated in the course of this
work. A summary of the material properties can be found in Table 3.1 on page 58.
α-NPD N,N’-Di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-
benzidine
AOB 3,6-bis(dimethylamino)acridine
BAlq Aluminum(III)bis(2-methyl-8-quninolinato)-4-
phenylphenolate
BPhen 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
C60 Buckminster fulleren consisting of 60 Carbon
atoms
C60F36 Florinated Buckminster fulleren
F4-TCNQ 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane
Ir(MDQ)2acac Iridium(III)bis(2-methyldibenzo[f,h]quinoxaline)
(acetylacetonate)
MeO-TPD N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
NDN1 Novaled Dopant N 1
NDP2 Novaled Dopant P 2
NDP9 Novaled Dopant P 9
PEDOT:PSS Poly-(3,4)ethylenedioxythiophene-
poly(styrenesulfonate)
PEN Pentacene
PV-TPD N,N’-Di(4-(2,2-diphenylethen-1-yl)phenyl)-N,N’-
di(4-methylphenylphenyl)benzidine
ZnPc Zinc-phthalocyanine
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Satellite line subtraction
The helium discharge lamp used for the excitation during UPS measurements is not
a purely monochromatic light source. Next to the main excitation of the He I line
at 21.22 eV there are three more emission lines with considerable lower intensities.
These so called satellite lines have an energy of 23.09 eV (2% intensity), 23.75 eV
(0.5% intensity), and 24.05 eV (0.2% intensity). The relative intensities given in the
brackets are just estimates, as the exact ratio depends on the pressure of the He gas
during the discharge. As mentioned in some parts of the thesis these satellite lines
have to be subtracted from the spectra if weak features at the onset of the HOMO or
in the gap of the semiconductor are supposed to be investigated (see Figs. 4.9, 4.12,
4.14, and 5.7). The following graphs show step by step how the these three satellite
lines are subtracted in a measurement performed on a layer of MeO-TPD at a helium
discharge pressure of 1.1 mbar.
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The red curve shows the original data of the
valence band region of MeO-TPD as it is mea-
sured, so the satellite excitations are superim-
posed on the data. A close up of the gap region
of this curve is shown in the next graph, the area
is indicated by the box.
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Obviously, additional structures appear with a
shape similar to the HOMO. As the intrinsic
semiconductor should have no states within the
bandgap these must be from the satellite lines.
The weakest of these lines with an excitation of
24.05 eV is already indicated in the graph. It is
gained by shifting the original data by -2.83 eV
and dividing it by a factor of 1200.
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This graph shows the same close up region with
the original data (red curve) and the same data
when the satellite line at 24.05 eV shown before
is subtracted (green curve).
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Now the second satellite line has to be sub-
tracted, so the corrected curve from the last
graph is shown (green curve) together with the
excitation at 23.75 eV [original spectra shifted
by -2.53 eV and divided by 330 (purple curve)].
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The blue curve shows the result of subtracting
the 23.75 eV satellite line.
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In a last step the most intense satellite line at
23.09 eV, shown as orange curve, has to be sub-
tracted. For this, the original spectra is shifted
by -1.87 eV and divided by 45.
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Now the black curve shows the data from which
all three satellite lines subtracted. A con-
stant background baseline is achieved beyond
the HOMO onset at 1 eV.
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black curve is shown in comparison to the orig-
inal data (red curve), zoomed out again to the
same region as in the first graph.
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